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Quick Facts
General Information
Location ...............................Fayetteville, Ark.
Founded ............................... March 27, 87
Enrollment ............................................8,647
Nickname ..........................Lady Razorbacks
Colors ............................. Cardinal and White
Affiliation .............................NCAA Division I
Conference.............................. Southeastern
Chancellor .........................Dr. John A. White
 Alma Mater ......................Arkansas, 962
Athletics Director ..........................Bev Lewis
 Alma Mater ..............................CMU, 979
Ath. Dept. Phone  ..................479-575-4959
Ticket Office ...................... 877-LADYBACKS
Arena Information
Arena ........................................Barnhill Arena
Capacity ................................................... 9,000
All-Time Arena Rec. ..............................22-25
Press Row  ...............................479-575-4422
History
First Season .............................................. 2003
All-Time Record .................................54-87-
All-Time SEC Record .............................. 9-2
Coaching Staff
Co-Head Coach ...........................Mark Cook
 Alma Mater ................. Chico State, 977
 Career Record ..........................5-07-3
 Arkansas Record ....................54-87- (5)
Co-Head Coach ...........................René Cook
 Alma Mater .................. Penn State, 993
 Career/Ark. Rec. ......................54-87- (5)
Gymnastics  ............................479-575-4479
Assistant ................................... David Kuzara 
 Alma Mater .....................Michigan, 980
Dir. of Gym Operations ............Lauren Mirkovich
 Alma Mater .....................Michigan, 2006
Team Information
 Total  Home Away
2007 Rec. 7-6 6-8 -8
SEC Rec. 2-4 0-3 2-
SEC Finish .....................................................5th
Final GymInfo Rank ................................5th
Letterwinners Ret./Lost ...........................9/4
Returners (9)
 Samantha Cortez Sr. 5-3 AA
 Emily Peacock Sr. 5-0 AA
 Alex LaChance Jr. 5-6 AA
 Allison Daniels So. 5- AA
 Amy DeFilippo So. 5-3 AA
 Casey Jo Magee So. 5-4 AA
 Ashly McPherson So. 5- AA
 Sarah Nagashima So. 5- AA
 Michelle Stout So. 5-3 AA
Newcomers (3)
 Stacy Bartlett Fr. 5-2 AA
 Molly Lewis Fr. 5-5 AA
 Kathryn Maschino Fr. 5-3 AA
Media Relations
Gymnastics SID ........................... Jeri Thorpe
E-mail ............................... jthorpe@uark.edu
SID P/F ..........................479-575-5037/740
Thorpe at Home ....................479-443-329
Web Site ........................... LADYBACKS.COM
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The WCO
The University of Arkansas Women’s Com-
munications Office is located in Room 
02 of Barnhill Arena with office hours 
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through 
Friday. You can often reach us at Barnhill 
after hours, but if not, please leave a mes-
sage on our voice mail system.
 The WCO, however, is often available 
after hours, nights and weekends.  Here 
are some important addresses and num-
bers to keep handy:
MAILING ADDRESS
Women’s Communications Office
University of Arkansas
3 Barnhill Arena
Fayetteville, AR 7270
(Same address for overnight mail)
VIA INTERNET
Jeri Thorpe--jthorpe@uark.edu
Bill Smith--bismith@uark.edu
Web site: www.ladybacks.com
Phone Numbers
Women’s Comm. 479-575-3707
WCO facsimile 479-575-740
Barnhill Arena Press Row 479-575-4422
Athletics Department 479-575-4959
Jeri Thorpe, Home 479-443-329
Jeri Thorpe, Cell 479-283-3344
Home of the Gym’Backs
All Arkansas gymnastics meets take place 
in the 9,000-seat Barnhill Arena.
Interview Policy
Please contact the WCO to arrange inter-
views with any of the Lady Razorbacks. 
Our office will be more than happy to set 
up an appointment with our athletes or 
coaches.
Credentials
Members of the working media may 
obtain press passes for Lady Razorback 
events by writing the WCO or calling the 
above numbers.
Photographers
Photographers are restricted to the man-
dated baseline locations per NCAA stan-
dards. No strobes are allowed. Only those 
making special requests through the 
WCO will be allowed to shoot only dur-
ing regular-season contests.
Working Area
All working media will be seated court-
side. Non-working media and scouts may 
sit at press row if space is available. A me-
dia work room is available. Telephones 
are available on a first-come, first-serve 
basis.
WI-FI
Wireless internet access is also provided 
in Barnhill Arena on press row. Please 
contact WCO for a password request.
Press Conferences
The gymnastics coaches generally hold 
their pregame press conference on 
Tuesday or Wednesday of each week. 
The exact time is still to be determined. 
The press conference will be held in the 
Barnhill Arena media room.  Gymnasts 
are available by contacting the WCO 48 
hours prior to the press conference.  Prac-
tices at the Huntley Gymnastics Training 
Facility are usually closed to fans and 
media.
Via Internet
All Lady’Back press releases, gymnastics 
statistics, results, meet stories and box 
scores are available from LADYBACKS.
COM.
Post-Meet Interviews
Head coaches Mark and René Cook are 
available for general interviews after a 
0-minute cooling off period following 
each home match.  The coaches and the 
visiting head coach may be held on the 
floor immediately after the event for a 
one-minute actuality for television.  All 
other interviews take place in the Barn-
hill Arena media room. The Gym’Back 
dressing room is closed to all media.
Live Radio/Television
The University of Arkansas Women’s Ath-
letics Department retains all copyrights 
to its home events. All visiting radio sta-
tions must contact the WCO 48 hours 
prior to the game to make arrangements. 
Non-conference opponents may be sub-
ject to line charges as well as rights fees. 
Other stations requesting a phone line 
should contact SBC directly. Requests 
for live or tape-delayed television rights 
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should be made one week in advance, 
and in writing, to the WCO.
IP-Based Streaming
The UA Women’s Athletics Department 
also retains all streaming rights for its 
home events. Shared streams may be 
provided to opponents on a reciprocat-
ing basis. Please contact Director of New 
Media Blair Cartwright for any requests 
for IP-based data, audio or video stream-
ing.
Lady Razorback TV
The Arkansas Women’s Athletics Depart-
ment begins its fifth year of This Week in 
Lady Razorback Athletics. The 4-episode 
series begins the first week of Novem-
ber and runs until the beginning of May 
2008, and covers all  Lady Razorback 
teams. Each coach will host during their 
primary season, with the Gym’Backs 
coaches hosting several weeks of the 
show during their competitive season. 
It airs in Fayetteville and Fort Smith on 
the FOX affiliate, KFTA-TV, at :30 a.m. 
each Saturday. Cox Sports Arkansas airs 
the show in outlets across the northwest 
Arkansas region, and in cable outlets 
across the South. The show also repeats 
on campus at UATV. It is also available 
on-line at LADYBACKS. COM, along with 
special web-only editions of the show. 
 Blair Cartwright returns for another 
season as the show’s award-winning 
producer and director. Cartwright also 
serves as the cohost along with the 
Lady’Back coaches. Bill Smith is the ex-
ecutive producer.
LADYBACKS.COM
 It’s not just for fans. If you can’t make 
a Lady’Back home meet, get results 
along with a brief game story for media 
use after the game. Also, highlight video 
packages with post-game quotes and 
comments are also available for ALL AC-
CESS subscribers -- sign up today.
Media images via
LADYBACKS.COM
Stock photography at print resolutions, 
including all team and staff portraits and 
action photographs, are available to ac-
credited media members through the 
They Cover the Gym’Backs
NEWSPAPERS
Arkansas Democrat-Gazette 50-378-355
(Wally Hall, sports editor; Rob Keys)
P.O. Box 222; Little Rock, AR 72203-222
NW Arkansas Times (Terry Wood) 479-442-720
Drawer D; Fayetteville, AR 7270
The Morning News of NW Arkansas 479-872-5030
(Chip Souza, sports editor; Vernon Tarver)
P.O. Box 7; Springdale, AR 72764
Benton County Daily Record 479-27-375
04 SW 8th; Bentonville, AR 7272
Harrison Daily Times 870-74-233
P.O. Box 40; Harrison, AR 72602
SW Times Record  (Scott Faldon) 479-785-7752
P.O. Box 359; Fort Smith, AR 7290
Hot Springs Sentinal-Record 50-623-77
300 Spring St., Hot Springs, AR 790
Tulsa World (John Ferguson) 98-58-8355
P.O. Box 770; Tulsa, OK 7402-770
Ark. Traveler (UA student paper)  479-575-3406
747 W Dickson St; Fayetteville, AR
Hawgs Illustrated 479-582-3243
(Clay Henry, Dudley Dawson)
7 /2 E. Center, S. 27, Fayetteville, AR
LOCAL TELEVISION
KFSM (5-CBS) (Mike Irwin)  479-52-378
P.O. Box 568; Fayetteville, AR 72702 479-783-9
KHOG (29-ABC) (Mark Lericos)  479-52-00
No. 5 N. Church, Fayetteville, AR 7270 
479-783-833
KNWA (51-NBC)  (Aaron Peters) 479-684-4424
5 S. Block, Fayetteville, AR 7270
KFTA (24-FOX)  479-785-2400
P.O. Box 573; Fort Smith, AR 72902
UATV (Campus cable) (Larry Foley) 479-575-356
6 Kimpel Hall; Fayetteville, AR 7270
STATE TELEVISION
KARK 4-NBC) (Mark Rushing) 50-376-60
3rd and Louisiana; Little Rock, AR 7220 
KATV (7-ABC) 50-372-543
P.O. Box 77; Little Rock, AR 72203
KTHV (11-CBS) (Craig O’Neill) 50-376-0364
P.O. Box 269; Little Rock, AR 72203
image server button on LADYBACKS.
COM.  The link is located under the Wom-
en’s Athletics tab on the main navigation 
bar. These images are password protect-
ed with individual media members’ wire-
less access logins. If you do not have a UA 
login, please contact the WCO.
Parking
Parking for all Gym’Back home gymnas-
tics meets is located at Barnhill Arena, 
at Lady’Back Yard (softball), in the park-
ing deck and in the lot known as “The 
Pit”.  Event-day parking in the Barnhill 
Arena/Bev Lewis Center lot (Lot 59) is by 
permit only.  The remaining lots are all 
open.  Please remember, tickets will be is-
sued on all campus lots prior to 5:00 p.m. 
Monday through Friday.  Please contact 
the Arkansas coaching staff if you have 
further questions.
Credits
The 2008 Arkansas gymnastics media 
guide was written, edited and designed 
by Assistant Communications Direc-
tor Jeri Thorpe with editorial assistance 
from Associate AD-Communications Dr. 
Bill Smith.  Editorial assistance provided 
by the gymnastics staff.  Photography 
by David Yerby, Vance Green and others. 
This media guide was printed at EBSCO 
Media in Birmingham, Ala.
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Name Pos. Ht. Yr. Hometown/Prev. School/Club
Stacy Bartlett AA 5-2 Fr. Tualatin, Ore./Tualatin/Metro Gymnastics Center
Samantha Cortez AA 5-3 Sr. Verona, NJ/Mt. St. Dominic Academy/Northstars
Allison Daniels AA 5- So. Kingwood, TX/Kingwood/Rowland/Ballard Gymnastics
Amy DeFilippo AA 5-3 So. Torrance, CA/Academy of the Two Hearts/SCATS
Alexandra LaChance AA 5-6 Jr. New Windsor, NY/Washingtonville/Gym Kids
Molly Lewis AA 5-5 Fr. Plano, Texas/Plano Senior High/Texas Dreams 
Ashly McPherson AA 5- So. Springdale, AR/Springdale/Williams Gymnastics Center
Casey Jo Magee AA 5-4 So. Eugene, OR/South Eugene/National Academy of Artistic Gymnastics
Kathryn Maschino AA 5-3 Fr. Edmond, Okla./Edmond/Dynamo Gymnastics Club
Sarah Nagashima AA 5- So. Seattle, WA/Juanta/Gymnastics East
Emily Peacock AA 5-0 Sr. San Antonio, TX/East Central/USA Aerial Athletics
Michelle Stout AA 5-3 So. Endwell, NY/Maine-Endwell/Southern Tier Gymnastics 
Co-Head Coach:  Mark Cook (Chico State, 977)
Co-Head Coach:  René Cook (Penn State, 993)
Assistant Coach:  Dave Kuzara (Michigan, 980)
Director of Gymnastics Operations:  Lauren Mirkovich (Michigan, 2006)
Athletic Trainer: Jennifer Jallo  (North Dakota, 997)
Student Athletic Trainer: Jason Traxson
Manager:  Ashley Binns
2007 Arkansas Gymnastics Team
Back Row (l-r):  Alexandra LaChance, Michelle Stout, Casey Jo Magee, Samantha Cortez, Emily Peacock, Kathryn Maschino, Molly Lewis.  Front Row (l-r): Sarah Na-
gashima, Stacy Bartlett, Allison Daniels, Ashly McPherson, Amy DeFilippo.
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Stacy Bartlett
AA || Fr. || Tualatin, Ore.
Radio/Television Roster
Samantha Cortez
AA || Sr. || Verona, N.J.
Allison Daniels
AA || So. || Kingwood, TX
Amy DeFilippo
AA || So. || Torrance, Calif.
Alexandra LaChance
AA || Jr. || New Windsor, N.Y.
Molly Lewis
AA || Fr. || Plano, TX
Ashly McPherson
AA || So. || Springdale, Ark.
Casey Jo Magee
AA || So. || Eugene, Ore.
Kathryn Maschino
AA || Fr. || Edmond, Okla.
Sarah Nagashima
AA || So. || Seattle, Wash.
Emily Peacock
AA || Sr. || San Antonio, TX
Michelle Stout
AA || So. || Endwell, N.Y.
Mark Cook
Co-Head Coach
René Cook
Co-Head Coach
Dave Kuzara
Assistant Coach
Lauren Mirkovich
Dir. of Gymnastics Ops.
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2008 Gymnastics Schedule
Date Day Teams H/A Time
Jan. 11 Friday Michigan w/ West Virginia Ann Arbor, Mich. 6:30 PM
This is Arkansas first regular-season trip to Ann Arbor and the second trip ever.  The Gym’Backs went to Ann Arbor in 2007 for the North-
east Regional.  Michigan tied for th at the NCAA Championship while West Virginia ended the year ranked 8th.  Arkansas is 2-2 against 
the Mountaineers.
Jan. 18 Friday LSU* BARNHILL 7:00 PM
This is the 4th meeting between LSU and Arkansas.  The Tigers have won the first 3 meetings but Arkansas has steadily closed the gap 
against the powerhouse Tigers.  LSU finished seventh at the 2007 NCAA Championship.
Jan. 25 Friday Penn State BARNHILL 7:00 PM
This is the fourth meeting between these two teams and the third time PSU has traveled to Fayetteville.  PSU finished the year ranked 
6th in the country.
Feb. 1 Friday Florida* Gainesville, Fla. 6:00 PM
The Gators finished third at the 2007 NCAA Championships and Florida holds a 5-0 series advantage over Arkansas in the five-year his-
tory of the Gym’Back program.
Feb. 8 Friday Alabama* Tuscaloosa, Ala. 7:00 PM
Arkansas makes it’s third trip to Tuscaloosa in 2008.  The Crimson Tide hold an -0 series advantage over the Gym’Backs and Alabama 
finished ninth at the 2007 NCAA Championship.
Feb. 15 Friday Kentucky* BARNHILL 7:00 PM
The Gym’Backs are 9-0- against Kentucky all-time.  Kentucky is making it third appearance in Barnhill Arena.  The Wildcats finished the 
year ranked 23rd in 2007.
Feb. 22 Friday Auburn* BARNHILL 7:00 PM
Arkansas has the advantage in the series against Auburn, 6-4.  Auburn is making its third appearance in Fayetteville and the series is tied 
in Barnhill Arena with one win for each team.  Auburn finished the season ranked tied for 24th in 2007.
March 1  Friday  Georgia* Athens, Ga. 3:00 PM
Three-time defending national champion Georgia hosts Arkansas in Athens.  It is the Gym’Backs third appearance in Stegeman Coliseum 
and Georgia holds an -0 series advantage over Arkansas.  The Gym Dogs finished the year ranked No. .
March 9 Sunday UCLA w/Bama, CS-Fullerton Los Angeles, Calif. 4:00 PM
Arkansas makes its second trip to UCLA where Arkansas coach Mark Cook faces his former team.  The Gym’Backs are -3 against UCLA with 
a big win in 2006 at Arkansas at the NCAA Regional meet.  UCLA finished fourth at the 2007 NCAA Championship.
March 15 Friday Oklahoma BARNHILL 2:00 PM
Oklahoma and Arkansas meet during the regular season for the first time in program history.  OU defeated Arkansas at the 2005 NCAA 
Regional and again at the 2006 NCAA Championship.  The Sooners finished eighth at the 2007 NCAA Championship.
March 21 Friday Michigan State BARNHILL 7:00 PM
This is the first meeting between the Gym’Backs and Michigan State.  The Spartans finished 7th in the final poll for 2007.
March 29 Saturday SEC Championships Duluth, Ga. 3:00 PM
The SEC Championship returns to the Gwinett Center in Duluth, Ga., in 2008.  The league championship has been in Duluth two of the five 
seasons Arkansas has had a team.  Arkansas’ best finish is a fifth-place showing.
April 12 Saturday NCAA Regionals TBA 6:00 PM
The 2008 NCAA Regional sites are as follows:  Central-LSU; Northeast-TBA; North Central-Minnesota; 
South Central-Oklahoma; Southeast-Florida; West-Oregon State
April 24-26 Th.-Sat. NCAA Nationals Athens, Ga. TBA
Defending national champion Georgia hosts the 2008 NCAA Championship in Stegeman Coliseum this year.  Arkansas has made one 
NCAA Championship appearance in 2006 and just missed qualifying last year in a close regional finish at Ann Arbor.
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What are the team’s goals
for the 2008 season?
Well, of course, we want to return to the 
NCAA Championship.  That’s always a 
goal for this program.  Once we get there, 
we are looking for a top 0 finish. -- René
Right now we are focusing on getting 
both new skills and our old skills back 
into routines. If I could express my goals 
for the team this coming year they would 
be to beat at least one SEC team that we 
have not beat in the past, beat Michigan 
at the first meet, beat Oklahoma in March, 
finish in the top four at SEC Champion-
ships, finish in the top 0 nationally for 
the regular season, and qualify as a team 
to NCAA-finishing in the top 0 there. 
Along the way we want to avoid any seri-
ous injuries for the year and have fun!!! 
-- Mark
Who are your team leaders 
this year and what do you ex-
pect from them?
The sophomore class is definitely go-
ing to be competing the most routines 
for us. Obviously they made an impact 
last season and they have continued to 
improve. On the other hand, Emily (Pea-
Q & A with
 Mark and René
cock) and Sam (Cortez) are seniors 
and have experience. I look to both 
of them to provide leadership out 
on the floor as well as contributing 
on almost every event. -- René
Samantha Cortez is the most vocal 
leader as a senior, while Alexandra 
LaChance leads by example with 
her work ethic. Some of the other 
gymnasts are learning how to lead, and 
all of them are encouraged to lead at 
some time.  Everyone can be a leader, 
and that is what we tell them. -- Mark
You have a small group of up-
perclassmen (juniors and se-
niors). Is there more/different 
pressure on them to perform?
Well, again, the majority of our routines 
come from the sophomore class.  How-
ever, as seniors Emily and Sam want to 
have a great last season, so the pressure 
is probably more internally driven on 
their part than externally driven by the 
coaches or the team. -- René
Not really, only the ones they put on 
themselves-sometimes seniors develop 
a sense of urgency because it is their last 
year, and want to do really well.  We just 
need to keep them focused on enjoying 
this opportunity and relish the moment. 
-- Mark
The team is pretty young with 
nine underclassmen. What are 
you expectations?
Hit. Compete. Win. -- René
To do the gymnastics that they were re-
cruited to do, and to give 0%. -- Mark
What are your thoughts on 
this year’s schedule?
Same as always, tough! However, we are 
excited to have several meets on ESPN, 
including the pink meet at Alabama. We 
are excited to have some new teams 
come to Barnhill: Michigan State and 
Oklahoma. We feel the schedule should 
definitely prepare us for the post season. 
-- René
It’s very tough, as usual.  We are lucky that 
our win /loss record doesn’t really count. 
The schedule also provides an opportu-
nity to knock off teams that are always 
seen as being at the top. If we wish to 
have a certain perception by others, we 
need to be competing in that arena as 
much as possible. -- Mark
How does the tradition for ex-
cellence that you have estab-
lished in the first five seasons 
help you this year?
I think what we have accomplished thus 
far has given the team a greater confi-
dence. They have a better sense of what 
is expected and how much effort needs 
to be given to achieve our goals. We also 
have a sense of maturity - I would have 
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to say the maturity is a credit to Emily 
and Sam. -- René
It sets a tone for everyone, and holds 
people accountable.  You cannot let it 
step back, and each year the program 
must redefine what excellence really is. 
-- Mark
What can fans
expect from this
year’s team?
Fans can expect tough and 
competitive meets. I think a 
lot of our meets should go 
down to the wire and hope-
fully we will end up on top! 
There is a definite focus on 
success. -- René
I think the fans will continue to see clean 
well executed gymnastics.  I also think 
the fans will see a higher level of perfor-
mance on bars, improved vault, very fun 
floor routines, and solid balance beam. 
Although our depth is not real great, we 
will maximize our potential to the best of 
our ability. -- Mark
Where do you see the program 
in the next five to 10 years?
We want to consistently be at the Na-
tional Championships, in the Super Six 
and vying for a place on the awards 
stand. -- René
I see the next three years as critical in ce-
menting a place among the top 0 pro-
grams in the US.  Recruiting is key, and 
getting the right chemistry of work ethic 
with consistency is a major goal.  Also, I 
see an increase in support by our com-
munity. Although we have slipped some 
in home attendance, I feel we can get 
back up to the top four in that area with 
hard work. -- Mark
C
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MARK COOK  -- Co-Head Coach -- Chico State, 1977
AT ARKANSAS
54-87-1 (5 years)
4 NCAA Regional Appearances
1 NCAA Championship Appearance
2 NCAA Individual Qualifiers
PRIOR TO ARKANSAS
Stanford, 1997-2003
61-20-2 (7)
-Pac-10 Coach of the Year, 2001
-NCAA West Region Coach of the Year, 2001
-Pac-10 Champion, 18, 2001
-Four NCAA Regional Champions
-Two NCAA Championship team appearances
UCLA, 1994-97
-Two Pac-10 titles
-Three NCAA Regional titles
-17 National Champions
Clovis Unified School District, 1980-94
-Rookie Elite Coach of the Year, 18
-USGF JO President
-Regional JO Age-Group Chair, 186-8
-President of Northern California Women’s
 Gymnastics Association
 Considered one of the finest technicians 
in women’s collegiate gymnastics, Mark Cook 
accepted the challenge of starting a new pro-
gram at Arkansas in May 2001.
 Cook was called upon to expand the 
traditional role of a collegiate coach when 
he joined the staff.  He was asked to build a 
program from the ground up, and he found 
himself consulting on the construction of 
one of the nation’s best practice facilities; se-
lecting, ordering and assembling equipment; 
and  educating the Northwest Arkansas com-
munity on the Lady Razorbacks’ newest sport. 
All this was accomplished while he was also 
scouting, recruiting and signing the first-ever 
recruiting class for the University of Arkan-
sas.
 The hard work and effort paid off for the 
Cooks as the Gym’Backs saw continued im-
provement in 2004 earning an NCAA Region-
al appearance and a top 20 national ranking 
in just the second season.  In addition, the 
Lady Razorbacks had their first all-conference 
athlete in Melissa Leigh on bars that season. 
Arkansas also continued its dominance in the 
ticket booths, finishing its second consecu-
tive year ranked fourth in the nation in atten-
dance.
 The Gym’Backs continued to exceed 
expectations reaching new heights, and the 
NCAA Championship, in 2006.
 The road may have seemed rocky as the 
year began and Arkansas wasn’t posting the 
scores many thought the team should.  But 
Cook didn’t panic, often noting that the team 
was young and the schedule was tough.
 His even-keel coaching approach paid 
off as the Gym’Backs turned a corner mid-
season and made an unprecedented run late 
in the year culminating at the National Cham-
pionship.
 The largest stage for collegiate gymnas-
tics welcomed the Gym’Backs and Arkansas 
made Cook proud with its effort.
 Under Cook’s leadership, Arkansas has 
made four NCAA Regional appearances and 
one NCAA Championship appearance nar-
rowly missing the program’s second trip last 
year.
 He has coached one all-Southeastern 
Conference performer, three SEC gymnasts of 
the week, four SEC Community Service Team 
members,  35 SEC academic honorees and 40 
NACGC/W Academic Scholar Athletes.
PRIOR TO ARKANSAS
 Cook coached at Stanford for four sea-
sons, leading the Cardinal to two Pac-10 
titles, four NCAA Regional appearances and 
coached the program’s first individual na-
tional champion.  In addition, Cook guided 
Stanford to a pair of NCAA Championship 
team appearances finishing as high as eighth 
in the nation.  Cook’s success at Stanford is 
sprinkled throughout the record books with 
marks that still remain.
 Prior to Stanford, Cook helped build 
NCAA and Pac-10 champions at UCLA as an 
assistant coach from 14 to 17.  During 
Cook’s three years at UCLA, the Bruins won 
two Pac-10 titles, three NCAA Regional Cham-
pionships and the 17 NCAA Championship. 
Cook’s work led to UCLA moving from fourth 
at NCAAs the season he arrived in 15 to 
national runner-up in 16 before taking the 
team title in 17.
 Before moving into the collegiate coach-
ing ranks, Cook was considered one of the 
top club coaches in the country.  Serving as 
the head coach for Clovis (Calif.) Academy of 
Gymnastics from 180 to 14, Cook helped 
build Clovis into a 00-student club.  In his 
final two years at Clovis, Cook also served as 
the academy director.   Cook was named the 
rookie Elite Coach of the Year by the United 
States Elite Coaches Association in 18.  
 Mark and René Cook were married in 
1, and make their home in Fayetteville.
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RENÉ COOK -- Co-Head Coach -- Penn State, 1993
AT ARKANSAS
54-87-1 (5 years)
1 NCAA Championship Appearance
2 NCAA Individual Appearances
4 NCAA Regional Appearances
PRIOR TO ARKANSAS
Stanford, 1997-2003
-2 NCAA Championships team appearances
-3 individual NCAA Competitors
-NCAA vault champion
-NCAA runner up balance beam
-NCAA third place balance beam
-2 NCAA Regional beam champions
-2 Pac 10 team titles
-Co-Pac 10 beam champions
Penn State, 1996-97
-NCAA team qualifier
-NCAA Regional team champion
-NCAA Regional beam champion 
UMass, 1993-96
-NCAA individual competitor
-3 NCAA Regional appearances
-NCAA Regional beam champion
-NCAA Regional all-around champion
-Atlantic 10 team champions
 René Cook’s first head coaching assignment 
was this:   Turn Arkansas gymnastics into a national-
ly competitive, academically superior crowd-pleas-
ing program.
 Did we mention she was asked to do that 
from scratch?  There was no gym, no equipment, no 
leotards and no team when Cook accepted the po-
sition as co-head coach for the inaugural Gym’Back 
program.
 But on May 7, 2001, she accepted that chal-
lenge and quickly built Arkansas into a program 
that any coach would be proud to be a part of.
 Cook, along with husband and co-head coach 
Mark Cook, inked a recruiting class of 11 freshmen, 
convincing the team to take a chance on building a 
program from the ground up.
 In 2006, the inaugural class took the 
Gym’Backs to the program’s first NCAA Champion-
ship appearance after a second-place showing at 
an NCAA Regional in Arkansas’ own facility.
 Cook’s initial duties included consulting on 
the construction of one of the nation’s best prac-
tice facilities and assembling a team good enough 
to compete in the country’s toughest gymnastics 
conference, the Southeastern Conference.
 Cook’s efforts are critical to Arkansas’ success 
in and out of the gym. As the primary beam coach, 
Cook’s athletes rewrote the record book for the ap-
paratus numerous times in the first five seasons. 
In addition, the second-year beam team defeated 
Alabama on beam in Tuscaloosa when the Crimson 
Tide was ranked fourth in the nation in 2004.
 Cook also spearheads Arkansas’ commitment 
in the classroom with the Lady Razorbacks ranking 
21th in the nation among gymnastics teams for 
grade point average in 2007.   Cook’s teams have 
always posted a 3.30 GPA or better and she has 
coached 35 Southeastern Conference Academic 
Honor Roll members, 40 National Association for 
Collegiate Gymnastics Coaches for Women Aca-
demic Scholar Athletes and numerous Arkansas 
Women’s Athletics Department Honor Roll selec-
tions.
 Cook paced the Gym’Backs to a No. 1 rank-
ing as a team and a program-best (at season’s end) 
No. 10 on the balance beam to end the regular sea-
son in 2007.  
 Cook also plays an integral role in educating 
Northwest Arkansas about collegiate gymnastics. 
She serves as Arkansas’ meet manager, select-
ing music and assisting with lighting and sound 
decisions for a 15-minute introduction in Barnhill 
Arena.  In addition to her full complement of coach-
ing duties in the gym, she spends numerous hours 
recruiting and coordinating the staff’s recruiting ef-
forts.
PRIOR TO ARKANSAS
 Together with her husband Mark, René 
helped lead Stanford to its first Pac-10 champion-
ship in women’s gymnastics in 18 and repeated 
the feat in 2001.  Under the Cooks’ tutelage, the 
Cardinal had its first national champion gymnast, 
Larissa Fontaine, in the vault in 17.
 The Cooks produced Stanford’s first NCAA Re-
gional champions as well, picking up four in their 
four seasons with the Cardinal.  Stanford enjoyed 
success in the classroom as well, with 14 Scholas-
tic All-America selections and 17 selections to the 
Pac-10 All-Academic Team during the Cooks’ time 
in Palo Alto.
 Before moving to Stanford as the assistant 
coach, Cook was the assistant coach at Penn State 
for the 17 season.  She helped the Lady Lions to 
the NCAA Northeast Region title and an 11th-place 
finish at the NCAA Championships.  
 Cook worked for three seasons as the assis-
tant coach at Massachusetts prior to Penn State.  At 
UMass, she was responsible for balance beam and 
assisting with recruiting.
 The former René Lyst was herself a regional 
and conference champion on the beam, taking the 
12 Big 10 balance beam title as a member of the 
Penn State team. 
Mark and René Cook
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DAVE KUZARA -- Assistant Coach -- Michigan, 1980
Head Coach
UMass, 13-2002
Assistant Coach
Arkansas, 2007-present
West Virginia, 2003-06
Michigan, 10-3
 Record: 100-65
 Dave Kuzara enters his sec-
ond season with the Gym’Backs 
and is the primary floor exer-
cise coach at Arkansas.  His floor 
workers reached new heights in 
2007 ranking as high as 10th in 
the nation - a program best.
 Kuzara comes to Arkan-
sas with 17 years of collegiate 
coaching experience and 11 
years in the club setting.  Most 
recently he was an assistant at 
West Virginia helping the Moun-
taineers to the 2004 
EAGL team title and 
three NCAA Regional 
appearances.
 Primarily an un-
even bars coach at 
West Virginia, Kuzara’s 
bar workers only 
counted one fall dur-
ing the entire 2006 
season.
 In addition to his 
duties in the gym, Ku-
zara assisted student-
athletes in the class-
room helping the 
Mountaineer gym-
nastics team improve 
its overall grade point 
average.  In addition, 
the program posted seven NAC-
GC/W academic all scholars in 
2005 and had nine in 2006.
 Kuzara also has 10 years of 
head coaching experience at 
the University of Massachusetts 
where he worked with René Cook 
who was an assistant coach.  His 
UMass teams won two Atlantic 
10 team titles and had four run-
ner-up finishes during his ten-
ure. 
 Kuzara also served as an as-
sistant coach at Michigan from 
10-3, where he helped the 
Wolverines to two Big Ten titles. 
In addition, Michigan made its 
first-ever NCAA Championship 
appearance under Kuzara in 
13.  Kuzara was named 12 
NCAA Central Region Assistant 
Coach of the Year.
 Kuzara and his partner Nata-
sha Brande along with daughter 
Izabelle reside in Fayetteville.
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LAUREN MIRKOVICH -- Dir. of Gymnastics Ops -- Michigan, 2006
 Lauren Mirkovich returns for her second season 
with the Gym’Backs as the Director of Gymnastics 
Operations in 2007-08.  A former gymnast at the 
University of Michigan, Mirkovich’s duties with the 
Gym’Backs include day-to-day office management, 
coordination of meet officials and meet manage-
ment.
 As the Gym’Backs’ meet manager, Mirkovich 
schedules pre-meet entertainment, coordinates 
team entries, assists with manual scoring and team 
awards.
 Mirkovich was a three-time all-American with 
the Wolverines on bars and was a multiple-time 
champion in the event.  She captured the 2006 
Northeast Regional bars title in 2006 and the 2006 
South Central title as well.  A two-time all-Big Ten 
second-team selection, Mirkovich helped Michigan to two Big Ten runner-up finish-
es.
 Born Nov. 4, 183, Lauren Nicole Mirkovich is the daughter of Ron and Chris 
Mirkovich.  She earned her bachelor of science in sports management and commu-
nications from Michigan in 2006, and is pursuing her master’s degree in higher edu-
cation at Arkansas.
Ashley Binns -- Manager
 Ashley Binns returns for her second season with 
the Gym’Backs serving as the team’s manager.  Binns’ 
duties include assisting during practice, equipment 
issuing and maintenance, assisting with recruiting 
activities and various meet-day duties.
 Prior to joining the Gym’Backs, Binns worked 
for USA Aerial Athletics in San Antonio, Texas, as a 
recreational class coach teaching the fundamentals 
of gymnastics.  Binns’ duties included in-the-gym in-
struction as well as class sign-up and organization.
 A 2006 graduate of Judson High School in Cibo-
lo, Texas, Binns was also a competitive gymnast prior 
to her arrival in Fayetteville.  She is a sophomore ma-
joring in nutrition at Arkansas.
Nutritionists
Timothy Baghurst
     Timothy Baghurst enters his second year 
working with the Lady Razorbacks in 2007-
08.  Born in Belper, England, Baghurst holds 
several degrees and certificates including 
a diploma in sports nutrition for Moulton 
College (2004), a postgraduate certificate 
in education from the University of Wales 
(2003), a BSc. in sports science from Univer-
sity College Chichester (2001), an MSc. in 
applied sport psychology from the University of Wales (2002) 
and and MSc. in sport administration from Midwestern State 
University (2006).  He is working towards his Ph.D in nutrition 
at Arkansas.  Baghurst is married to Terra-Leigh Baghurst and 
the couple have one child, Asa.
Julie Nelson
     Julie Nelson joined the Lady Razorbacks 
in the fall of 2007 as one of two nutrition-
ists.  A 2003 graduate of nearby Rogers 
High, Nelso was a member of the Lady 
Mountie basketball team.
     Nelson is pursuing her BSE in kinesiol-
ogy and BHES in food, human nutrition 
and hospitality dietetics with an expected 
graduatation date of May 2008.  Currently 
in her fifth year at Arkansas has worked with the gymnastics, 
swimming and diving, football and soccer teams.
 The oldest of four children to Brad and Gayle Nelson, she 
has two sisters and a younger brother.
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        To the Coaches Cook, Jennifer Jallo is much more than “just” the gymnastics 
athletic trainer. Taking a major role in the team’s health and fitness care, Jallo 
came to the University of Arkansas from Oklahoma State University for the op-
portunity to focus on gymnastics in the fall of 2002. 
        For the Women’s Athletics Department, she administers the athletic training 
room’s computer records system as well as assists with records management, 
handling all of the Lady Razorbacks’ insurance needs. Jallo also supervises train-
ing room support for the swimming and diving and tennis teams. 
        In the fall of 2003 Jallo was invited to work at Bela Karoly’s Ranch in Huntsville, 
Texas, where she worked with the USA national and international elite gymnas-
tics teams. One of the elite gymnasts Jallo worked with was Tasha Schwikert, a 
member of the 2000 Olympic team. 
 “It was a great opportunity to learn from the USA national/international 
coaches and see how dedicated the athletes were at all times to the demands 
and expectations of their sport,” said Jallo of her experience. 
        She returned to the Ranch in December to work with the TOPS program, a 
group of “pre-elite” athletes. Continuing her experience with elite gymnasts, Jallo 
has been named a US Gymnastics medical staff member. 
 Recently, Jallo traveled to Thailand working with the women’s basketball 
team at the 2007 World University Games.
 Jallo worked with women’s basketball, softball, golf and tennis while assist-
ing with football at Oklahoma State. In addition, she supervised the student ath-
letic training staff, and aided in injury records management and supply purchas-
ing at OSU. 
 Prior to Oklahoma State, Jallo was an assistant trainer at Lehigh University 
working with a wide range of teams, including men’s and women’s basketball 
and men’s and women’s soccer and men’s lacrosse. 
 A 17 graduate of the University of North Dakota with a bachelor’s degree 
in athletic training, Jallo attended Michigan State University for her master’s de-
gree. Completing her studies in kinesiology in 1, she worked with the Spartan 
gymnastics and softball teams at East Lansing, as well as assisted with football. 
 Along with her collegiate experience and NATA certifications, Jallo worked 
with the International Elite Gymnastics Training Camp in 1 and has served as 
an instructor and lecturer at both OSU and Lehigh.
JENNIFER JALLO -- Asst. Athletic Trainer -- North Dakota, 1997
Jason Traxson
Student Athletic 
Trainer
 Jason Traxson joined the University 
of Arkansas Women’s Athletics Depart-
ment and the gymnastics team as a 
graduate assistant in athletic training in 
2007. 
 Traxson is a 2002 graduate of nearby 
Rogers High School  where he played 
football and baseball.  He went on to 
earn an undergraduate degree in kinesi-
olgy from the University of Arkansas and 
has remained to pursue a Master’s de-
gree also in kinesiology/athletic training.
 In addition to gymnastics, Traxson 
has worked with men’s cross country, 
cheerleading and football at Arkansas.
 Traxson is the son of Steve and Rita 
Traxson and has two brothers; Tim and 
Chris.
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Arkansas Women’s Athletics Department Senior Administrators
Tracey 
Stehlik
Senior Associate
Athletic Director
Kim Harter
Associate AD 
for Business
Chris Pohl
Associate AD 
for Marketing 
and Promotions
Melissa
Harwood-Rom
Associate AD
for Student Affairs
Bill Smith
Associate AD 
for Communications
Julie Cain
Associate AD for
Sports Medicine
and Special Projects
DeeDee 
Campbell
Assistant AD
for Academics
A Leader for Women from the Beginning
Arkansas’ first graduating class in 1876 had nine students, four of whom were women, a very high percentage for the age.  One, 
Nettie Barnett Barnes, is honored with a special plaque in the entrance of Old Main, the original building of the University.  The 
inscription reads:  “In the spirit of Arkansas, with her diploma in the saddlebags, she rode off on a mule to her first teaching 
assignment.”
Sean
Rochelle
Assistant AD for 
Development
Kim Harter starts her 17th year with the University of Arkan-
sas Women’s Athletics Department as the business manager. 
Starting with the Lady’Backs in 11, she was promoted to As-
sociate Athletic Director in 16.  As the first associate AD for 
business affairs in the Women’s Department, she has set proce-
dures for all financial aspects of the department.   A University 
graduate, Harter, a certified public accountant, graduated cum 
laude from the College of Business as a returning student.   She 
worked in a CPA firm for two years and was the manager of a 
financial institution for 13 years prior to joining the Lady Razor-
back staff.  She and husband Lance (the UA women’s track and 
cross country coach) have five children:  Jeff, Meagan, Alison, 
Christie and Josh.
Chris Pohl begins her sixth year with the Lady Ra-
zorbacks as the director of the marketing and pro-
motions program for all 11 Lady Razorback sports. 
She is the first associate AD charged with promo-
tion for women’s sports.  Pohl spent 11 years with 
the NCAA prior to Arkansas, and was best known 
as the NCAA’s staff liaison to the Division I Women’s 
Volleyball Championship and the Division I Soft-
ball Championship.  A 181 graduate of Central 
Michigan where she also played on the Chippewas’ 
women’s basketball team, Pohl earned her master’s 
degree in 184 from Penn State. 
Joining the University in 18 as its first full-
time academic counselor for Women’s Ath-
letics, Melissa Harwood-Rom is an Arkansas 
alumna. She currently works with academic 
eligibility and assists with student affairs for 
the department.  She earned her degree with 
honors in English in 17.  She completed a 
master’s in English at Oklahoma State, then fin-
ished a second master’s in economics at Wash-
ington State.  Her husband, Dr. Curt R. Rom, is a 
professor of horticulture at the University.  The 
Roms have two daughters, 14-year-old Zoe 
and 11-year-old Clio.
Beginning his 1th season at Arkansas, Bill Smith was pro-
moted to associate athletic director in September 1.  He 
coordinates all publications and public relations for the Lady 
Razorbacks. An internet pioneer, Smith took Arkansas on-line 
in 14 and continues as the lead designer and manager for 
LADYBACKS.COM.   He also started the first radio network and 
television show for Women’s Athletics. Smith joined UA after 
four years as assistant SID at Northeast Louisiana.  His pub-
lications at NLU and Arkansas have earned over 30 regional 
and national awards, including 11 Best in the Nation from Co-
SIDA.   A 184 journalism graduate of NLU in 184, he earned 
his master’s at NLU in 18 and his doctorate at Arkansas in 
1.  Smith and his wife Libby have two children, son Will 
and daughter Ashley.
Julie Cain begins her 14th season with the Lady Razor-
backs.  Promoted to Associate Athletic Director in the 
spring of 2007, Cain added responsibility for most of the 
building and renovation projects for the Lady’Backs while 
still serving as the head athletic trainer.  Starting in 2004, 
Cain also serves as the facilities coordinator for the de-
partment responsible for all Lady’Back buildings. A 185 
graduate of the University of Illinois, she restructured the 
sports medicine department, including the expansion of 
the existing training room.  Prior to Arkansas, Cain was an 
assistant athletic trainer at the University of Texas.  While 
at Texas Cain worked with several world-class and Olympic 
athletes as well as the 188 volleyball, 18 track and 11 
swimming national championship teams.
Beginning her fourth year as a full-time staff member, Deedee 
Brown-Campbell was promoted to assistant athletic director 
during the summer of 2006.  Brown-Campbell oversees the ac-
ademic center and supervises the Lady’Backs’ staff of academic 
assistants with each team.  She also administers the depart-
ment’s tutoring program, focus (study hall) hours and fifth-year 
and summer school programs.  In addition, she is the director 
for the HAWGS Life-Skills program for the Women’s Athletics 
Department.  The former Arkansas heptathlon all-American, 
she was hired full time in January 2004 as the assistant director 
of academic support, and promoted to director in the summer 
of 2004.  She married Razorback football player Marcus Camp-
bell in 2005, and the couple are expecting their first child.
Entering her 23rd year with the Arkansas Women’s Athlet-
ics Department, Tracey Mays Stehlik was promoted to senior 
associate athletic director in 2004.  Stehlik oversees compli-
ance, operations and event management for the Lady Razor-
backs.  She joined the administrative side of the department 
in 15, promoted to associate in 17.  Stehlik served as 
the meet director for the NCAA Indoor Championships for 
the past five years.  As an assistant basketball coach, she re-
cruited some of the greatest Arkansas players and helped 
lead UA to back-to-back Southwest Conference titles.  She 
has the distinction of scoring the first point in Alabama-Bir-
mingham women’s basketball history as a member of the 
first Blazer team. She and husband, Wayne, have two daugh-
ters, Mollie and Maggie.
Sean Rochelle joined Women’s Athletics as the director of devel-
opment in February 2007 and was promoted to assistant AD in 
August.  A former associate director for corporate and foundation 
relations, Rochelle oversees the Lady Razorback Foundation and 
coordinates other outreach activities.  Prior to Arkansas, Rochelle 
spent the past five years at Azusa Pacific where he was the chair 
of the department of exercise and sport science.  A two-time 
academic all-America quarterback at Arkansas-Monticello, Ro-
chelle was recently inducted into the UAM Sports Hall of Fame. 
Before shifting to an academic and administrative career, Rochelle 
served as a graduate assistant football coach at UA and Clemson 
and an assistant coach at UAM and APU.  He earned his bachelor’s 
degree from UAM, then received his master’s degree in 18 and 
his Ed.D. in 1 at UA.  Rochelle and his wife, Caroline, have two 
daughters, Abigail and Ellison.
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Gary Schwartz
Compliance & Events
Tanya Webb
Travel
Kevin Jones
Grounds
Debbie LeMaster
Purchasing 
Celice Clark
Administration
Jeri Thorpe
Assistant Communications Director
Jeri Thorpe begins her 12th full year as a full-time as-
sistant in the Women’s Communications Office after 
coming to Arkansas as an intern in 14-5. Since 
joining the staff, Thorpe has worked primarily with 
volleyball, golf, softball and gymnastics while assist-
ing with all other sports at Arkansas. A member of 
CoSIDA since 12, Thorpe worked the 14 Volley-
ball Final Four in Austin, Texas, the 14 NCAA Men’s 
and Women’s Cross Country Championship in Fayetteville, Ark., and several 
SEC events. Her publications have earned regional and national recognition 
from CoSIDA and the 16 edition of the Arkansas Volleyball Guide earned 
the Viggo D. Nelson Collegiate Media Guide Award for best in the nation 
from USA Volleyball. The 17 guide earned Most Creative Cover honors. A 
11 honors mass communications graduate of Mankato State University, 
Thorpe earned her master’s in sport administration at MSU in 14.
Arkansas Women’s Athletics Department Support Staff
Lindley Pettie
Development 
Kathi George
Scholarships 
Marcus Campbell
Assistant Strength Coach
Marcus Campbell joined the Lady Razorback 
strength and conditioning staff in January of 
2006, but he is no stranger to the Razorbacks. 
Campbell’s responsibilities include implement-
ing strength and conditioning workouts for all 11 
women’s athletics teams.  A two-sport athlete at 
Arkansas in football and track, Campbell played 
professional football for the Baltimore Ravens as a free agent in 
18-.  After retiring from football, Campbell held a congressio-
nal internship under Congressman John Boozman and worked in 
loss prevention at Wal-Mart.  Campbell earned his bachelor of arts 
in criminal justice from UA  in May 2005. He is married to Assistant 
Athletic Director for Academics Deedee Campbell.
Doug Lopshire
Facilities
Jeremy Braziel
Assistant Athletic Trainer
Blair Cartwright
New Media
Phil Pierce
Communications
John Griffith
Facilities
Leigh Ann Neal
Facilities
Jean Nail
Spirit Group Coordinator
Mark Scobey
Razorback Ticket Office
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Career Bests  2007 Season Bests
VT 9.900 No. 5 Florida 2006* VT 9.875 at NCAA NE Regional April 14*
UB 9.775 No. 36 Washington 2006* UB N/A
BB 9.825 at No. 14 Auburn 2007* BB 9.825 at No. 14 Auburn March 2*
FX 9.875 Ark. Quad 2 2007* FX 9.875 Arkansas Quad 2 March 23*
AA 38.850 No. 6 Georgia 2005 AA N/A
*most recent
Event Wins
Vault
at No. 10 Kentucky Jan. 14, 2005
at No. 14 Penn State Jan. 13, 2007
at Kentucky  Feb. 23, 2007
Floor
No. 14 Missouri  Jan. 13, 2006
Samantha Cortez
Senior || 5-3 || All-Around || Verona, NJ || Mt. St. Dominic Academy || Northstars
As a Junior (2007)
 Samantha Cortez emerged as a 
team leader in 2007 competing in every 
competition for Arkansas.  A vault, beam 
and floor specialist, Cortez’s floor routine 
was a crowd favorite - at home or on 
the road.  Cortez posted  season-bests 
9.875 on vault three times last season 
including a clutch performance at the 
NCAA Regional meet.  She posted both 
season and career bests on beam and 
floor in 2007.  Her top score of 9.825 on 
the beam came twice, first against top-
ranked Florida at home and again at No. 
14 Auburn in a big SEC win for Arkansas. 
Cortez’s best floor routine with a 9.875, a 
score she received at home in quad meet 
action.
 In the classroom, Cortez earned 
her second selection to the Southeast-
ern Conference Academic Honor Roll in 
2007.
As a Sophomore (2006)
 Cortez opened the season focus-
ing on vault and bars in Hawai’i, starting 
strong with a 9.80 on the vault. Her num-
bers continued to climb, highlighted by 
a career-best 9.90 on vault twice in 2006. 
The first came at No. 3 Georgia and she 
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repeated with a 9.90 at No. 5 Florida in a 
quad meet with West Virginia and North 
Carolina.  Cortez scored a pair of 9.775s 
on the beam against No. 18 Kentucky 
and again against No. 36 Washington 
and had a season-high 9.650 on beam 
in one of two appearances on the event. 
Cortez’s best floor score of the year came 
in her first attempt with a 9.825 at No. 14 
Missouri.  She also made an appearance 
as an all-arounder scoring a near career-
best 38.275 against No. 15 Penn State. 
Cortez is one of several record-holders 
on the vault with a personal-best 9.90 
set twice during her sophomore season. 
A shoulder injury limited Cortez in the 
postseason but she was able to vault 
at the South Central Regional and the 
NCAA Championship.
As a Freshman (2005)
 Cortez began her career as an all-
arounder for Arkansas and was a pow-
erful  tumbler that fans loved to watch. 
Cortez was consistently vying for the all-
around title in the first five meet.  Forced 
to compete in just one event at the 
Washington tri-meet, Cortez rebound-
ed with a near-season-best all-around 
score. A mainstay in the vault lineup, Cor-
tez scored a season/career-best 9.90 on 
vault against No. 4 Florida and recorded 
a season/career-best 9.750 twice in 2005. 
She posted a 9.775 on bars and a 9.875 
twice on the floor.  Cortez scored a sea-
son/career-best 38.85 as an all-arounder 
against No. 6 Georgia.
Northstars
 A Level 10 gymnast, Cortez compet-
ed extensively in several state, regional 
and national events.  Cortez won the 
floor and all-around titles at state in 2001 
placing fifth on vault, second on bars 
and fourth on beam at the meet.  She 
followed up with a fifth-place all-around 
showing at the regional competition 
and helped her Region 9 team to a third-
place showing at nationals that same 
year. Cortez was just shy of repeating 
her state title in 2002, finishing second 
overall winning the vault and beam titles 
while finishing second on floor and fifth 
on bars.  She again placed fifth on the 
all-around at regionals and tied for third 
at nationals in 2002.  Cortez had a sixth-
place finish on the all-around in 2003 at 
the regional meet with a pair of seventh-
place finishes on bars and beam. In ad-
dition, Cortez is a Level 10 floor exercise 
record-holder and a 2002 Junior Olympic 
National Team member.
Mt. St. Dominic Academy
 Cortez was a member of the Nation-
al Honor Society in high school.
Personal
 Born Aug. 5, 1986, Samantha Nicole 
Cortez is the only child of Hector and Vic-
toria Cortez of Verona, N.J.  She is major-
ing in psychology at Arkansas.
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Career Bests  2007 Season Bests
VT 9.575 No. 4 LSU 2005 VT N/A
UB 9.950 No. 18 Kentucky 2006 UB 9.90 Arkansas Quad 1 March 9
BB 9.90 at No. 23 Ariz. State 2007 BB 9.90 at No. 23 Ariz. State March 16
FX 9.925 No. 36 Washington 2006 FX 9.90 No. 2 Georgia Jan. 19
AA 39.050 No. 4 LSU 2005 AA N/A
*most recent
Event Wins
Bars	 	 Beam
at No. 12 Auburn Jan. 21, 2005 at Minnesota Jan. 8, 2005
at No. 4 LSU Feb. 4, 2005 at Kentucky Feb. 23, 2007
at No. 3 Alabama Feb. 17, 2006
No. 18 Kentucky Feb. 24, 2006 Floor
No. 2 Georgia Jan. 19, 2007 No. 15 Penn State Feb. 3, 2006
at Kentucky Feb. 23, 2007 No. 18 Kentucky Feb. 24, 2006
Arkansas Quad 1 (tie) March 9, 2007 No. 36 Washington March 12, 2006
Arkansas Quad 2 March 23, 2007 at No. 14 Penn State Jan. 13, 2007
Emily Peacock
As a Junior (2007)
 Emily Peacock continued to be 
one of the most consistent Gym’Backs 
in 2007.  Peacock competed on bars, 
beam and floor in all 14 meets last year. 
The San Antonio, Texas, native posted a 
season-best  9.90 on bars in quad meet 
action March 9 winning the event.  It is 
one of eight bar titles and one of four 
set in 2007.  Peacock recorded a career-
best 9.90 on balance beam helping the 
Gym’Backs defeat No. 23 Arizona State 
in the first meeting between the teams. 
She also captured the beam title in an 
SEC win over Kentucky Feb. 23, in Lexing-
ton, Ky.  Peacock again stepped up in a 
big meet with season-best 9.90 on the 
floor against second-ranked and defend-
ing national champion Georgia aiding 
Arkansas to one of its closest meets with 
the Gym Dogs.
 Outside of the gym, Peacock had 
success in both the classroom and the 
community.  She earned her third con-
secutive selection to the National Associ-
ation for Collegiate Gymnastics Coaches 
for Women academic team with a 3.67 in 
advertising and public relations.  Peacock 
was also honored by the Southeastern 
Conference as the Community Service 
Senior || 5-0 || All-Around || San Antonio, Texas || East Central || USA Aerial Athletics
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Award winner for gymnastics and she 
earned her third consecutive selection 
to the SEC Academic Honor Roll.  Pea-
cock also earned the Gym’Back team’s 
“most outstanding” award as a junior.
As a Sophomore (2006)
 Peacock had a solid year in her sec-
ond season as a Gym’Back.  Peacock set 
the school record with a 9.950 on bars 
erasing one of the oldest records in the 
four-year-old Arkansas archives.  She also 
had season bests of 9.825 on the beam 
and 9.925 on the floor in 2006.
 In addition to her gymnastics suc-
cess, Peacock earned selection to the 
2007 National Association for Collegiate 
Gymnastics Coaches for Women Aca-
demic Team with a 3.66 grade point av-
erage in journalism. She also earned the 
team’s “most outstanding” award.
As a Freshman (2005)
 Peacock tumbled onto the Arkan-
sas scene as a team leader and crowd 
pleaser in 2005. One of the most highly 
recruited gymnasts in her class, Peacock 
assumed a full plate of responsibilities 
in her first season of collegiate gymnas-
tics.  A three-event specialist, Peacock 
competed on bars, beam and floor as a 
freshman.  She opened her collegiate ca-
reer with a 9.75 on bars, a 9.85 on beam 
and a 9.625 on floor at Minnesota giving 
coaches, teammates and fans a taste of 
what was to come.  Named 2005 team 
“Most Consistent Performer,” Peacock’s 
top bar score of 9.925 came at No. 4 LSU 
where she competed in her only all-
around competition of the season.  That 
mark tied the school record and was a 
season/career-best for her.  Peacock fin-
ished with a 39.05 all-around score for 
the meet.  Peacock’s top score on beam 
was a 9.85, a mark she reached three 
times.  Her top floor score came against 
Alabama with a 9.85 mark. In addition to 
Peacock’s success in the gym, she earned 
National Association of Collegiate Gym-
nastics Coaches for Women Academic 
Scholar Athlete honors with a 3.79 grade 
point average.
USA Aerial Athletics
 As a member of the USA Aerial Ath-
letics club team, Peacock captured sev-
eral first-place finishes in her career and 
qualified for the US Championships.  She 
finished first in the all-around at the 2002 
Magical Classic in Orlando, Fla., and at 
the 2002 Great West Gym Fest in Idaho. 
In addition she was first in the all-around 
at the 2001 WOGA Classic in Plano, Texas, 
and at the 2001 Hall of Fame Classic in 
Fullerton, Calif.  In her final summer be-
fore college, Peacock qualified as a Se-
nior International Elite, the highest level 
of competition in gymnastics, and was 
coached by Heather Schnelzer.
East Central High
 Peacock hails from San Antonio, Tex-
as, where she focused primarily on being 
a club gymnast.  
Personal
 Born Feb. 13, 1986, Emily Michelle 
Peacock is the youngest of five children 
to Clyde and Cathy Peacock of San An-
tonio, Texas.  She has three older sisters: 
Mandy, Amy and Carissa; and an older 
brother, Aaron.  Peacock is majoring in 
advertising and public relations at Ar-
kansas.
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Career Bests  2007 Season Bests
VT 9.850 at NCAA NE Reg. 2007* VT 9.850 at NCAA NE Regionals April 14*
BB 9.850 at NCAA NE Reg. 2007* BB 9.850 at NCAA NE Regionals April 14*
FX 9.850 Ark. Quad 2 2007 FX 9.850 Arkansas Quad 2 March 23
*most recent
Event Wins
Vault
No. 15 Penn State  Feb. 3, 2006
Alexandra LaChance
Junior || 5-6 || All-Around || New Windsor, NY || Washingtonville || Gym Kids
As a Sophomore (2007)
 Alexandra LaChance was a regular for the 
Lady Razorbacks in the vault and floor lineups 
all season.  She rewrote her career bests on vault, 
beam and floor becoming a consistent contributor 
for Arkansas.  LaChance recorded a career best 9.85 
on vault twice last season, first at No. 14 Auburn 
and again at the NCAA Regional meet at Michi-
gan.  LaChance competed beam three times for the 
Lady’Backs coming up big at the NCAA Regional 
meet with a 9.850.  That career-best helped Arkan-
sas to one of the closest finishes in program history. 
In addition, LaChance recorded a career-best 9.850 
on the floor twice last season.  She first posted the 
mark against No. 1 Florida and notched it again in 
quad meet action.
 In addition to her gymnastics success, La-
Chance earned her second selection to the 2007 
National Association for Collegiate Gymnastics 
Coaches for Women Academic Team with a 3.89 
grade point average in kinesiology and her second 
selection to the SEC Academic Honor Roll.
As a Freshman (2006)
 LaChance competed in the first five meets as 
a true freshman and became known as a power-
ful tumbler.  She notched her first collegiate win 
on vault with a 9.850 against No. 15 Penn State but 
suffered a fracture in her lower leg while vaulting. 
Sidelined for the next 10 meets, LaChance made 
a remarkable comeback on the biggest stage of 
collegiate gymnastics - the NCAA Championship. 
She scored a 9.525 on the vault for the Gym’Backs. 
In addition to her gymnastics success, LaChance 
earned selection to the 2007 NACGC/W Academic 
Team with a 3.88 GPA.
Gym Kids Gymnastics
 LaChance earned five state championship 
gold medals and 19 state medals during her club 
career at Gym Kids Gymnastics.   LaChance had six 
first-place finishes at the state level including three 
bars titles, and one title each on vault, beam and 
all-around.  She was the all-around runner-up in 
2004 at the state championship.  LaChance earned 
10 regional titles including first-place finishes on 
vault, bars and floor in 2004, and vault and bars in 
2005.  In addition, LaChance has six top 10 finishes 
at the level 10 national meet.   In 2004, she com-
peted in the Spirit of America, the I Love New York 
Cup, and the Manhattan Classic, where she won the 
all-around titles at each meet.  LaChance won the 
vault, bars, beam and all-around title at the Manhat-
tan Classic and captured vault, bars and all-around 
titles at the I Love New York Cup in 2005.  She won 
the all-around title at the East Coast Classic and 
was first on bars, beam, floor and all-around at the 
Long Island Classic.  While at Nationals, LaChance 
finished seventh on bars and eighth on vault in 
2002, 10th on beam and eighth as an all-arounder 
in 2003, and was 10th on floor and ninth in the all-
around in 2004.
Washingtonville High
 While in high school, LaChance was a mem-
ber of the National Honor Society and on her high 
school honor roll every semester. In addition she 
was a member of the swim team for three years.
Personal
 Born Sept. 17, 1987, Alexandra Aurora 
LaChance is the oldest of three children to Pe-
ter and Andrea Arkosi-LaChance.  She has two 
younger sisters, Adrienn and Ariel.  LaChance 
hails from an athletic family.  Her mother, An-
drea, was a gymnast and track and field ath-
lete at the University of Physical Education in 
Budapest.  Her father, Peter, and uncle, David 
Clark, played football at Penn State University. 
LaChance’s mother is the founder of Gym 
Kids Gymnastics, a club she co-owns with 
husband, Peter.
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Career Bests  2007 Season Bests
UB 9.725 Arkansas Quad 2 2007 UB 9.725 Arkansas Quad 2 March 23
BB 9.775 at No. 2 Utah Quad 2007 BB 9.775 at No. 2 Utah Quad Feb. 4
Allison Daniels
Sophomore || 5-1 || All-Around || Kingwood, Texas || Kingwood || Rowland || Ballard Gymnastics
As a Freshman (2007)
 Allison Daniels opened her colle-
giate career at one of the biggest meets 
in the country - the Super Six Challenge. 
She was a role player competing on both 
the bars and beam throughout the sea-
son.  Daniels posted a career-best 9.725 
at the Arkansas Quad 2 against No. 18 
Missouri, No. 36 SEMO and No. 51 Texas 
Woman’s University late in the year.  She 
recorded a 9.775 at No. 2 Utah.
 In addition to her gymnastics suc-
cess, Daniels earned selection to the 
2007 National Association for Collegiate 
Gymnastics Coaches for Women Aca-
demic Team with a perfect 4.00 grade 
point average.  She was also selected to 
the SEC Freshman Academic Honor Roll.
At Rowland/Ballard
Gymnastics Club
 Daniels holds her club record for 
all-around with a 38.125 reached at the 
state meet in 2005.  Daniels became a 
Level 10 national qualifier as a junior and 
was an alternate for the Junior Olympic 
National meet in 2004 and 2006.  She 
finished 26th at nationals in 2005 and 
was third in the all-around at the Region 
Three meet, winning the vault title.  Dan-
iels opened the season with three con-
secutive all-around titles winning the 
Jurgens Qualifier, the Fiesta Invitational 
and the Louisiana Cup.
Kingwood
 Daniels joins the Lady Razorbacks 
from Kingwood, Texas, where she com-
peted for the Kingwood High Mustangs 
for two years.  Daniels helped the Mus-
tangs to a second-place finish at the 
state meet as a freshman earning the 
win on bars that year.  She finished sec-
ond on beam and was an Elite all-Ameri-
can in 2003 and 2004.  She left the Mus-
tangs holding the all-around record with 
a 39.05 set in 2003.
 In addition, Daniels graduated in 
the top 10 percent of her class and was 
a member of the National Honor Society 
and Beta Club.
Personal
 Born Feb. 17, 1988, Allison Fraser 
Daniels is the youngest of two children 
to Mike and Lisa Daniels of Kingwood, 
Texas.  She has an older sister, Taylor, and 
is undecided as to a major at Arkansas.
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Career Bests  2007 Season Bests
UB 9.850 Arkansas Quad 1 2007 UB 9.850 Arkansas Quad 1 March 9
BB 9.900 at No. 14 Auburn 2007 BB 9.900 at No. 14 Auburn March 2
Event Wins
Balance	Beam
 at No. 14 Auburn March 2, 2007
Amy DeFilippo
As a Freshman (2007)
 Amy DeFilippo focused her attention 
on the bars and beam for the Gym’Backs 
in her freshman season and her efforts 
were noticed.  One of the most graceful 
gymnasts on Arkansas’ roster, DeFilippo 
posted a career-best 9.90 on the beam 
at No. 14 Auburn.  That mark was good 
for a tie for the event win and helped 
the Gym’Backs to a big Southeastern 
Conference win over the Tigers.  De-
Filippo finished the regular season with 
a career-best 9.850 on the bars and was 
consistent for Arkansas at the NCAA Re-
gional Championship with a 9.80 on bars 
in a gutsy team performance.  DeFilippo 
also scored well with a 9.825 in Arkansas’ 
win at No. 23 Arizona State and rallied 
the Gym’Backs with a solid performance 
at the 2007 NCAA Regional Champion-
ship scoring a 9.825 as well.
SCATS Gymnastics
 DeFilippo capped off her club career 
with an all-around title at the Southern 
California state meet, winning the beam 
title and finishing second on both the 
floor and bars.  She finished seventh in 
the all-around at the Region I Regional 
meet and was 17th on the all around at 
the JO National meet in 2006.  DeFilippo 
captured a fifth-place all around finish at 
the 2003 American Challenge and was 
fourth at the JO Nationals on beam in 
2004.  She added third-place finishes on 
beam, bars and the all around at Region-
als that same year.  She won the Junior 
Olympic National floor title in 2002 and 
was fifth on the vault, fourth on bars and 
fifth as an all-arounder that year.  
Academy of the Two Hearts
 DeFilippo’s high school did not have 
gymnastics.
 
Personal
 Born April 12, 1988, Amara Daniela 
DeFilippo is the youngest of four chil-
dren to Rocco and Tippi DeFilippo of Tor-
rance, Calif.  She has three older siblings: 
Smith, Mittira and Patty.  DeFilippo plans 
to major in kinesiology at Arkansas.
Sophomore || 5-3 || All-Around || Torrance, California || Academy of the Two Hearts || SCATS
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Career Bests  2007 Season Bests
VT 9.850 at NCAA NE Reg. 2007 VT 9.850 at NCAA NE Reg. April 14
Ashly McPherson
As a Freshman (2007)
 Ashly McPherson proved that hard 
work pays off in her first season of colle-
giate gymnastics.  A walk-on from near-
by Springdale, Ark., McPherson became 
the first native Arkansasan to compete 
in a meet for the Gym’Backs.  Her “break” 
came against No. 5 Alabama when 
McPherson scored a 9.70 on the vault. 
She would remain in the vault lineup 
for the rest of the season capping off 
her first year with a career-best 9.850 at 
the NCAA Regional Championship.  Her 
score paced Arkansas to a school record 
49.300 on the event.
 McPherson excelled in the class-
room as well earning selection to the 
Southeastern Conference Freshman Ac-
ademic Honor Roll in 2007.
Williams Gymnastics
 McPherson was a Level 10 gymnast 
competing for Williams Gymnastics in 
Fayetteville, Ark.  She rebounded from 
a season-ending injury as a sophomore 
earning regional medalist honors the fol-
lowing year.
Springdale High
 A three-year letterwinner for the 
Bulldogs at Springdale High, McPherson 
helped her team to the state title as a 
senior in 2006.  McPherson earned back-
to-back state all-around titles in 2005 
and 2006 winning the final state title in 
Barnhill Arena in April.  McPherson won 
three of the four individual titles at the 
2005 and 2006 state championship, and 
earned three all-district, all-Arkansas and 
all-state honors. In addition to gymnas-
tics, McPherson’s 16-and-under fastpitch 
team earned a trip to nationals.
Personal
 Born Nov. 26, 1987, Ashly Renae 
McPherson is the oldest of five children 
to Vince McPherson and Stacy Dudley 
of Springdale, Ark.  She has four younger 
siblings: Cearra, Taylor, Bryant and Bryn. 
McPherson plans to major in interna-
tional business at Arkansas.
Sophomore || 5-1 || All-Around || Springdale, Arkansas || Springdale || Williams Gymnastics Center
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Career Bests  2007 Season Bests
VT 9.850 at NCAA Champ. 2007* VT 9.850 at NCAA Champ. April 26*
UB 9.875 at No. 23 Az. State 2007 UB 9.875 at No. 23 Az. State March 16
BB 9.950 at No. 23 Az. State 2007 BB 9.950 at No. 23 Az. State March 16
FX 9.800 at NCAA Champ. 2007* FX 9.800 at NCAA Champ. April 26
AA 39.275 Arkansas Quad 1 2007 AA 39.275 Arkansas Quad 1 March 9
*Most recent
Event Wins
All-Around
Arkansas Quad 1 March 9, 2007
Balance	Beam
at No. 14 Penn State Jan. 13, 2007
No. 2 Georgia (tie) Jan. 19, 2007
at No. 15 LSU Jan. 26,2007
Arkansas Quad 1 March 9, 2007
at No. 23 Arizona State March 16, 2007
Casey Jo Magee
As a Freshman (2007)
 As a true freshman, Casey Jo Ma-
gee became a team leader from the first 
meet and parlayed her success into a trip 
to the NCAA Championship meet at the 
conclusion of the year.  Magee was one 
of the best all-arounders at the NCAA 
Regional meet earning her first trip to 
the NCAA Championship meet.  Magee 
earned six event wins and tied the school 
record on beam in 2007.  She posted a 
9.95 in a team win at No. 23 Arizona State 
and earned her first all-around title at the 
Arkansas Quad on March 9.
 Magee also earned selection to the 
Southeastern Conference Freshman Ac-
ademic Honor Roll in 2007.
National Academy of Artistic 
Gymnastics
 In 2006, Magee captured the all-
around title with first-place finishes on 
the vault, floor and bars at the Oregon 
State meet.  She was first on vault and 
floor with a fifth-place all-around finish 
at the Region II Regionals and fifth at the 
JO Nationals.  In addition, Magee was 
the national beam champion in 2006. 
Magee’s club career includes first-place 
finishes on all five events at the Region 
II Championship in 2003.  She repeated 
with an all-around title in 2004 and was 
the Junior Olympic National beam cham-
pion in 2005.  Magee also finished eighth 
on bars that year.
At South Eugene
 Casey Magee did not compete in 
gymnastics for her high school.
Personal
 Born July 17, 1988, Casey Jo Magee 
is the youngest of three children to Char-
lie Magee and Geni Morrow.  She has 
an older sister, Ali, and an older brother, 
J.T., and is majoring in kinesiology and is 
planning a career as a fitness specialist 
after graduation.
Sophomore || 5-4 || All-Around || Eugene, Oregon || South Eugene || National Academy of Artistic Gymnastics
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Career Bests  2007 Season Bests
UB 9.850 at No. 23 Az. State 2007 UB 9.850 at No. 23 Az. State March 16
BB 9.725 No. 2 Georgia 2007 BB 9.725 No. 2 Georgia Jan. 19
Sarah Nagashima
As a Freshman (2007)
 Sarah Nagashima began her colle-
giate career the second meet of the sea-
son on the bars and became a regular 
in  the event lineup from that point on. 
Nagashima scored a career-best 9.850 at 
No. 23 Arizona State helping Arkansas to 
the team win.  She also competed beam 
in one meet against second-ranked 
Georgia scoring a 9.725.
 In addition to her gymnastics suc-
cess, Nagashima earned selection to 
the Southeastern Conference Freshman 
Academic Honor Roll in 2007.
Gymnastics East
 Nagashima earned a pair of regional 
and state all-around titles while training 
with Gymnastics East.  In 2004, Nagashi-
ma also finished second at the Western 
Nationals and was named Gym East’s 
Gymnast of the Year.  Her sophomore 
season saw Nagashima repeat her re-
gional all-around title while winning the 
regional vault and bars competitions. 
Nagashima was again on the winner’s 
stand capturing the Washington state 
meet all-around title dominating the 
meet with first-place finishes on each of 
the individual events as well.  She was 
second in the all-around at the Region 
II regionals winning the bars and beam 
titles and finished 16th in the all-around 
at the Junior Olympic Nationals.  Finally, 
Nagashima earned a fourth-place show-
ing on the beam in her first year at na-
tionals.
Juanita High School
 Sarah Nagashima did not compete 
for her high school gymnastics team.
Personal
 Born Jan. 25, 1988, Sarah Elizabeth 
Nagashima is the youngest of two chil-
dren to Curt Nagashima and Susan 
Hutchinson of Seattle, Wash.  She has an 
older brother, Cameron, and plans to ma-
jor in apparel studies at Arkansas.
Sophomore || 5-1|| All-Around || Seattle, Washington | Juanta || Gymnastics East
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Career Bests  2007 Season Bests
VT 9.950 No. 1 Florida 2007 VT 9.950 No. 1 Florida Feb. 9
UB 9.800 Arkansas Quad 1 2007* UB 9.800 Arkansas Quad 1 March 9*
BB 9.750 No. 1 Florida 2007* BB 9.750 No. 1 Florida Feb. 9*
FX 9.850 at No. 15 LSU 2007 FX 9.850 at No. 15 LSU Jan. 26
AA 39.325 No. 1 Florida 2007 AA 39.325 No. 1 Florida Feb. 9
*Most recent
Event Wins
Vault
at No. 14 Penn State Jan. 13, 2007
No. 1 Florida  Feb. 9, 2007
No. 5 Alabama  Feb. 16, 2007
at No. 14 Auburn  March 2, 2007
Michelle Stout
Sophomore || 5-3 || All-Around || Endwell, NY || Maine-Endwell || Southern Tier Gymnastics
As a Freshman (2007)
 Michelle Stout’s collegiate career opened 
with a bang at the Super Six Challenge and 
her success continued for much of the season 
until injury limited her late in the year.  Stout 
posted a school record on vault against top-
ranked Florida Feb. 9, scoring a 9.95 and win-
ning the event.  She also set a career-best on 
the beam with a 9.750 and as an all-arounder 
with a 39.325 against the Gators.  Stout’s ca-
reer-best bar performance was a 9.80 set 
multiple times and her best floor score was a 
9.85 recorded on the road at No. 15 LSU Jan. 
26.
 In addition to her gymnastics success, 
Stout was successful in the classroom earn-
ing selection to the SEC Freshman Academic 
Honor Roll as well as the NACGC/W all-scholar 
team.
Southern Tier Gymnastics
 Stout’s club career is dotted with big 
performances. As a senior in 2006, Stout was 
third on vault at the New York state meet.  She 
finished third in the all-around at the Region 6 
meet with a win on the bars and a third-place 
showing on the vault.  Stout finished eighth 
in the all-around competition at the Junior 
Olympic Nationals with a third-place show-
ing on the vault, sixth-place finish on bars 
and a fourth-place finish in the floor. Stout’s 
junior season saw her win the U.S. Challenge 
all-around title taking the vault and bars indi-
vidual titles.  Stout won the 2005 regional all-
around title finishing first on vault and bars, 
second on floor and third on the beam.  She 
was second on vault and third on the floor at 
the 2005 national meet.  Stout won the re-
gional vault title and was third on bars as a 
freshman in 2003.  Stout captured the vault 
title at the 2004 national meet and was 10th 
as a regional all-arounder.  In addition, Stout 
won the vault title that year.  
Maine-Endwell
 Michelle Stout’s high school did not have 
gymnastics.  She earned the Gold Academic 
Award as a senior and was a three-time Silver 
Academic Award winner in high school.  In 
addition, Stout was a member of the National 
Honor Society.
Personal
 Born April 27, 1988, Michelle Christine 
Stout is the daughter child of Thomas Stout 
and Linda Van Patten of Endwell, N.Y.  She has 
an older sister, Rachel, younger brothers Chad 
and Joshua, and younger sister Alexis.  Stout 
plans to major in marketing at Arkansas.
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Stacy Bartlett
Freshman || 5-2 || All-Around || Tualatin, Oregon || Tualatin || Metro Gymnastics Center
Metro Gymnastics Center
 Stacy Bartlett was one of three fresh-
men to sign with the Gym’Backs last No-
vember.  A a 5-2 all-arounder from Tuala-
tin, Ore., Bartlett competed for the Metro 
Gymnastics Center and coaches Tracy 
Meador and James Thompson.  Barlett 
collected a win and a pair of runner up 
finishes on vault at the state meet also 
winning the regional beam title in 2003. 
The 2004 season saw Bartlett finish third 
as an all-arounder a the state meet with 
a second place showing on the bars and 
floor at the regional meet.  She was sec-
ond on beam and 15th as an all-around-
er at nationals that same year.  The 2005 
season brought a second-place vault and 
fourth-place all-around finish at region-
als and a 12th place finish on beam at 
nationals.  Prior to joining the Gym’Backs 
on campus, Bartlett earned a bronze 
medal on beam at the 2007 Women’s 
Junior Olympic National Championship 
in Mason, Ohio.  In addition, she was was 
10th as an all-arounder.
Tualatin High
 Bartlett was a member of the Na-
tional Honor Society and the National 
Art Honor Society for the Tualatin High 
Timberwovles.
The Coaches Say
 “Stacy will make an immediate im-
pact on balance beam,’” said co-head 
coach Rene Cook.  “She is truly outstand-
ing on this event. We will also look for Sta-
cy to push for line-up positions on floor 
and bars.  Stacy is a very artistic gymnast 
and will certainly be a crowd pleaser.”
Personal
 Stacy Mary Bartlett is the youngest of 
two children to Jim and Heather Bartlett 
of Tualatin, Ore.  Born Dec. 16, 1988, she 
has an older sister, Stephanie, and hopes 
to major in apparel studies or hotel and 
restaurant management at Arkansas.
Molly Lewis
Plano Senior
 Molly Lewis checks in from Plano, 
Texas, where the 5-5 all-arounder com-
peted for both the Plano Senior High 
Wildcats and the Texas Dreams Club 
team.
 Lewis helped the Wildcats to a Texas 
state title as a junior capturing second-
place all-around honors as an individual. 
Lewis was eighth at Regionals as a ju-
nior.
Texas Dreams
 She was a level 10 competitor for 
Texas Dreams.  Lewis was a three-time 
state and regional participant.
The Coaches Say
 “Molly will be a great addition to our 
program,” said Rene Cook.  “We expect 
her to compete for positions on every 
event.  Her skill level and her athleticism 
will truly make her an outstanding colle-
giate gymnast.”
Personal
 Molly Malloy Lewis is one of seven 
children to Robert and Rhonda Lewis of 
Plano, Texas.  Born Jan. 24, 1989, she has 
four older sisters; Katie, Becky, Mary and 
Kelly and a younger brother Cody and 
sister Jamie.  Sisters Kelly and Becky at-
tend the Air Force Academy.
Freshman || 5-5 || All-Around || Plano, Texas || Plano Senior || Texas Dreams
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Kathryn Maschino
Dynamo Gymnastics
 Molly Maschino is a 5-3 all-arounder 
from Edmond, Okla., where she compet-
ed for the Dynamo Gymnastics Club.
 She paced her club team to the state 
title as a junior and finished 12th on the 
beam, floor and as an all-arounder at na-
tionals that same year.  Maschino won 
the regional floor title and finished third 
as an all-arounder.
Edmond North
 Maschino was a member of the Na-
tional Honor Society and the Oklahoma 
Honor Society for the Edmond North 
Huskies.  In addition, she was named the 
most outstanding student in algebra 
graduating with a 3.95 GPA.
Freshman || 5-3 || All-Around || Edmond, Oklahoma || Edmond || Dynamo Gymnastics Club
The Coaches Say
 “We are so pleased that Katie will be 
joining our program,” said Rene Cook. 
“She is the type of gymnast who will be 
consistent week in and week out and we 
expect Katie to be a major contributor to 
the program.”
Personal
 Born April 2,0, 1989, Kathryn Eliza-
beth Maschino is the youngest of two 
children to David and Tammy Maschino 
of Edmond, Okla.  She has an older broth-
er, John, who plays college baseball.
In and out of the gym....
 The Gym’Backs work out together, play to-
gether and get involved in the Northwest Arkansas 
community together.  
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What Are They Doing Out There?
 Ever wonder what the names of the skills that the Gym’Backs perform are?  Here’s a quick look at what each Gym’Back is 
tentatively scheduled to do in her event.
Event	 Sam	Cortez	 Emily	Peacock	 Alex	LaChance	 Allison	Daniels	
Vault: Yurchenko layout 1/1  Yurchenko layout 1/1 
Bars: Giant 1/1 to reverse- Giant blind – healy Uprise – ½ pirouette Giant 1/1-giant blind
 Hecht – kip cast – ½ Yeager – kip cast Shoot over to hand Pike yeager – kip cast
 Pirouette to shoot to hand Pak salto – kip cast Toe-up – kip cast  Shoot to hand –thru to
 Thru to giant 1/1 –double tuck ½ pirouette thru to Giant 1/1 to toe front pike Double layout 
  Double layout
Beam: Switch leg leap + 1 arm bhs Bhs+bhs+layout Front mount + beat jump Switch leg leap + straddle+
 Front aerial Switch leg leap+ Switch leg leap + Straddle; round off+
 Beat jump+ wolf jump Sheep jump; cat leap+ Wolf jump; bhs+ layout Layout; beat jump+ split ¾
 Bhs+ layout + full dsmt Split jump; round off+ Tuck jump 1/1; switch leg  Round off+ bhs+ 1 ½ twist dsmt
  Double back dsmt Leap+ back tuck
   Round off+ 1 ½ twist dsmt
Floor: Round off+ bhs + 2/1 pike Round off+ bhs+ 2/1 pike Round off+ bhs+ 2/1 pike
 Round off+ whip ½+ front 1/1 Switch leg ring leap+ Tour Jete 1/1
 Switch side leap+ popa Tour jete ½ Round off+ bhs+ 1 ½ twist+
  Round off+ bhs+ 1 ½ twist Front layout
  Front layout; popa+wolf 1/1 Round off+ bhs+ 2/1 tuck
  Round off+ bhs+ 2/1 tuck Cat leap 1 ½+ Cat leap 1 ½
Event	 Amy	DeFilippo	 Casey	Jo	Magee	 Ashly	McPherson	 Sarah	Nagashima	
Vault: Yurchenko layout Arabian Yurchenko layout Arabian Tsuk layout Arabian Yurchenko tuck 1/1 
Bars: Giant 1/1, giant 1/2 to reverse- Giant 1/1 to pike delchev  Toe up, to giant 1/2
 Hecht – kip cast – Kip cast, giant 1 ½ to  Reverse hecht immediate
 To shoot to hand, sole circle Counterswing hand  Shoot over, giant 1/1,
 Thru to double layout To a full out  Thru to double layout full out
Beam: Switch leg leap+ straddle+ Round off+ layout mount  Bhs+ layout; tuck 1/1; 
 Straddle; front aerial+ Switch leg leap+ tuck 1/1  Straddle; round off+
 Bhs+ bhs 1 arm;  Round off+ layout   Kick over front; switch leg leap+
 Split jump+ double stag ring jump 2/1 turn; side aerial+  Wolf ¾; layout front full dsmt
 Gainer pike off end Tuck 1/1 
 (onodi)  
Floor: Round off+ bhs + 2/1 pike Round off+ 2 ½ twist+ front Round off+ bhs+ 2/1 pike Round off+ bhs+ 2/1 pike
 2/1 horizontal turn+ popa Switch leg leap+ tour jete 1/2 Switch side+ wolf 1/1 Switch side+ wolf 1/1
 Round off+ bhs+ 2/1 twist (2 ½) Round off+ bhs+ 2/1 Tuck Front hs + front layout+  Round off+ bhs+ 2/1 tuck
 Wolf 1/1+ split 1/1 Tuck 2/1; front hs+ front rudi; Popa+ wolf 1/1 Popa+ tuck 1 ½ 
 Round off+ bhs+ 1 ½ twist+ frt layout Wolf 1/1+ 2/1 turn Round off+ bhs+ 2/1 tuck Round off+ whip ½+ front full
  
Event	 Michelle	Stout	 Stacy	Bartlett	 Molly	Lewis	 Katie	Maschino	
Vault: Yurchenko layout full Yurchenko layout (Arabian) Yurckenko ½ on front pike Yurchenko layout 1/1 
Bars: Giant blind, pike yeager; Toe up: pirouette- giant 1/1  
 Kip cast- shoot to hand- To shoot to hand; double 
 Toe up; thru to double Pike dismount 
 Arabian  
  
Beam: Front pike mount  Bhs 2 foot to bhs layout; Switch leg leap+switch leg Round off+ layout 
 Bhs 2 foot+ layout Needle scale; frt aerial+ + back tuck; front tuck; Switch side leap; switch leg+ 
 Back tuck+ straddle jump;  Beat jump; switch leg leap+ Bhs+ layout; round off+ Straddle+ straddle; beat jump+
 Beat jump+ tuck 1/1; Straddle+ straddle; 2/1 twist dsmt Straddle ¾; round off+ 1 ½ twist
 Round off+ 1 ½ twist Bhs+ gainer 1/1 dsmt 
  
Floor: Round off+ bhs + 2/1 pike Round off+ bhs+ 2/1 pike Round off+ bhs+ 2/1 pike Round off+ bhs+ 2/1 pike
 Frt hs+ frt 1/1+ frt layout Popa+ wolf 1/1 Round off+ bhs_ 2 ½ twist Tour jete 1/2+ wolf 1/1
 Wolf 1/1+ wolf 1 ½ Round off+ bhs+ 1 ½ twist+ Front hs + front 1/1 + front Round off+ bhs+ 2/1 tuck
 Wolf 1/1+ split 1/1 Front; switch leg ring+   Popa+ wolf 1/1
 Round off+ bhs+ 1 ½ twist+ frt layout Wolf 1/1; frt hs+ frt 1/1+   Round off+ whip ½+ front full
  Front (layout) 
Bhs:  Back handspring; Dsmt:  Dismount; Hs:  handspring; Frt:  front
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Not just gymnastics -- Team activities
Say Cheese!
The Gym’Backs get r
eady for orientation
 (l-r):  Emily Peacock,
 Sarah Nagashima, A
my DeFilippo, 
Stacy Bartlett, Molly
 Lewis, Casey Jo Ma
gee, Samantha Cort
ez, Allison Daniels, M
ichelle Stout, 
Kathryn Maschino, A
lex LaChance.
Spinning faster and faster!
Right (l-r): Samantha Cortez, Michelle Stout, Kathryn Maschi-
no and Stacy Bartlett.  Second row: Sarah Nagashima.
Above (l-r):  Stacy Bartlett, Kathryn Maschino, Michelle Stout, 
Samantha Cortez, Molly Lewis, Alex LaChance.
Spirit Day in the gymKathryn Maschino, Molly Lewis, Allison Daniels, Emily Peacock, Mi-chelle Stout, Stacy Bartlett, Amy DeFilippo, Samantha Cortez, Sarah Nagashima, Casey Jo Magee and Alex LaChance.
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 Freshman Casey Jo Magee opened the vault and was just 
shy of her career best with a 9.825. Senior Cassie Drew followed 
with a season-best 9.825 and sophomore Alexandra LaChance 
added another great landing for a 9.85 tying her season-best. 
Arkansas just got better as the vault went on with junior Sa-
mantha Cortez tying her season-best with a 9.875 to tie for 
fifth overall followed by a career-best from Springdale, Ark., 
freshman Ashly McPherson counting a 9.85. Freshman Mi-
chelle Stout finished with a 9.90 vaulting the Gym’Backs to the 
record.
    The balance 
beam record 
was equally as 
dramatic as the 
Gym’Backs scored 
a 49.400 at No. 23 
Arizona State to 
win the meet.  The 
victory in Tucson, 
Ariz., was the first 
for the Coaches 
Cook as the head 
of any gymnastics 
program.
   Drew opened 
with a 9.850 fol-
lowed by a sea-
son/career-best 
9.825 from freshman Amy DeFilippo. Senior Rachel Barnett 
tied her career-best with a 9.875 and Arkansas continued to be 
strong with junior Emily Peacock recording a career-best 9.90 
and Magee tacked on her 9.950 for the Gym’Backs.
Drew Earns SEC Gymnast Of The Week
 Senior Cassie Drew became the third Gym’Back in school 
history to earn Southeastern Conference Gymnast of the Week 
in 2007.  Drew’s honor was awarded March 6 after the Raleigh, 
N.C. native guided the Gym’Backs to a big SEC road win at No. 
14 Auburn.
 The victory was the second consecutive SEC win with 
Drew tying for the individual beam title with a career-best 
9.90.  Drew also added a season-best 9.850 on the floor and 
was just shy of a career mark with a season-high 39.275 in the 
all-around.
2007 REVIEW
Magee Goes
To Nationals
 One of the biggest high-
lights of the 2007 season was 
freshman Casey Jo Magee’s 
first NCAA Championship 
appearance.  The Eugene, 
Ore., native qualified while 
in Ann Arbor, Mich., at the 
NCAA Northeast Regional 
Championship as one of two 
all-arounders on non-ad-
vancing teams.
 Magee used a solid re-
gional performance high-
lighted by a 9.90 on bars 
becoming the second 
Gym’Back to qualify as an in-
dividual.
 She was again strong at the NCAA Championship tying 
her career-best on the vault with a 9.850 and on the floor with 
a 9.800 just missing all-Ameri-
ca honors.
Stout Sets
Vault Record
 Freshman Michelle Stout 
gave fans a glimpse of her tal-
ent scoring a school record 
9.95 on the vault in 2007. 
Stout’s mark is even more im-
pressive as it came against the 
nation’s top-ranked Florida 
Gators in a home meet early 
in the season.  The Endwell, 
N.Y. native performed a Yurch-
enko full and stuck the land-
ing garnering Stout the top 
score.
 
Magee Ties Beam Record
 Freshman Casey Jo Magee tied the Arkansas beam record 
of 9.95 in an impressive team road win at No. 23 Arizona State 
last year.  Magee’s beam routine tied former Gym’Back Katie 
Hardman who scored her 9.95 against No. 11 Arizona in 2004.
Gym’Backs Close Season With Vault
and Beam Records
 Arkansas set school records in both the vault and beam 
in 2007.  The vault record was a much-needed come-from-be-
hind performance at the NCAA Northeast Regional April 14, in 
Ann Arbor, Mich.  After a disappointing start on the floor, the 
Gym’Backs had to play catch-up to get back in the meet.  They 
did just that scoring a 49.300 - well surpassing the previous 
mark of 49.075 reached twice in program history.
Casey Jo Magee
Samantha Cortez
Michelle Stout
Cassie Drew
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Peacock Named To Southeastern Conference
Community Service Team
 Emily Peacock earned Southeastern Conference Commu-
nity Service Team honors in 2007.  Peacock, a junior from San 
Antonio, Texas, is very active in community service ventures in 
the Northwest Arkansas area. She is the third Arkansas gymnast 
selected to the Community Service (formerly SEC Good Works 
Team) team since the award’s inception in 2004.   Peacock has 
been involved with Championship of Character, an Arkansas 
Athletes Outreach program that addresses area school assem-
blies with inspirational and motivational messages. She took 
a mission trip to Honduras, participated in the Houston Nutt 
Golf Tournament for area charities, is a member of Razorbacks 
for Kids, Christmas Razorbacks for Kids and helped conduct a 
clinic for NGWS Day. She is also involved in Sweat Hawgs, an 
area program encouraging physical activity in young people. A 
three-year, three-event participant for the Gym’Backs, Peacock 
also works at the Arkansas Gymnastics summer camps as a 
counselor and is a volunteer at Camp of Champs in Northwest 
Arkansas.
Arkansas Wins Five Meets In A Row
 Arkansas set a school record with five consecutive meet 
victories in 2007.  The Gym’Backs went on the road defeating 
Kentucky and No. 14 Auburn in back-to-back Southeastern 
2007 REVIEW
Conference wins to open the streak.  The Gym’Backs then won 
the first of two home quads defeating No. 23 West Virginia, 
No. 37 Pittsburgh and No. 39 New Hampshire.  The Gym’Backs 
returned to the road scoring the program’s first win at No. 23 
Arizona State.  Arkansas scored another home victory in the 
second quad of the year defeating No. 18 Missouri, No. 36 
Southeast Missouri State and No. 51 Texas Woman’s University. 
The Gym’Backs won five in a row with a 9-0 mark to finish the 
regular season.
Speaking Of Wins
    The 2007 edition of the 
Gym’Backs finished the 
year with a winning record 
(17-16) for the first time in 
program history.  The 17 
wins is also a program-best 
The Gym’Backs also tied the 
program-high with a solid 
fifth-place showing a the 
2007 SEC Championship 
hosted by ALLTEL Arena in 
North Little Rock, Ark.
Emily Peacock
Amy DeFilippo
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2007 TEAM RESULTS
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 OVERALL	 SEC
DATE	 EVENT	 VT	 UB	 BB	 FX	 TEAM	 W/L	 REC.	 REC.	 ATTEND.
Jan.	5	 Super	Six	Challenge	 	 	 	 	 	 6th	of	6	 0-5	 0-0	 2,066
	 No.	3	Florida	 49.050	 49.575	 49.075	 48.850	 196.550
	 No.	7	Nebraska	 49.225	 49.400	 47.75	 48.925	 195.200
	 No.	14	Penn	State	 48.575	 49.050	 48.650	 48.875	 194.575
	 No.	9	LSU	 49.450	 48.850	 47.350	 48.475	 194.125
	 No.	17	Denver	 48.675	 48.675	 46.75	 49.55	 192.975
	 No.	15	Arkansas	 48.700	 48.075	 47.525	 48.500	 192.800
Jan. 13 at No. 14 Penn State 48.450 48.925 48.175 48.050 193.600 W 1-5 0-0 3,158
 No. 15 Arkansas 48.675 49.050 48.450 48.675 194.850
Jan.	19	 No.	2	Georgia	 49.300	 49.025	 48.500	 49.275	 196.100	 L	 1-6	 0-1	 3,325
	 No.	20	Arkansas	 49.075	 49.075	 48.775	 49.150	 196.075
Jan. 26 at No. 15 LSU 49.225 49.050 49.075 49.150 196.500 L 1-7 0-2 2,242
 No. 14 Arkansas 48.925 49.025 48.500 49.125 195.575
Feb. 4 at No. 3 Utah      2nd of 4 3-8 0-2 14,044
 No. 3 Utah 49.400 49.325 48.325 49.100 196.150
 No. 13 Arkansas 48.975 47.725 48.625 48.300 193.625
 No. 22 BYU 48.600 47.650 47.600 48.750 192.600
 No. 29 SUU 46.875 48.525 48.000 47.250 190.650
Feb.	9	 No.	1	Florida	 49.175	 49.325	 49.400	 49.375	 197.275	 L	 3-9	 0-3	 2,029
	 No.	16	Arkansas	 49.050	 48.800	 48.725	 49.200	 195.775
Feb.	16	 No.	5	Alabama	 49.350	 49.225	 49.350	 49.075	 197.000	 L	 3-10	 0-4	 2,067
	 No.	15	Arkansas	 48.100	 48.500	 47.650	 48.925	 194.175
Feb. 23 at Kentucky 48.125 48.175 48.750 48.600 193.650 W 4-10 1-4 1,643
 No. 14 Arkansas 49.000 48.9000 49.175 48.775 195.850
March 2 at No. 14 Auburn 49.150 48.075 49.175 49.000 195.400 W 5-10 2-4 --
 No. 12 Arkansas 49.125 48.925 49.175 49.100 196.325
March	9	 Arkansas	Quad	1	 	 	 	 	 	 1st	of	4	 8-10	 2-4	 2,255
	 No.	11	Arkansas	 48.975	 49.175	 49.050	 49.050	 196.250
	 No.	23	West	Virginia	 49.100	 49.075	 47.375	 48.750	 194.300
	 No.	37	Pittsburgh	 48.600	 48.050	 48.475	 48.225	 193.350
	 No.	39	UNH	 48.250	 48.600	 48.150	 47.650	 192.650
March 16 at No. 23 Arizona State 48.800 49.175 49.075 48.075 195.125 W 9-10 2-4 817
 No. 12 Arkansas 48.550 49.150 49.400 49.075 196.175
March	23	 Arkansas	Quad	2	 	 	 	 	 	 1st	of	4	 12-10	 2-4	 2,164
	 No.	12	Arkansas	 49.075	 48.875	 49.225	 49.275	 196.450
	 No.	18	Missouri	 48.975	 48.825	 48.825	 49.100	 195.725
	 No.	36	SEMO	 48.300	 48.475	 47.600	 48.600	 192.975
	 No.	51	TWU	 48.500	 47.575	 48.250	 47.675	 192.000
March 31 at SEC Championship      4th of 7 14-14 2-4 5,134
 No. 1 Florida 49.300 49.275 49.300 49.450 197.325
 No. 2 Georgia 49.475 49.300 49.375 49.025 197.175
 No. 3 Alabama 49.250 49.150 49.325 49.275 197.000
 No. 4 LSU 49.450 48.925 48.575 49.300 196.250
 No. 11 Arkansas 49.000 48.825 47.850 48.875 194.550
 No. 15 Auburn 48.900 48.675 48.175 48.725 194.475
 No. 25 Kentucky 48.050 48.450 48.525 48.975 194.000
April 14 at NCAA North East Regional Championship    3rd of 6 17-16 2-4 2,548
 No. 1 Florida 49.425 49.075 49.425 49.400 197.325
 No. 12 Michigan 49.150 48.925 48.650 49.325 196.050
 No. 13 Arkansas 49.300 48.700 49.275 48.600 195.875
 No. 43 UNH 48.525 47.450 48.775 48.175 192.925
 No. 41 Pittsburgh 48.475 48.125 47.325 48.625 192.550
 No. 53 Rutgers 48.100 46.575 47.800 48.400 190.875
April 26 at NCAA Championship (Individual only)
 Casey Jo Magee 9.850 9.825 9.250 9.800 38.725
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2007 ATHLETE-BY-ATHLETE RESULTS
RACHEL	BARNETT	 DATE	 VT	 UB	 BB	 FX	 AA
Super Six Challenge 1/5 -- -- 8.850 9.775 --
At No. 14 Penn State 1/13 -- -- -- 9.225 --
No. 2 Georgia* 1/19 -- -- -- 9.850 --
At No. 15 LSU* 1/26 -- -- 9.800 9.850 --
At No. 2 Utah Quad 2/2 -- -- 9.100 9.275 --
No. 1 Florida* 2/9 -- -- -- 9.775 --
No. 5 Alabama* 2/16 -- -- -- 9.800 --
At Kentucky* 2/23 -- -- 9.850 9.750 --
At No. 14 Auburn* 3/2 -- -- 9.675 9.875 --
Ark. Quad 1 3/9 -- -- 9.800 9.900 --
At No. 23 Arizona State 3/16 -- -- 9.875 9.875 --
Ark. Quad 2 3/23 -- -- 9.800 9.900 --
At SEC Championship 3/31 -- -- 9.300 9.850 --
At NCAA Regional 4/14 -- -- 9.800 9.800 --
SAMANTHA	CORTEZ	 DATE	 VT	 UB	 BB	 FX	 AA
Super Six Challenge 1/5 9.750 -- -- -- --
At No. 14 Penn State 1/13 9.800 -- 9.750 9.825 --
No. 2 Georgia* 1/19 9.825 -- 8.150 9.775 --
At No. 15 LSU* 1/26 9.825 -- -- 9.775 --
At No. 2 Utah Quad 2/2 9.725 -- 9.725 9.350 --
No. 1 Florida* 2/9 9.800 -- 9.825 9.825 --
No. 5 Alabama* 2/16 9.875 -- 0/325 0/275 --
At Kentucky* 2/23 9.875 -- 9.800 9.675 --
At No. 14 Auburn* 3/2 9.825 -- 9.825 9.750 --
Ark. Quad 1 3/9 9.800 -- 9.775 9.750 --
At No. 23 Arizona State 3/16 9.825 -- 9.025 9.875 --
Ark. Quad 2 3/23 9.825 -- -- 9.875 --
At SEC Championship 3/31 9.750 -- 9.275 9.675 --
At NCAA Regional 4/14 9.875 -- -- 9.400 --
ALLISON	DANIELS	 DATE	 VT	 UB	 BB	 FX	 AA
Super Six Challenge 1/5 -- 9.350 9.100 -- --
At No. 14 Penn State 1/13 -- -- 8.925 -- --
At No. 15 LSU* 1/26 -- -- 9.275 -- --
At No. 2 Utah Quad 2/2 -- -- 9.775 -- --
No. 1 Florida* 2/9 -- 9.700 -- -- --
No. 5 Alabama* 2/16 -- 9.600 -- -- --
At No. 14 Auburn* 3/2 -- 9.700 -- -- --
Ark. Quad 2 3/23 -- 9.725 -- -- --
AMY	DeFILIPPO	 DATE	 VT	 UB	 BB	 FX	 AA
Super Six Challenge 1/5 -- 9.725 9.200 -- --
At No. 14 Penn State 1/13 -- 9.775 -- -- --
No. 2 Georgia* 1/19 -- 9.725 -- -- --
At No. 15 LSU* 1/26 -- 9.800 -- -- --
At No. 2 Utah Quad 2/2 -- 9.575 -- -- --
No. 1 Florida* 2/9 -- 9.650 -- -- --
No. 5 Alabama* 2/16 -- -- 9.150 -- --
At Kentucky* 2/23 -- 9.775 -- -- --
At No. 14 Auburn* 3/2 -- 9.725 9.900 -- --
Ark. Quad 1 3/9 -- 9.850 9.775 -- --
At No. 23 Arizona State 3/16 -- 9.800 9.825 -- --
Ark. Quad 2 3/23 -- 9.800 9.825 -- --
At SEC Championship 3/31 -- 9.750 9.825 -- --
At NCAA Regional 4/14 -- 9.800 9.300 -- --
CASSIE	DREW	 DATE	 VT	 UB	 BB	 FX	 AA
Super Six Challenge 1/5 9.700 9.300 9.750 9.575 38.325
At No. 14 Penn State 1/13 9.650 9.800 9.650 9.575 38.675
No. 2 Georgia* 1/19 9.800 9.825 9.775 -- --
At No. 15 LSU* 1/26 9.800 9.825 -- -- --
At No. 2 Utah Quad 2/2 9.750 9.675 9.550 -- --
No. 1 Florida* 2/9 9.725 9.725 9.700 9.850 39.000
No. 5 Alabama* 2/16 9.775 9.725 9.150 9.850 38.500
At Kentucky* 2/23 9.700 9.725 9.825 9.750 39.000
At No. 14 Auburn* 3/2 9.750 9.775 9.900 9.850 39.100
Ark. Quad 1 3/9 9.725 9.775 9.800 9.775 39.075
At No. 23 Arizona State 3/16 9.725 9.775 9.850 -- --
Ark. Quad 2 3/23 9.800 9.750 9.900 9.850 39.300
At SEC Championship 3/31 9.750 9.725 9.200 9.750 38.425
At NCAA Regional 4/14 9.825 9.750 9.850 9.300 38.725
BREANNE	GUY	 DATE	 VT	 UB	 BB	 FX	 AA
At No. 14 Penn State 1/13 8.950 -- -- -- --
No. 2 Georgia* 1/19 9.075 -- -- -- --
At No. 15 LSU* 1/26 9.175 -- -- -- --
ALEX	LaCHANCE	 DATE	 VT	 UB	 BB	 FX	 AA
Super Six Challenge 1/5 9.750 -- -- 9.750 --
At No. 14 Penn State 1/13 9.750 -- -- 9.650 --
No. 2 Georgia* 1/19 9.825 -- -- 9.775 --
At No. 15 LSU* 1/26 9.800 -- -- 9.800 --
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At No. 2 Utah Quad 2/2 9.825 -- -- 9.775 --
No. 1 Florida* 2/9 9.800 -- 9.675 9.850 --
No. 5 Alabama* 2/16 9.825 -- -- 9.750 --
At Kentucky* 2/23 9.800 -- -- 9.775 --
At No. 14 Auburn* 3/2 9.850 -- -- 9.800 --
Ark. Quad 1 3/9 9.750 -- -- 9.800 --
At No. 23 Arizona State 3/16 9.800 -- -- 9.750 --
Ark. Quad 2 3/23 9.750 -- 9.725 9.850 --
At SEC Championship 3/31 9.800 -- -- 9.525 --
At NCAA Regional 4/14 9.850 -- 9.850 9.800 --
CASEY	JO	MAGEE	 DATE	 VT	 UB	 BB	 FX	 AA
Super Six Challenge 1/5 9.675 9.825 9.800 9.350 38.650
At No. 14 Penn State 1/13 9.675 9.825 9.775 -- --
No. 2 Georgia* 1/19 9.750 9.750 9.875 8.975 38.350
At No. 15 LSU* 1/26 9.700 9.800 9.900 9.700 39.100
At No. 2 Utah Quad 2/2 9.825 9.075 9.850 9.800 38.550
No. 1 Florida* 2/9 9.775 9.750 9.775 -- --
No. 5 Alabama* 2/16 9.750 9.125 9.750 -- --
At Kentucky* 2/23 9.850 9.775 9.825 -- --
At No. 14 Auburn* 3/2 9.775 9.800 9.850 9.675 39.100
Ark. Quad 1 3/9 9.850 9.800 9.875 9.750 39.275
At No. 23 Arizona State 3/16 9.350 9.875 9.950 9.725 38.900
Ark. Quad 2 3/23 9.725 9.750 9.850 9.800 39.125
At SEC Championship 3/31 9.850 9.800 9.725 9.800 39.175
At NCAA Regional 4/14 9.825 9.275 9.900 9.800 38.800
At NCAA Championship 4/26 9.850 9.825 9.250 9.800 38.725
ASHLY	McPHERSON	 DATE	 VT	 UB	 BB	 FX	 AA
No. 5 Alabama* 2/16 9.700 -- -- -- --
At Kentucky* 2/23 9.750 -- -- -- --
At No. 14 Auburn* 3/2 9.800 -- -- -- --
Ark. Quad 1 3/9 9.750 -- -- -- --
At No. 23 Arizona State 3/16 9.300 -- -- -- --
Ark. Quad 2 3/23 9.825 -- -- -- --
At SEC Championship 3/31 9.750 -- -- -- --
At NCAA Regional 4/14 9.850 -- -- -- --
SARAH	NAGASHIMA	 DATE	 VT	 UB	 BB	 FX	 AA
At No. 14 Penn State 1/13 -- 9.825 -- -- --
No. 2 Georgia* 1/19 -- 9.825 9.725 -- --
At No. 15 LSU* 1/26 -- 9.225 -- -- --
At No. 2 Utah Quad 2/2 -- 9.650 -- -- --
No. 5 Alabama* 2/16 -- 9.650 -- -- --
At Kentucky* 2/23 -- 9.700 -- -- --
At No. 14 Auburn* 3/2 -- 9.825 -- -- --
Ark. Quad 1 3/9 -- 9.825 -- -- --
At No. 23 Arizona State 3/16 -- 9.850 -- -- --
Ark. Quad 2 3/23 -- 9.125 -- -- --
At SEC Championship 3/31 -- 8.650 -- -- --
At NCAA Regional 4/14 -- 9.775 -- -- --
EMILY	PEACOCK	 DATE	 VT	 UB	 BB	 FX	 AA
Super Six Challenge 1/5 -- 9.875 9.675 9.625 --
At No. 14 Penn State 1/13 -- 9.825 9.675 9.875 --
No. 2 Georgia* 1/19 -- 9.875 9.725 9.900 --
At No. 15 LSU* 1/26 -- 9.825 9.775 9.850 --
At No. 2 Utah Quad 2/2 -- 9.750 9.725 9.700 --
No. 1 Florida* 2/9 -- 9.825 9.825 9.850 --
No. 5 Alabama* 2/16 -- 9.775 9.800 9.825 --
At Kentucky* 2/23 -- 9.875 9.875 9.625 --
At No. 14 Auburn* 3/2 -- 9.800 9.700 9.825 --
Ark. Quad 1 3/9 -- 9.900 9.800 9.825 --
At No. 23 Arizona State 3/16 -- 9.850 9.900 9.850 --
Ark. Quad 2 3/23 -- 9.850 9.850 9.500 --
At SEC Championship 3/31 -- 9.800 9.725 9.800 --
At NCAA Regional 4/14 -- 9.725 9.875 9.800 --
MICHELLE	STOUT	 DATE	 VT	 UB	 BB	 FX	 AA
Super Six Challenge 1/5 9.825 9.250 -- 9.775 --
At No. 14 Penn State 1/13 9.800 9.050 9.600 9.750 38.200
No. 2 Georgia* 1/19 9.875 9.800 9.675 9.850 39.200
At No. 15 LSU* 1/26 9.800 9.775 9.750 9.850 39.175
At No. 2 Utah Quad 2/2 9.850 8.275 -- 9.675 --
No. 1 Florida* 2/9 9.950# 9.800 9.750 9.825 39.325
No. 5 Alabama* 2/16 9.875 9.750 9.625 9.700 38.950
At Kentucky* 2/23 9.725 9.750 9.100 9.825 38.400
At No. 14 Auburn* 3/2 9.875 -- -- -- --
Ark. Quad 1 3/9 9.850 9.800 -- -- --
At No. 23 Arizona State 3/16 9.850 9.775 -- 9.725 --
Ark. Quad 2 3/23 9.875 -- -- -- --
At SEC Championship 3/31 9.850 9.750 -- -- --
At NCAA Regional 4/14 9.900 9.650 -- -- --
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 The Southeastern Conference is widely regarded as the most dominating gymnastics 
conference in the NCAA. 
 Since the inaugural NCAA Championship in 1982, the SEC has had at least one team in 
all 26 national championship meets, with Florida being one of only two teams nationally 
(Utah is the other) to have appeared at all 19 contests prior to the Gators barely missing the 
cut in 2000. The SEC has also had at least one team finish in the Top-10 in the NCAA since 
1982. 
 The SEC entered the record books at the 1998 NCAA Championships, becoming the 
only conference in women’s collegiate gymnastics to sweep the top three spots. Georgia 
won its fourth championship title with the largest margin of victory in over 10 years. The 
Bulldogs outdistanced second-place Florida who finished just ahead of Alabama. It marked 
the 12th consecutive year that the SEC placed at least two teams in the final top five.
 At the 1999 NCAA Championships, Georgia won its second consecutive and fifth overall 
first-place title. Alabama, Florida and LSU all finished in the top 10. 
 In 2000, both Georgia and Alabama finished in the top five, with LSU coming in at 
ninth. Georgia was the national   runner-up in 2001, with Alabama finishing fourth and 
Florida seventh. 
 In 2002, Alabama once again brought the NCAA title back to the SEC by claim-
ing its fourth National Championship, and brought the SEC its eighth overall title. The 
Crimson Tide edged out SEC rival Georgia 197.575-197.250, making the Bulldogs the 
NCAA runner-up for a second consecutive year and having SEC teams claim the top 
two spots for the first time since 1998. LSU finished eighth at the Nationals, while Flor-
ida placed 10th.
 In 2003, the SEC sent five teams to the NCAA Championships for the third time, 
with four of those finishing in the top ten. Alabama finished as the runner-up, with 
Georgia finishing third. Florida finished seventh and LSU finished 10th. It is the 12th 
time that the SEC has had two teams finish in the top three.   The SEC also brought 
home an individual title, as Alabama’s Ashley Miles won the vault. 
    In 2004, the SEC placed three teams in the top five at the NCAA Championships. 
Georgia won the SEC’s 10th, 11th and 12th national championships in 2005, 2006 and 
2007.
    In addition to phenomenal success on the team level, SEC athletes have also ex-
celled at the individual level, claiming a total of 66 individual championships, including 
four in 2007.
     In its own right, the SEC has swept all five individual titles on three separate oc-
casions - 1991, 1993 and 1994.
SEC Gymnastics Notes
• Georgia won its eighth 
national championship 
and third in a row in 2007 
and brought home the 
SEC’s 12th overall title.
• In 1998 the SEC entered 
the record book as the only conference to sweep 
the top three spots at the NCAA meet (Georgia, 
Florida, Alabama).
• 2007 marked the 23rd consecutive year that 
the SEC placed at least two teams in the final 
top five and the 15th consecutive year placing 
three in the top 10.
• 17 times in the past 23 years the SEC has placed 
at least four teams in the Top 10 at the NCAA 
meet, including 1991 and 1993 when five teams 
were ranked.
• SEC leads all Division I conferences in NCAA In-
dividual titles with 66.
• Georgia leads all Division I schools in NCAA In-
dividual titles with 32.
• The SEC was awarded 41 first and second team 
All-American honors in 2007.
THE SOUTHEASTERN CONFERENCE
SEC Championship Moves Back to Duluth
 The Southeastern Conference Championship has been in four 
venues in the five years Arkansas has fielded a team.  The Cham-
pionship moves again in 2008 but returns to a familiar site at the 
Gwinnett Center in Duluth, Ga., March 29 at 3:00 p.m. central.
 In 2007 ALLTEL Arena became the 10th venue ever to host the 
Southeastern Conference Championship.
 Arkansas first competed at the SEC Championship in 2003 
when Birmingham hosted the event.  The championship moved to 
Duluth, Ga., in 2004 and 2005 when teams competed in a multi-pur-
pose facility that actually had ice from the previous week’s hockey 
game under the floor.
 The SEC Championship returned to Birmingham in 2006 with 
the new civic center hosting the event.  For the first time in league 
history, the championship was competed on a platform with all of 
the events raised up off the floor in a set-up that more closely mir-
rored the national championship.
 Last year, the league championship moved to North Little Rock, Ark., and the platform was used.  The North Little Rock 
venue has seen its share of high profile Southeastern Conference events having hosted the SEC Women’s Basketball Tourna-
ment twice, first in 2003, and again in 2006.
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2007 SEC REVIEW
SETTING THE STANDARD FOR EXCELLENCE
 The Southeastern Conference 
is the toughest league for women’s 
gymnastics in the country, and it’s 
no easy feat to jump into the league 
with a brand new program.  But that’s 
exactly what Arkansas did in 2003 
and the Gym’Backs turned 
heads with success no one 
could imagine.
 As the Gym’Back pro-
gram continues to grow, so 
too do the expectations at 
the league championship 
and Arkansas has lived up 
to the challenge.
 The 2006 SEC Cham-
pionship was made even 
more special as ALLTEL 
Arena in North Little Rock, 
Ark., hosted the national-
ly-televised event.  Several thousand 
fans poured into the stands Calling 
the Hogs when the Gym’Backs en-
tered the arena bringing tears to the 
eyes of most of the team.
 Many of Arkansas’ young gym-
nasts were competing on the podi-
um (an elevated platform showcas-
ing each individual apparatus) for 
the first time and the team battled 
nerves for the first rotation.
 But Arkansas rallied holding on 
to the fifth place position as the top 
four teams in the nation captured the 
top spots.
All-Time SEC Championship Rotations
2003 Bye 3 FX Bye 1 VT Bye 2 UB BB
2004 BB Bye 3 FX Bye 1 VT Bye 2 UB
2005 Bye 1 VT Bye 2 UB BB Bye 3 FX
2006 Bye 2 UB BB Bye 3 FX Bye 1 VT
2007 Bye 1 VT Bye 2 Bars Beam By 3 FX
ARKANSAS’ SEC MEET BESTS
TEAM
Score 195.325 2005
Vault 49.000 2007
Bars 48.900 2005
Beam 49.125 2005
Floor 49.075 2005 & 2006
INDIVIDUAL
All-Around
Dana McQuillin 39.300 2004
Vault
Casey Jo Magee 9.850 2007
Michelle Stout 9.850 2007
Bars
Melissa Leigh 9.90 2004
Beam
Katie Hardman 9.850 2003 & 2006
Emily Peacock 9.850 2005
Hannah McLeod 9.850 2005
Cassie Drew 9.850 2005
Rachel Barnett 9.850 2006
Floor
Dana McQuillin 9.90 2004
 Arkansas’ first foray into the 
league championship saw the 
Gym’Backs finish tied for sixth 
with a solid 194.875.
 The Gym’Backs improved 
the following year capturing 
sole possession of sixth as then-
sophomore Melissa Leigh be-
came the first Gym’Back to earn 
all-conference honors with a 
9.90 on bars.
 Arkansas bettered them-
selves yet again in 2005 with a 
fifth-place finish.
 The goals were a bit differ-
ent in 2006 as the Gym’Backs 
went into the meet searching for a 
score, not a finish, and they were re-
warded with a sixth-place showing 
and the score they were looking for 
- a score that vaulted the team into 
the top 18 heading into the NCAA 
Regionals and eventually the NCAA 
Championship.
 Last year, Arkansas opened 
strong on the vault posting a pro-
gram-best 49.00 at the league meet. 
A pair of freshmen, casey Jo Magee 
and Michelle Stout, led Arkansas with 
9.85s on the vault as the Lady’Backs 
finished fifth overall, tying the pro-
gram’s best finish at SECs.
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ARKANSAS ALL-TIME SEC RESULTS
2003
Vault:	48.425
Kim Harris 9.600, Whitney Cashwell 9.600, Hannah 
McLeod 9.650, Audra Loveless 9.725, Dana McQuil-
lin 9.800, Tiffany Berry 9.650.
Bars:	48.800
Hannah McLeod 9.800, Dana McQuillin 9.725, Kim 
Harris 9.725, Katie Hardman 9.625, Melissa Leigh 
9.800, Tiffany Berry 9.750.
Beam:	48.900
Tiffany Berry 9.700, Melissa Leigh 9.675, Hannah 
McLeod 9.825, Kim Harris 9.725, Dana McQuillin 
9.800, Katie Hardman 9.850.
Floor:	48.725
Dana McQuillin 9.700, Katie Hardman 9.750, Kim 
Harris 9.700, Audra Loveless 9.700, Hannah McLeod 
9.775, Tiffany Berry 9.800.
All-Around
Hannah McLeod 39.050, Dana McQuillin 39.025, Tif-
fany Berry 38.900, Kim Harris 38.750.
2004
Vault:		48.650
Cassie Drew 9.7000, Melissa Leigh 9.650, Audra 
Loveless 9.750, Hannah McLeod 9.700, Dana Mc-
Quillin 9.775, Kathy Thompson 9.725.
Bars:	48.100
Rachel Barnett 9.200, Cassie Drew 9.800, Katie Hard-
man 9.825, Melissa Leigh 9.900, Hannah McLeod 
9.800, Dana McQuillin 9.825.
Beam:	48.100
Rachel Barnett 8.500, Cassie Drew 9.150, Katie Hard-
man 9.725, Melissa Leigh 9.700, Hannah McLeod 
9.725, Dana McQuillin 9.800.
Floor:		48.925
Rachel Barnett 9.875, Cassie Drew 9.825, Katie Hard-
man 9.775, Audra Loveless 9.300, Dana McQuillin 
9.900, Kathy Thompson 9.550.
All-Around
Dana McQuillin 39.300, Cassie Drew 38.475.
2005
Vault:	48.225
Cassie Drew 9.650, Dana McQuillin 9.625, Hannah 
McLeod 9.525, Mallory Machnik 9.650, Samantha 
Cortez 9.750, Rachel Barnett 9.550.
Bars:	48.900
Dana McQuillin 9.750, Rachel Barnett 9.725, Cassie 
Drew 9.800, Katie Hardman 9.600, Melissa Leigh 
9.750, Emily Peacock 9.875.
Beam:		49.125
Emily Peacock 9.850, Rachel Barnett 9.775, Cassie 
Drew 9.850, Hannah McLeod 9.850, Dana McQuillin 
9.650, Katie Hardman 9.800.
Floor:	49.075
Rachel Barnett 9.825, Dana McQuillin 9.800, Emily 
Peacock 9.750, Katie Hardman 9.800, Mallory Mach-
nik 9.850, Samantha Cortez 9.800
All-Around
Rachel Barnett 38.875, Dana McQuillin 38.825
2006
Vault:	48.750
Mallory Machnik 9.65, Dana McQuillin 9.70, Bre-
anne Guy 9.75, Audra Loveless 9.70, Samantha Cor-
tez 9.80, Cassie Drew 9.80.
Bars:	47.925
Dana McQuillin 9.65, Hannah McLeod 9.675, Sa-
mantha Cortez 9.075, Cassie Drew 9.10, Melissa 
Leigh 9.725, Emily Peacock 9.775.
Beam:	48.90
Emily Peacock 9.775, Cassie Drew 9.80, Rachel Bar-
nett 9.750, Mallory Machnik 9.10, Dana McQuillin 
9.725, Katie Hardman 9.850.
Floor:		49.075
Cassie Drew 9.175, Dana McQuillin 9.725, Mallory 
Machnik 9.80, Katie Hardman 9.825, Rachel Barnett 
9.850, Emily Peacock 9.875.
All-Around
Dana McQuillin 38.800, Cassie Drew 37.875
2007
Vault:		49.000
Casey Jo Magee 9.850, Cassie Drew 9.750, Alexan-
dra LaChance 9.800, Samantha Cortez 9.750, Ashly 
McPherson  9.750, Michelle Stout 9.850
Bars:		48.825
Cassie Drew 9.725, Amy DeFillipo 9.750, Casey Jo 
Magee 9.800, Emily Peacock 9.80, Michelle Stout 
9.750, Sarah Nagashima 8.650
Beam:		47.850
Cassie Drew 9.200, Amy DeFilippo 9.825, Rachel 
Barnett 9.300, Emily Peacock 9.725, Samantha Cor-
tez 9.275, Casey Jo Magee 9.725
Floor:		48.875
Casey Jo Magee 9.800, Alex LaChance 9.525, Cassie 
Drew 9.750, Samantha Cortz 9.675, Emily Peacock 
9.800, Rachel Barnett 9.850
All-Around
Casey Jo Magee 39.175, Cassie Drew 38.425
2003
Alabama------------------------------197.575
Georgia -------------------------------197.525
Florida --------------------------------195.950
LSU 195.650
Auburn -------------------------------195.025
Arkansas	--------------------------194.875
Kentucky -----------------------------194.875
2004
Georgia -------------------------------198.175
Alabama------------------------------197.950
LSU 197.275
Florida --------------------------------197.225
Auburn -------------------------------195.925
Arkansas	--------------------------194.825
Kentucky -----------------------------193.850
2005
Georgia -------------------------------197.250
LSU 196.975
Alabama------------------------------196.700
Florida --------------------------------196.150
Arkansas	--------------------------195.325
Auburn -------------------------------195.125
Kentucky -----------------------------193.800 
2006
Georgia -------------------------------197.275
Alabama------------------------------196.975
Florida --------------------------------196.275
LSU 195.900
Auburn -------------------------------194.975
Arkansas	--------------------------194.650
Kentucky -----------------------------191.150
2007
No. 1 Florida -------------------------197.325
No. 2 Georgia -----------------------197.175
No. 3 Alabama ----------------------197.000
No. 4 LSU -----------------------------196.250
No.	11	Arkansas	-----------------194.550
No. 15 Auburn ----------------------194.475
No. 25 Kentucky --------------------194.000
SEC TEAM RESULTS
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ARKANSAS SEC CHAMPIONSHIP RECORDS
TEAM
TEAM	SCORE
1. 195.325 ------------------------------2005
2. 194.850 ------------------------------1003
3. 194.825 ------------------------------1993
4. 194.650 ------------------------------2006
5. 194.550 ------------------------------2007
VAULT
1. 49.000 --------------------------------2007 
2. 48.750 --------------------------------2006 
3. 48.650 --------------------------------2004 
4. 48.425 --------------------------------2003 
5. 48.225 --------------------------------2005 
BARS
1. 49.150 --------------------------------2004 
2. 48.900 --------------------------------2005 
3. 48.825 --------------------------------2007 
4. 48.800 --------------------------------2003 
5. 47.925 --------------------------------2006 
BEAM
1. 49.125 --------------------------------2005 
2. 48.900 --------------------------------2003 
3. 48.900 --------------------------------2006 
4. 48.100 --------------------------------2004 
5. 47.850 --------------------------------2007 
FLOOR
1. 49.075 --------------------------------2006 
2. 49.075 --------------------------------2005 
3. 48.925 --------------------------------2004 
4. 48.875 --------------------------------2007 
5. 48.725 --------------------------------2003 
INDIVIDUAL
VAULT
1. 9.850 Casey Jo Magee --------2007
2. 9.850 Michelle Stout ----------2007
3. 9.800 Dana McQuillin ---------2003
4. 9.800 Samantha Cortez ------2006
5. 9.800 Cassie Drew -------------2006
6. 9.800 Alexandra LaChance --2007
7. 9.775 Dana McQuillin ---------2004
8. 9.750 Audra Loveless ---------2004
9. 9.750 Samantha Cortez ------2005
10. 9.750 Breanne Guy ------------2006 
BARS
1. 9.900 Melissa Leigh -----------2004
2. 9.875 Emily Peacock ----------2005
3. 9.825 Dana McQuillin ---------2004
4. 9.825 Katie Hardman ---------2004
5. 9.800 Hannah McLeod -------2003
6. 9.800 Melissa Leigh -----------2003
7. 9.800 Hannah McLeod -------2004
8. 9.800 Cassie Drew -------------2004
9. 9.800 Cassie Drew -------------2005
10. 9.800 Casey Jo Magee --------2007 
BEAM
1. 9.850 Katie Hardman ---------2006
2. 9.850 Emily Peacock ----------2005
3. 9.850 Cassie Drew -------------2005
4. 9.850 Hannah McLeod -------2005
5. 9.850 Katie Hardman ---------2003
6. 9.825 Hannah McLeod -------2003
7. 9.825 Amy DeFilippo ----------2007
8. 9.800 Cassie Drew -------------2006
9. 9.800 Katie Hardman ---------2005
10. 9.800 Dana McQuillin ---------2004 
FLOOR
1. 9.900 Dana McQuillin ---------2004
 9.875 Emily Peacock ----------2006
3. 9.875 Rachel Barnett ----------2004
4. 9.850 Rachel Barnett ----------2006
5. 9.850 Mallory Machnik -------2005
6. 9.850 Rachel Barnett ----------2007
7. 9.825 Katie Hardman ---------2006
8. 9.825 Rachel Barnett ----------2005
9. 9.825 Cassie Drew -------------2004
10. 9.800 Mallory Machnik -------2006 
ALL-AROUND
1. 39.300 Dana McQuillin ---------2004
2. 39.175 Casey Jo Magee --------2007
3. 39.050 Hannah McLeod -------2003
4. 39.025 Dana McQuillin ---------2003
5. 38.900 Tiffany Berry -------------2003
6. 38.875 Rachel Barnett ----------2005
7. 38.825 Dana McQuillin ---------2005
8. 38.800 Dana McQuillin ---------2006
9. 38.750 Kim Harris ----------------2003
10. 38.475 Cassie Drew -------------2004
Rachel Barnett
Cassie Drew
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2007 NCAA REGIONAL REVIEW
 The University of Arkansas has reached unprecedented 
heights with four consecutive selections to the NCAA Regional 
Championships in the first five years of the program.
 None is more significant that the 2006 performance in 
which a four-year-old program not only hosted the event, but 
ousted perennial powerhouse UCLA for their first trip to the 
national championship.
 Arkansas entered the 2006 meet ranked 18th in the nation 
and was looking to make an impression by taking on the task 
of hosting the meet.
 Instead, Arkansas made some noise finishing second in 
the meet and making program history.
 The meet came down to the final rotation with Arkansas 
on beam and UCLA on the floor as the Gym’Backs held a .30 
lead.
 The Gym’Backs posted a 48.975, tying their best beam 
score of the year, while UCLA totaled a 49.000 on the floor. The 
Bruins, however, had to count a fall on bars that proved to be 
the difference-maker. 
 “We really tried hard to focus on our routines,” said senior 
Katie Hardman. “We can only control ourselves and we just did 
our job. We didn’t really know how close it was going into the 
final rotation. But we were more focused in the final event than 
in any other we’ve been in. Ya know, someone on the team re-
minded me that we lost to UCLA our freshman year in the our 
first-ever road trip by five points. Now, we beat them to go to 
nationals. It’s like coming full circle.” 
 The Gym’Back program was four seasons old and made its 
first NCAA Championship appearance while UCLA had made 
14 consecutive appearances prior to 2006.
 The Gym’Backs made the program’s first NCAA regional 
appearance in 2004, the second season of the program.  Ar-
kansas earned a trip to the South Central Regional hosted by 
Arizona and the team was pleased with a fourth-place show-
ing against the tough competition.
 The following year in 2005, Arkansas entered regional 
competition in one of the coveted top 18 spots in the country, 
and while anything can happen in competition, the Gym’Backs 
were looking to advance out of regionals and into the national 
championship that year.
 The high expectations combined with nerves saw Arkan-
sas fall to fourth in the final standings.
 Then-junior Dana McQuillin turned in a solid all-around 
performance and was rewarded with an individual bid to the 
national championship meet hosted by Auburn.
 Last year’s regional championship was hosted by Michi-
gan as the Gym’Backs made their first trip to Ann Arbor for one 
of the most closely contested championships of the season.
 Top-ranked Florida dominated the meet as No. 12 Michi-
gan and No. 13 Arkansas found themselves in a battle for sec-
ond place.  Arkansas opened on the floor and the nerves were 
evident.  But a record-setting vault performance, followed by 
a solid bars showing and finally another record on the beam 
made the scores close.
 The Wolverines nipped Arkansas in the final routine, edg-
ing the Gym’Backs, 196.050-195.875.  Arkansas freshman Casey 
Jo Magee had a good all-around performance and earned a 
trip to the NCAA Championship as an individual.
Samantha Cortez reacts to Arkansas’ 2006 second-place NCAA 
Regional finish in Barnhill Arena.
Arkansas hosts 2009 Regional
The Gym’Backs were selected to host the 
2009 NCAA South Central Regional in 
Barnhill Arena.  It is the second time Ar-
kansas has hosted a regional (2006).  The 
Gym’Backs finished second at the Fayette-
ville regional as the program made it’s first appearance at 
the NCAA Championship hosted by Oregon State.  Tickets 
for the event will be available in the fall of 2008 with more 
information available at LADYBACKS.COM.
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ALL-TIME NCAA REGIONAL RESULTS/RECORDS
TEAM
Vault
49.300---------2007
48.825---------2004
48.775---------2006
48.225---------2005
Bars
49.375---------2004
48.950---------2006
48.700---------2007
48.025---------2005
Beam
49.275---------2007
48.975---------2006
48.850---------2004
48.825---------2005
Floor
48.875---------2003
48.700---------2006
48.600---------2007
48.500---------2005
Team	Total
195.875 -------2007
195.550 -------2004
195.400 -------2006
193.950 -------2005
INDIVIDUAL (Top 10 Only)
Vault
1. Kathy Thompson 9.900 2004
 Michelle Stout 9.900 2007
3. Samantha Cortez 9.875 2007
4. Samantha Cortez  9.850 2006
 Alex LaChance 9.850 2007
 Ashly McPherson 9.850 2007
7. Casey Jo Magee 9.825 2007
8. Audra Loveless 9.800 2004
9. Samantha Cortez  9.775 2005
10. Mallory Machnik  9.750 2006
 Dana McQuillin 9.750 2004
Uneven	Bars
1. Melissa Leigh 9.925 2004
2. Dana McQuillin 9.900 2004
3. Melissa Leigh  9.875 2006 
 Emily Peacock  9.875 2005
Regional Results
2004
April	3	--	Tucson,	Ariz.
NCAA	South	Central	Regional
 No. 5 Utah -------------------- 197.625
 No. 8 Florida ----------------- 197.050
 No. 18 Arizona -------------- 196.375
 No. 25 Arkansas ------------ 195.550
 No. 39 Illinois ---------------- 195.400
 No. 40 IL-Chicago ---------- 193.875
2005
April	21	--	Durham,	N.H.
NCAA	East	Regional
 No. 3 LSU --------------------- 197.125
 No. 10 Oklahoma ----------- 195.550
 No. 41 New Hamp. --------- 194.700
 No. 15 Arkansas ------------ 193.950
 No. 51 Pittsburgh ---------- 193.100
 No. 52 Rutgers -------------- 191.350
2006
April	8	--	Fayetteville,	Ark.
NCAA	South	Central	Regional
 No. 3 Florida ----------------- 196.375
 No. 18 Arkansas ------------ 195.400
 No. 9 UCLA ------------------- 195.175
 No. 30 Illinois ---------------- 193.125
 No. 42 Illinois-Chicago ---- 191.125
 No. 49 Southeast Mo. ------ 189.050
2007
April	14	--	Ann	Arbor,	Mich.
NCAA	Northeast	Regional
 No. 1 Florida ----------------- 197.325
 No. 12 Michigan ------------ 196.050
 No. 13 Arkansas ------------ 195.875
 No. 43 New Hamp. --------- 192.925
 No. 41 Pittsburgh ---------- 192.550
 No. 51 Rutgers -------------- 190.875
Regional	Honors
South	Central	Region	
	 Administrator	of	the	Year
 2004 ------------------------ Bev Lewis
 2006 ------------------------ Bev Lewis
5. Hannah McLeod 9.850 2004
 Katie Hardman 9.850 2004
 Rachel Barnett 9.850 2004
8. Emily Peacock  9.825 2006
 Melissa Leigh  9.825 2005
10. Cassie Drew 9.850 2004
Balance	Beam
1. Casey Jo Magee 9.900 2007
2. Emily Peacock 9.875 2007
3. Katie Hardman  9.850 2006
 Cassie Drew 9.850 2007
 Alex LaChance 9.850 2007
6. Hannah McLeod 9.825 2004
 Rachel Barnett 9.825 2004
8. Emily Peacock  9.800 2006
 Mallory Machnick  9.800 2006
 Cassie Drew  9.800 2005
 Katie Hardman  9.800 2005
 Rachel Barnett 9.800 2007
Floor	Exercise
1. Emily Peacock  9.800 2006
 Samantha Cortez  9.800 2005
 Katie Hardman  9.800 2005
 Casey Jo Magee 9.800 2007
 Alex LaChance 9.800 2007
 Emily Peacock 9.800 2007
 Rachel Barnett 9.800 2007
8. Emily Peacock  9.775 2005
 Mallory Machnik  9.775 2005
 Katie Hardman  9.775 2006
All-Around
1. Cassie Drew 38.925 2004
2. Casey Jo Magee 38.800 2007
3. Dana McQuillin 38.775 2006
4. Dana McQuillin 38.750 2005
5. Cassie Drew 38.725 2007
6. Dana McQuillin 38.625 2004
7. Rachel Barnett 38.425 2005
The 2008 NCAA Regional Sites
Central	Regional	 April	12,	2008	
Pete Maravich Assembly Center
Baton Rouge, Louisiana
Host: Louisiana State University  
North	Central	Regional		 April	12,	2008	
Sports Pavilion
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Host:University of Minnesota, Twin Cities  
Northeast	Regional		 April	12,	2008	
Rec Hall
University Park, Pennsylvania
Host: Pennsylvania State University  
South	Central	Regional		 April	12,	2008		
Lloyd Noble Center
Norman, Oklahoma
Host: University of Oklahoma  
Southeast	Regional		 April	12,	2008		
Stephen C. O’Connell Center
Gainesville, Florida
Host:University of Florida  
West	Regional		 April	12,	2008	
Gill Coliseum
Corvallis, Oregon
Host: Oregon State University 
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 The 2007 season marked the third 
consecutive year that the University of 
Arkansas gymnastics team was repre-
sented at the NCAA Championship.
 The Gym’Backs sent an individual, 
Dana McQuillin, in 2005, advanced as a 
team in 2006 and returned with an indi-
vidual, Casey Jo Magee, last year.
 Each new experience has fueled 
Arkansas for the next season as the 
Gym’Backs hope to become regulars at 
the NCAA Championship.
 In 2007, it was Magee’s turn to rep-
resent the Gym’Backs after Arkansas nar-
rowly missed a repeat team appearance. 
Arkansas finished third at the Northeast 
Regional by 0.175 but Magee qualified 
as an all-arounder for the Utah-hosted 
event in Salt Lake City, Utah.
Where Dreams Come True
 The long wait was over and 
the 18th-ranked University of Ar-
kansas gymnastics team made the 
program’s first appearance at the 
NCAA Championship in Corvallis, 
Ore., in 2006. 
        Arkansas, wrapping up its 
fourth season of gymnastics, be-
came one of the final 12 teams 
competing after a second-place 
finish at the South Central Regional in Barnhill April 8. 
 “We’re going to nationals - I just keep saying that over and over,” said co-head 
coach Rene Cook. “There is not a word out there to describe the emotion that we’re 
all feeling.” 
 Arkansas opened in the evening session Thursday facing Georgia, Iowa State, 
Oregon State, Florida and Arizona State.  
 “We were happy to be in the night session,” said co-head coach Mark Cook. 
“There was much more of a crowd and the excitement seemed to be better. It was 
just such a great experience.” 
 Arkansas entered the meet as the underdog as the program’s first senior class 
had guided the Gym’Backs from a start-up to a contender. Seniors Katie Hardman, 
Melissa Leigh, Audra Loveless, Hannah McLeod and Dana McQuillin competed in 
their final meet in the Cardinal and White in Corvallis. 
 Arkansas scored a 194.375 finishing behind a blistering 197.300 from defend-
ing national champion Georgia who won the second session to advance. Iowa 
State snuck in ahead of Florida with a 196.250 while the Gators posted a 196.225 
as both teams advanced to the finals. 
 “We’re really proud of our performance in such an intense environment,” said 
Rene Cook. “We made our routines and fought through and hung on. This team has 
done a great job in taking us to the next year.” 
 “I agree,” added Mark Cook. “We didn’t count a fall and we really helped build 
our future with this step. This team has a lot of tenacity and heart and I’m extreme-
ly proud of them.” 
2007 NCAA CHAMPIONSHIP REVIEW/RESULTS
 Flying solo at the NCAA’s 
biggest meet of the year, Ma-
gee was bit by the nerve bug 
on her first event and fell on 
the balance beam. Typically 
her strongest event, Magee 
scored a 9.250. 
 Rotating with second-
ranked Georgia, Magee next 
moved to the floor exercise 
where she tied her season-
best with a 9.80. She matched 
that on the vault tying her 
season-high with a 9.850. Fi-
nally, Magee just missed a sea-
son-best on bars scoring a 9.825. She fin-
ished with an all-around total of 38.725. 
 “Unfortunately, Casey Jo had an un-
characteristic mistake on the beam,” said 
co-head coach Rene Cook. “She finished 
strong on the following three events and 
we’re proud of her accomplishment. Her 
performance will only build confidence 
for her and next year’s team.” 
 Magee is the second individual to 
qualify for the NCAA Championship meet 
in the five-year history of the Gym’Back 
program. Dana McQuillin (2003-06) 
qualified as a junior in 2005. McQuillin 
returned in 2006 as a senior helping Ar-
kansas to its first team appearance at the 
NCAA Championship.  
Dana McQuillin at the 2005 NCAA 
Championship hosted by Auburn.
Freshman Casey Jo Magee at the 2007 
NCAA Championship
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ARKANSAS NCAA CHAMPIONSHIP RECORDS
2005	(Individual	Only)	
Auburn,	Ala.	(Auburn	University,	host)
Name	 VT	 UB	 BB	 FX	 AA
Dana McQuillin 9.575 9.675 9.000 9.775 38.025
2006
Corvallis,	Ore.	(Oregon	State,	host)
Session	I
Team	 VG	 UB	 BB	 FX	 Total
 Nebraska 49.100 49.075 48.825 49.325 196.325
 Alabama 49.000 48.900 49.075 49.275 196.250
 Utah 49.300 49.125 48.800 48.950 196.175
 Michigan 48.950 49.100 48.750 49.200 196.000
 LSU 48.900 48.650 48.900 49.200 195.650
 Oklahoma 48.750 48.925 48.875 48.975 195.525
Session	II
Team	 VG	 UB	 BB	 FX	 Total
 Georgia 49.150 49.400 49.375 49.350 197.275
 Iowa State 49.050 49.075 48.825 49.300 196.250
 Florida 48.925 49.000 48.925 49.375 196.225
 Arizona St. 48.850 49.050 48.725 48.950 195.575
 Oregon St. 48.675 48.775 48.600 49.100 195.150
 ARKANSAS 48.225 48.750 48.425 48.975 194.375
Super	Six	Finals
Team	 VG	 UB	 BB	 FX	 Total
 Georgia 49.650 49.475 49.200 49.425 197.750
 Utah 49.350 48.950 49.325 49.175 196.800
 Alabama 49.400 49.300 48.650 49.375 196.725
 Florida 48.975 49.175 48.975 49.150 196.275
 Nebraska 49.050 48.875 48.950 49.300 196.175
 Iowa State 47.850 49.000 48.900 48.975 194.725
2007	(Individual	Only)	
Salt	Lake	City,	Utah	(Utah,	host
Name	 VT	 UB	 BB	 FX	 AA
Casey Jo Magee 9.85 9.825 9.25 9.80 38.725
TEAM
Event	 Score	 Year
Vault 48.225 2006
Bars 48.750 2006
Beam 48.425 2006
Floor 48.975 2006
Total 194.375 2006
INDIVIDUAL
Vault
Gymnast	 Score	 Year
Casey Jo Magee 9.850 2007
Mallory Machnik 9.775 2006
Audra Loveless 9.725 2006
Dana McQuillin 9.650 2006
Dana McQuillin 9.575 2005
Breanne Guy 9.550 2006
Alexandra LaChance 9.525 2006
Samantha Cortez 9.100 2006
Bars
Gymnast	 Score	 Year
Casey Jo Magee 9.825 2007
Emily Peacock 9.825 2006
Melissa Leigh 9.775 2006
Hannah McLeod 9.750 2006
Katie Hardman 9.700 2006
Dana McQuillin 9.700 2006
Dana McQuillin 9.675 2005
Rachel Barnett 9.650 2006
Beam
Gymnast	 Score	 Year
Emily Peacock 9.775 2006
Hannah McLeod 9.750 2006
Mallory Machnik 9.700 2006
Dana McQuillin 9.700 2006
Katie Hardman 9.675 2006
Rachel Barnett 9.525 2006
Casey Jo Magee 9.250 2007
Dana McQuillin 9.000 2005
Floor
Gymnast	 Score	 Year
Rachel Barnett 9.850 2006
Emily Peacock 9.850 2006
Casey Jo Magee 9.900 2007
Katie Hardman 9.800 2006
Dana McQuillin 9.775 2005
Mallory Machnik 9.750 2006
Dana McQuillin 9.725 2006
Audra Loveless 9.275 2006
All-Around
Gymnast	 Score	 Year
Dana McQuillin 38.775 2006
Dana McQuillin 38.025 2005
Casey Jo Magee
Emily Peacock
Rachel Barnett
Dana McQuillin
Georgia hosts the 2008 Championship
The 2008 NCAA Championships are hosted by the University of Georgia in 
Athens, Ga.  This year’s event takes place at Stegeman Coliseum April 24-26, 
2008.  Tickets are currently on sale on-line at GeorgiaDogs.com.  Georgia 
has won eight team titles including three conseuctive titles in 2005, 2006 
and last year in 2007.
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2003 5-14-1; 1-5 SEC; t6th at SEC)
DATE	 ARK	(Rank)	 OPPONENT	 W/L	 OPP.
Jan. 10 193.000 (NR) No. 16 Denver  L 196.425
Jan. 17 193.975 (23) No. 5 Florida*  L 196.250
Jan. 24 194.575 (26) No. 4 Alabama*  L 197.200
Feb. 2 193.475 (22) at No. 5 UCLA  L 198.175
Feb. 7 194.475 (28) at No. 33 Kentucky Quad* 1st/4
   Illinois-Chicago  193.425 
   Texas Women   193.275 
   Kentucky  192.825 
Feb. 14 194.975 (30) at No. 15 Auburn* Quad 2nd/4
   Auburn  196.300
   No. 21 Missouri  194.900
   Centenary  192.375
Feb. 21 194.225 (27) No. 4 Georgia*  L 197.225
Feb. 28 193.475 (31) at No. 15 LSU  L 196.700
Mar. 7 195.150 (35) at No. 31 WVU  L 196.800
Mar. 14 195.375 (t33) No. 28 Missouri  L 195.875
Mar. 29 194.875 (38) SEC Championship  T6th/7
   No. 5 Alabama  197.575
   No. 4 Georgia  197.525
   No. 9 Florida  195.950
   No. 15 LSU  195.650
   No. 17 Auburn  195.650
   No. 39 Kentucky  194.875
2004 (11-14; 2-4 SEC; 6th at SEC)
DATE	 ARK	(Rank)	 OPPONENT	 W/L	 OPP
Jan. 9 195.575 (RV) Arkansas Quad  1st/4
   No. 22 Minnesota  194.675
   West Virginia  192.775
   Illinois-Chicago  189.550
Jan. 16 196.225 (9) No. 23 Kentucky* W 195.200
Jan. 23 196.425 (13) No. 29 Auburn* W 196.225
Jan. 30 195.250 (11) at No. 2 Georgia* L 197.300
Feb. 6 196.450 (13) No. 14 LSU* L 196.775
YEAR-BY-YEAR RESULTS
Feb. 13 195.925 (15) No. 10 Missouri L 196.600
Feb. 20 195.925 (17) at No. 5 Florida* L 197.375
Feb. 27 196.450 (17) No. 3 Alabama* L 197.325
Mar. 5 196.625 (20) Gym’Back Invitational 1st/4
   Centenary  193.625
   Southeast Missouri  194.625
   Texas Woman’s Univ.  192.475
Mar. 12 194.850 (21) at No. 11 Arizona L 296.525
Mar. 20 194.825 (24) SEC Championship  6th/7
   No. 4 Georgia  198.175
   No. 3 Alabama  197.950
   No. 5 LSU  197.275
   No. 8 Florida  197.225
   No. 20 Auburn  195.925
   No. 40 Kentucky  193.850
April 3 195.550 (25) NCAA Regional (Arizona) 4th/6
   No. 5 Utah  197.625
   No. 8 Florida  197.050
   No. 18 Arizona  196.375
   No. 39 Illinois  195.400
   No. 40 Illinois-Chicago  193.875
2005 (8-16-1; 2-4 SEC; 5th at SEC)
DATE	 ARK	(Rank)	 OPPONENT	 W/L	 OPP
Jan. 8 194.250 (t24) at Minnesota W 193.800
Jan. 14 194.925 (t24) at No. 10 Kentucky W 193.575
Jan. 21 194.275 (t15) at No. 12 Auburn W 193.225
Jan. 28 195.150 (12) No. 6 Georgia L 195.300
Feb. 4 195.725 (13) at No. 4 LSU L 196.925
Feb. 11 195.550 (12) at Washington Tri  2nd/3
   No. 21 Oregon State  195.975
   No. 19 Washington  195.275
Feb. 18 195.475 (11) No. 4 Florida L 196.450
Feb. 25 193.750 (11) Alabama L 194.800
Mar. 5 193.725 (13) at No. 11 Denver L 194.425
Mar.. 13 195.575 (15) No. 32 Missouri L 196.050
Mar. 19 195.624 (14) Arkansas Quad  3rd/4
   No. 3 Nebraska  196.625
   No. 12 Oregon St.  195.550
   No. 5 UCLA  196.850
Mar. 26 195.325 (15) at SEC Championship 5th/7
   No. 8 Georgia  197.250
   No. 2 LSU  196.975
   No. 5 Alabama  196.700
   No. 6 Florida  196.150
   No. 21 Auburn  195.125
   TNo. 19 Kentucky  193.800
April 9 193.950 (15) at NCAA Regionals  4th/6
   No. 3 LSU  197.125
   No. 10 Oklahoma  195.550
   No. 41 New Hamp.  194.700
   No. 51 Pittsburgh  193.100
   No. 52 Rutgers  191.350
April 21 at NCAA Championship  Ind. Only 
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YEAR-BY-YEAR RESULTS
2007 (17-16; 2-4 SEC; 5th at SEC)
DATE	 ARK	(Rank)	 OPPONENT	 W/L	 OPP
Jan. 5 192.800 (15) Super Six Challenge  6th/6
   No. 3 Florida  196.550
   No. 7 Nebraska  195.200
   No. 14 Penn State  194.575
   No. 9 LSU  194.125
   No. 17 Denver  192.975
Jan. 13 194.850 (15) at No. 14 Penn St. W 193.600
Jan. 19 196.075 (20) No. 2 GEORGIA* L  196.100
Jan. 26 195.575 (14) at No. 15 LSU* L 196.500
Feb. 2 193.625 (13) at Utah/BYU/SUU  2nd/4
   No. 3 Utah  196.150
   No. 22 BYU  192.600
   No. 29 SUU  190.650
Feb. 9 195.775 (16) No. 1 FLORIDA* L 197.275
Feb. 16 194.175 (15) No. 5 ALABAMA* L 197.00
Feb. 23 195.850 (14) at KENTUCKY* W 193.650
Mar. 2 196.325 (12) at No. 14 AUBURN* W 195.400
Mar. 9 196.250 (11) Arkansas Quad 1  1st/4
   No. 23 West Virginia  194.300
   No. 37 Pittsburgh  193.350
   No. 39 UNH  192.650
Mar. 16 196.175 (12) at No. 23 Ariz. State W 195.125
Mar. 23 196.450 (12) Arkansas Quad 2  1st/4
   No 18 Missouri  195.725
   No. 36 SEMO  192.975
   No. 51 TWU  192.000
Mar. 31 194.550 (11) at SEC Championship 4th/6
   No. 1 Florida  197.325
   No. 2 Georgia  197.175
   No. 3 Alabama  197.000
   No. 4 LSU  196.250
   No. 15 Auburn  194.475
   No. 25 Kentucky  194.000
April 14 195.875 (13) NCAA Regionals  3rd/6
   No. 1 Florida  197.325
   No. 12 Michigan  196.050
   No. 43 New Hampshire  192.925
   No. 41 Pittsburgh  192.550
   No. 53 Rutgers  190.875
April 28 NCAA Championship  Ind. Only
2006 (12-27; 2-4 SEC; 6th at SEC)
DATE	 ARK	(Rank)	 OPPONENT	 W/L	 OPP
Jan. 3 190.625 (20) at Hawai’i Invite  3rd/6
   No. 3 UCLA  193.775
   No. 13 Oregon St.  191.925
   No. 18 Washington  190.425
   RV California  189.350
   RV Sac State  188.075
Jan. 13 192.225 (17) at No. 14 Missouri L 195.100
Jan. 20 193.600 (24) at No. 3 Georgia* L 196.125
Jan. 27 193.100 (22) No. 11 LSU* L 194.725
Feb. 3 194.575 (21) No. 15 Penn State L 194.650
Feb. 10 194.025 (21) at No. 5 Florida*  3rd/4
   No. 5 Florida  196.950
   No. 32 W. Virginia  194.200
   No. 22 N. Carolina  193.125
Feb. 17 194.175 (21) at No. 3 Alabama L 195.825
Feb. 24 196.350 (19) No. 18 Kentucky* W 196.250
Mar. 3 195.375 (20) No. 13 Auburn* W 194.950
Mar. 12 196.350 (20) No. 36 Washington W 193.025
Mar. 19 195.900 (20) at No. 11 Nebraska L 196.475
Mar. 25 194.650 (19) at SEC Championship 6th/7
   No. 1 Georgia  197.275
   No. 5 Alabama  196.975
   No. 3 Florida  196.275
   No. 8 LSU  195.900
   No. 14 Auburn  194.975
   No. 18 Kentucky  191.150
April 8 195.400 (18) NCAA Regionals  2nd/6
   No. 3 Florida  196.375
   No. 9 UCLA  195.175
   No. 30 Illinois  193.125
   No. 42 Illinois-Chicago  191.125
   No. 49 SEMO  189.050
A. 20-22 at NCAA Champ.        12th (6th/Session II)  194.375
   Georgia  197.275
   Iowa State  196.250
   Florida  196.225
   Arizona State  195.575
   Oregon State  195.150
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ALL-TIME SERIES RECORDS
  Regular	 Post
	 Total	 Season	 Season	 	 Last
Opponent	 Meets	 W-L-T	 W-L-T	 Pct.	 Meet
A
ALABAMA	 11	 0-10-0	 0-1-0	 .000	 2007
Arizona 2 0-1-0 0-1-0 .000 2004
Arizona State 2 1-0-0 0-1-0 .500 2007
AUBURN	 10	 6-4-0	 0-0-0	 .600	 2007
B
Brigham Young 1 1-0-0 0-0-0 1.000 2007
C
California 1 1-0-0 0-0-0 1.000 2006
Centenary 2 2-0-0 0-0-0 1.000 2004
D
Denver 3 0-3-0 0-0-0 .000 2007
F
FLORIDA	 15	 0-11-0	 0-4-0	 .000	 2007
G
GEORGIA	 11	 0-10-0	 0-1-0	 .000	 2007
I
Illinois 2 0-0-0 2-0-0 1.000 2006
Illinois-Chicago 4 2-0-0 2-0-0 1.000 2006
Iowa State 1 0-0-0 0-1-0 .000 2006
K
KENTUCKY	 10	 9-0-1	 0-0-0	 .875	 2007
L
LOUISIANA	ST.	 13	 0-11-0	 0-2-0	 .000	 2007
M
Michigan 2 0-0-0 0-2-0 .000 2007
Minnesota 2 2-0-0 0-0-0 .000 2005
Missouri 6 2-4-0 0-0-0 .200 2007
	 	 Regular	 Post
	 Total	 Season	 Season	 	 Last
Opponent	 Meets	 W-L-T	 W-L-T	 Pct.	 Meet
N
Nebraska 4 0-3-0 0-1-0 .000 2007
New Hampshire 3 2-0-0 0-1-0 .333 2007
North Carolina 1 1-0-0 0-0-0 1.000 2006
O
Oklahoma 2 0-0-0 0-2-0 .000 2006
Oregon State 4 1-2-0 0-1-0 .250 2006
P
Penn State 3 1-2-0 0-0-0 .333 2007
Pittsburgh 3 1-0-0 2-0-0 1.000 2007
R
Rutgers 2 0-0-0 2-0-0 1.000 2007
S
Sacramento State 1 1-0-0 0-0-0 1.000 2006
Southeast Missouri 3 2-0-0 1-0-0 1.000 2007
Southern Utah 1 1-0-0 0-0-0 1.000 2007
T
Texas Woman’s  3 3-0-0 0-0-0 1.000 2007
U
UCLA 4 1-2-0 0-1-0 .250 2006
Utah 3 0-1-0 0-2-0 .000 2007
W
Washington 3 3-0-0 0-0-0 1.000 2006
West Virginia 4 2-2-0 0-0-0 .500 2007
Total	 142	 45-66-1	 9-21-0	 .383
ALABAMA	(0-11)
1-24-03 No. 4 AL 197.200 AR 194-575 Fayetteville
3-29-03 No. 5 AL 197.575 No. 38 AR 194.875 Birmingham (SEC)
2-27-04 No. 3 AL 197.325 No. 17 AR 196.450 Tuscaloosa
3-20-04 No. 3 AL 197.950 No. 24 AR 194.825 Duluth (SEC)
2-25-05 AL 194.800 No. 11 AR 193.750 Fayetteville
3-26-05 No. 5 AL 196.700 No. 15 AR 195.325 Duluth (SEC)
2-17-06 No. 3 AL 195.825 No. 21 AR 194.175 Tuscaloosa
3-25-06 No. 5 AL 196.975 No. 19 AR 194.650 Birmingham (SEC)
4-20-06 No. 3 AL 196.250 No. 18 AR 194.375 Corvallis (NCAA)
2-16-07 No. 2 AL 197.00 No. 15 AR 194.175 Fayetteville
3-31-07 No. 3 AL 197.00 No. 11 AR 194.550 Little Rock (SEC)
Arizona	(0-2)
3-12-04 No. 11 AZ 196.525 No. 21 AR 194.850 Tucson
4-3-04 No. 18 AZ 196.375 No. 25 AR 195.550 Tucson (NCAA Reg.)
Arizona	State	(1-1)
4-20-06 No. 9  ASU 195.500 No. 18 AR 194.375 Corvallis (NCAA)
3-16-07 No. 12 AR 196.175 No. 23 ASU 195.125 Tempe
AUBURN	(6-4)
2-14-03 No. 15 AU 196.300  AR 194.975 Auburn
3-29-03 No. 17 AU 195.650 No. 38 AR 194.875 Birmingham (SEC)
1-23-04 No. 13 AR 196.425 No. 29 AU 196.225 Fayetteville
3-20-04 No. 20 AU 195.925 No. 24 AR 194.825 Duluth(SEC)
1-21-05 No. 15 AR 194.275 No. 12 AU 194.225 Auburn
3-26-05 No. 15 AR 195.325 No. 21 AU 195.125 Duluth(SEC)
3-3-06 No. 20 AR 195.375 No. 13 AU 194.950 Fayetteville
3-25-06 No. 14 AU 194.975 No. 19 AR 194.650 Birmingham(SEC)
3-3-07 No. 12 AR 196.325 No. 14 AU 195.400 Auburn
3-31-07 No. 11 AR 194.550 No. 15 AU 194.475 Little Rock(SEC)
Brigham	Young	University	(1-0)
2-2-07 No. 13 AR 193.625 No. 22 BYU 192.600 Salt Lake City
California	(1-0)
1-3-06 No. 20 AR 190.625 Cal. 189.350 Honolulu
Centenary	(2-0)
2-14-03 AR 194.975 CU 192.375 Auburn
3-5-04 No. 20 AR 196.625 CU 193.625 Fayetteville
Denver	(0-3)
1-10-03 DU 196.425 AR 193.00 Fayetteville
3-5-05 No. 12 DU 194.425 No. 13 AR 193.725 Denver
1-5-07 No. 17 DU 192.975 No. 15 AR 192.800 Fayetteville (Super Six)
FLORIDA	(0-15)
1-17-03 No. 5 FL 196.250 AR 193.975 Fayetteville
3-29-03 No. 9 FL 195.950 No. 38 AR 194.875 Birmingham (SEC)
2-2-0-04 No. 5 FL 197.375 No. 17 AR 195.925 Gainesville
TEAM-BY-TEAM RESULTS
Continued on next page
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TEAM-BY-TEAM RESULTS
3-20-04 No. 8 FL 197.225 No. 24 AR 194.825 Duluth (SEC)
4-3-04 No. 8 FL 197.050 No. 25 AR 195.550 Tucson
2-18-05 No. 4 FL 196.450 No. 11 AR 195.475 Fayetteville
3-26-05 No. 6 FL 196.150 No. 15 AR 195.325 Duluth (SEC)
2-10-06 No. 5 FL 196.950 No. 21 AR 194.025 Gainesville
3-25-06 No. 3 FL 196.275 No. 19 AR 194.650 Birmingham (SEC)
4-8-06 No. 3 FL 196.375 No. 18 AR 195.400 Fayetteville (NCAA Reg.)
4-20-06 No. 4 FL 196.225 No. 18 AR 194.375 Corvallis (NCAA)
1-5-07 No. 3 FL 196.550 No. 15 AR 192.800 Fayetteville (Super Six)
2-9-07 No. 1 FL 197.275 No. 16 AR 195.775 Fayetteville
3-31-07 No. 1 FL 197.325 No. 11 AR 194.550 Little Rock(SEC)
4-14-07 No. 1 FL 197.325 No. 13 AR 195.875 Ann Arbor (NCAA Reg.)
GEORGIA	(0-11)
2-21-03 No. 4 GA 197.225 AR 194.225 Fayetteville
3-29-03 No. 4 GA 197.525 No. 38 AR 194.875 Birmingham (SEC)
1-30-04 No. 2 GA 197.300 No. 11 AR 195.250 Athens
3-20-04 No. 4 GA 198.175 No. 29 AR 194.825 Duluth (SEC)
1-28-05 No. 6 GA 195.300 No. 12 AR 195.150 Fayetteville
3-26-05 No. 8 GA 197.250 No. 15 AR 195.325 Duluth (SEC)
1-20-06 No. 3 GA 196.125 No. 24 AR 193.600 Athens
3-25-06 No. 1 GA 197.275 No. 19 AR 194.650 Birmingham (SEC)
4-20-06 No. 1 GA 197.300 No. 18 AR 194.375 Corvallis (NCAA)
1-19-07 No. 2 GA 196.100 No. 20 AR 196.075 Fayetteville
3-31-07 No. 2 GA 197.175 No. 11 AR 194.550 Little Rock (SEC)
Illinois	(2-0)
4-3-04 No. 25 AR 195.550 No. 39 ILL 195.400 Tucson (NCAA Reg.)
4-8-06 No. 18 AR 195.400 No. 30 ILL 193.125 Fayetteville
Illinois-Chicago	(4-0)
2-7-03 AR 194.475 UIC 193.425 Lexington
1-9-04 AR 195.575 UIC 189.550 Fayetteville
4-3-04 No. 25 AR 195.550 UIC 193.875 Tucson (NCAA Reg.)
4-8-06 No. 18 AR 195.400 No. 42 UIC 191.125 Fayetteville
Iowa	State	(0-1)
4-20-06 No. 6 ISU 196.250 No. 18 AR 194.375 Corvallis (NCAA)
KENTUCKY	(9-0-1)
2-7-03 AR 194,475 No. 33 KY 192.825 Lexington
3-29-03 No. 39 KY 194.875 No. 38 AR 194.875 Birmingham (SEC)
1-16-04 No. 9 AR 196.225 No. 23 KY 195.200 Fayetteville
3-20-04 No. 24 AR 194.825 No. 40 KY 193.850 Duluth (SEC)
1-14-05 No. 13 AR 194.925 No. 10 KY 193.575 Lexington
3-26-05 No. 15 AR 195.325 No. 19 KY 193.800 Duluth (SEC)
2-24-06 No. 19 AR 196.350 No. 19 KY 196.250 Fayetteville
3-25-06 No. 19 AR 194.650 No. 18 KY 191.150 Birmingham (SEC)
2-23-07 No. 14 AR 195.850 KY 193.650 Lexington
3-31-07 No. 11 AR 194.550 No. 25 KY 194.000 Little Rock (SEC)
LOUISIANA	STATE	(0-13)
2-28-03 No. 15 LSU 196.700 AR 193.475 Baton Rouge
3-29-03 No. 15 LSU 195.650 No. 38 AR 194.875 Birmingham (SEC)
2-6-04 No. 14 LSU 196.775 No. 13 AR 196.450 Fayetteville
3-20-04 No. 5 LSU 197.275 No. 24 AR 194.825 Duluth (SEC)
2-4-05 No. 4 LSU 196.925 No. 13 AR 195.725 Baton Rouge
3-26-05 No. 2 LSU 196.975 No. 15 AR 195.325 Duluth (SEC)
4-9-05 No. 3 LSU 197.125 No. 15 AR 193.950 Durham
1-27-06 No. 11 LSU 194.675 No. 22 AR 193.100 Fayetteville
3-25-06 No. 8 LSU 195.900 No. 19 AR 194.650 Birmingham (SEC)
4-20-06 No. 8 LSU 195.650 No. 18 AR 194.375 Corvallis
1-5-07 No. 9 LSU 194.125 No. 15 AR 192.800 Fayetteville (Super Six)
1-26-07 No. 15 LSU 196.500 No. 14 AR 195.575 Baton Rouge
3-31-07 No. 4 LSU 196.250 No. 11 AR 194.550 Little Rock (SEC)
Michigan	(0-2)
4-20-06 No. 7 MI 196.000 No. 18 AR 194.375 Corvallis (NCAA)
4-14-07 No. 12 MI 196.050 No. 13 AR 195.875 Ann Arbor (NCAA Reg.)
Minnesota	(2-0)
1-9-04 AR 195.575 No. 22 MN 194.675 Fayetteville
1-9-05 No. 24 AR 194.250 193.800 Minneapolis
Missouri	(2-4)
2-14-03 AR 194.975 No. 21 MO 194.900 Auburn
3-14-03 No. 28 MO 195-875 AR 195.375 Fayetteville
2-13-04 No. 10 MO 196.60 No. 15 AR 195.925 Columbia
3-13-05 No. 32 MO 196.050 No. 15 AR 195.575 Columbia
1-14-06 No. 14 MO 195.100 No. 17 AR 192.175 Columbia
3-23-07 No. 12 AR 196.450 No. 18 MO 195.725 Fayetteville
Nebraska	(0-4)
3-19-05 No. 3 NE 196.625 No. 14 AR 195.625 Fayetteville
3-19-06 No. 11 NE 196.475 No. 20 AR 195.900 Lincoln
4-20-06 No. 5 NE 196.325 No. 18 AR 194.375 Corvallis (NCAA)
1-5-07 No. 7 NE 194.575 No. 15 AR 192.800 Fayetteville (Super Six)
New	Hampshire	(2-1)
4-9-05 No. 41 NH 194.700 No. 15 AR 193.950 Durham (NCAA Reg.)
3-9-07 No. 11 AR 196.250 No. 39 NH 192.650 Fayetteville
4-14-07 No. 13 AR 195.875 No. 43 NH 192.925 Ann Arbor (NCAA Reg.)
North	Carolina	(1-0)
2-10-06 No. 21 AR 194.025 No. 22 NC 193.125 Gainesville
Oklahoma	(0-2)
4-9-05 No. 10 OU 195.550 No. 15 AR 193.950 Durham  (NCAA Reg.)
4-20-06 No.  10 OU 195.525 No. 18 AR 194.375 Corvallis
Oregon	State	(1-3)
2-11-05 No. 21 OSU 195.975 No. 12 AR 195.550 Seattle
3-19-05 No. 14 AR 195.625 No. 12 OSU 195.550 Fayetteville
1-3-06 No. 13 OSU 191.925 No. 20 AR 190.625 Honolulu
4-20-06 No. 16 OSU 195.150 No. 18 AR 194.375 Corvallis (NCAA)
Penn	State	(1-2)
2-3-06 No. 15 PSU 194.650 No. 21 AR 194.575 Fayetteville
1-5-07 No. 14 PSU 194.575 No. 15 AR 192.800 Fayetteville (Super Six)
1-13-07 No. 15 AR 194.850 No. 14 PSU 193.600 State College
Pittsburgh	(3-0)
4-9-05 No. 15 AR 193.950 PU 193.100 Durham (NCAA Reg.)
3-9-07 No. 11 AR 196.250 No. 37 PU 193.350 Fayetteville
4-14-07 No. 13 AR 195.875 No. 31 PU 192.550 Ann Arbor (NCAA Reg.)
Rutgers	(2-0)
4-9-05 No. 15 AR 193.950 RU 191.350 Durham (NCAA Reg.)
4-14-07 No. 13 AR 195.875 No. 53 RU 190.875 Ann Arbor (NCAA Reg.)
Sacramento	State	(1-0)
1-3-06 No. 20 AR 190.625 Sac St. 188.075 Honolulu
Southeast	Missouri	State	(3-0)
3-5-04 No. 20 AR 196.625 SEMO 194.625 Fayetteville
4-8-06 No. 18 AR 195.400 No. 49 SEMO 189.050 Fayetteville (NCAA Reg.)
3-23-07 No. 12 AR 196.450 No. 36 SEMO 192.975 Fayetteville
Southern	Utah	(1-0)
2-2-07 No. 13 AR 193.625 No. 29 SUU 190.650 Salt Lake City
Texas	Woman’s	(3-0)
2-7-03 AR 194,475 TWU 193.275 Lexington
3-5-04 No. 20 AR 196.625 TWU 192.475 Fayetteville
3-23-07 No. 12 AR 196.450 No. 51 TWU 192.00 Fayetteville
UCLA	(1-3)
2-2-03 No. 5 UCLA 198.175 AR 193.475 Los Angeles
3-19-05 No. 5 UCLA 196.850 No. 14 AR 195.625 Fayetteville
1-3-06 No. 3 UCLA 193.775 No. 20 AR 190.625 Honolulu
4-8-06 No. 18 AR 195.400 No. 9 UCLA 195.175 Fayetteville
Utah	(0-3)
4-3-04 No. 5 Utah 197.625 No. 25 AR 195.550 Tucson
4-20-06 No. 2 Utah 196.175 No. 18 AR 194.375 Corvallis (NCAA)
2-2-07 No. 3 Utah 196.150 No. 13 AR 193.625 Salt Lake City
Washington	(3-0)
2-11-05 No. 12 AR 195.550 No. 19 WA 195.275 Seattle
1-3-06 No. 20 AR 190.625 No. 18 WA 190.425 Honolulu
3-12-06 No. 20 AR 196.350 No. 36 WA 193.025 Fayetteville
West	Virginia	(2-2)
3-7-03 No. 31 WV 196.800 AR 195.150 Morgantown
1-9-04 AR 195.575 WV 192.775 Fayetteville
2-10-06 No. 32 WV 194.200 No. 21 AR 194.025 Gainesville
3-9-07 No. 11 AR 196.250 No. 23 WV 194.300 Fayetteville
All CAPS denotes Southeastern Conference opponent
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2008 OPPONENTS
Michigan Wolverines
Jan. 11 at Crisler Center (Ann Arbor)
Location ------------------ Ann Arbor, MI
Enrollment -------------------------38,006
Conference ----------------------- Big Ten
Nickname --------------------Wolverines
Colors ------------------- Maize and Blue
Head Coach ------------------ Bev Plocki
 Alma Mater --------------- WVU, 1987
 School Rec. ------------ 338-96-1 (18)
 Career Rec.----------------------- Same
Assistants --------------- Scott Sherman
 Louis Robinson
2007 Record --------------------------17-5
Conf. Rec./Finish ----------------- 8-2/1st
NCAA Regional ---------------- 2nd (NE)
NCAA Championship -------------t11th
Final Ranking -----------------------t11th
2007 High Score --------------- 196.575
Letterwinners Ret./Lost -----------13/2
All-Americans Ret./Lost ------------ 5/1
Gymnastics Contact ---- Richard Retyi
 Phone------------------ 734-615-0680
 Email --------------rretyi@umich.edu
Web Site ------------------mgoblue.com
West Virginia Mountainers
Jan. 11 at Crisler (Ann Arbor)
Location -------------- Morgantown, WV
Enrollment --------------------------27,115
Conf.  -------East Atlantic Gym. League
Nickname -----------------Mountaineers
Colors ---------------- Old Gold and Blue
Head Coach ------------Linda  Burdette
 Alma Mater ---------------- WVU, 1974
 School Rec. ---------- 574-228-4 (33 )
 Career Rec.------------------------ Same
Assistants ---------------Joanna Saleem,
 Jason Butts
2007 Record ---------------------------28-9
Conf. Rec./Finish ---------------------- 2nd
NCAA Regional ------------------ 3rd (SE)
NCAA Championship --------------- N/A
Final Ranking --------------------------- 18
2007 High Score ---------------- 195.300
Letterwinners Ret./Lost ----------- 12/5
All-Americans Ret./Lost ------------- 0/0
Gymnastics Contact ---Nathaniel Zinn
 Phone------------------- 304-293-2821
 Email Nathaniel.Zinn@mail.wvu.edu
Web Site ------------ msnsportsnet.com
Louisiana State Tigers
Jan. 18 at Barnhill Arena
Location ----------------Baton Rouge, LA
Enrollment --------------------------29,317
Conference --------------- Southeastern
Nickname --------------------------- Tigers
Colors -------------------Purple and Gold
Head Coach --------- Sara “D-D” Breaux
 Alma Mater ------------------LSU, 1976
 School Rec. ----------- 514-315-7 (30)
 Career Rec.------------------------ Same
Assistants -------------------- Bob Moore,
 Phillip Ogletree
2007 Record ------------------------- 19-13
Conf. Rec./Finish ------------------3-3/4th
NCAA Regional ----------- 2nd (Central)
NCAA Championship ---------------- 7th
Final Ranking -------------------------- 7th
2007 High Score
Letterwinners Ret./Lost ------------- 9/3
All-Americans Ret./Lost ------------- 2/3
Gymnastics Contact --- Laurie Cannon
 Phone------------------- 225-578-7947
 Email --------------lcannon1@lsu.edu
Web Site -------------------lsusports.com
Penn State Nittany Lions
Jan. 25 at Barnhill Arena
Location ------------- University Park, PA
Enrollment --------------------------40,709
Conference ------------------------Big Ten
Nickname ------------------Nittany Lions
Colors -------------------- Blue and White
Head Coach ----------- Steve Shephard
 Alma Mater ------------------------- N/A
 School Rec. ----------- 203-120-2 (15)
 Career Rec.------------------------ Same
Assistants -------------- Jessica Bastardi,
 Travis Doak
2007 Record ---------------------------24-5
Conf. Rec./Finish -----------------3-0/2nd
NCAA Regional ------------3rd (Central)
NCAA Championship --------------- N/A
Final Ranking --------------------------- 16
2007 High Score ---------------- 196.825
Letterwinners Ret./Lost ------------- 8/5
All-Americans Ret./Lost ------------- 0/0
Gymnastics Contact -------Jen Armson
 Phone------------------- 814-865-1757
 Email ----------------- jma19@psu.edu
Web Site -------------- gopsusports.com
Florida Gators
Feb. 1 at O’Connell Center (Gainesville)
Location -------------------Gainesville, FL
Enrollment --------------------------51,520
Conference --------------- Southeastern
Nickname ---------------------------Gators
Colors ------------------ Orange and Blue
Head Coach ------------- Rhonda Faehn
 Alma Mater --------------- UCLA, 1994
 School Rec. -------------- 101-25-1 (5)
 Career Rec.------------------------ Same
Assistants ----------------- Adrian Burde, 
 Robert Ladanyi
2007 Record ------------------------ 21-0-1
Conf. Rec./Finish --------------- 5-0-1/1st
NCAA Regional ------------------ 1st (NC)
NCAA Championship ---------------- 3rd
Final Ranking -------------------------- 3rd
2007 High Score ---------------- 197.875
Letterwinners Ret./Lost ------------- 9/5
All-Americans Ret./Lost ------------- 5/5
Gymnastics Contact ---- Mary Howard
 Phone------------------- 352-331-6964
 Email --- maryh@gators.uaa.ufl.edu
Web Site ----------------- gatorzone.com
Alabama Crimson Tide
Feb. 8 at Coleman Col. (Tuscaloosa)
Location ------------------ Tuscaloosa, AL
Enrollment --------------------------23,878
Conference --------------- Southeastern
Nickname ------------------Crimson Tide
Colors ---------------Crimson and White
Head Coach ----------- Sarah Patterson
 Alma Mater ------Slippery Rock St., 1978
 School Rec.
 Career Rec.------------------------ Same
Asst. Head Coach ---- David Patterson
Assistant Coach ------- Bryan Raschilla
2007 Record
Conf. Rec./Finish ----------------------- 3rd
NCAA Regional ------------ 1st (Central)
NCAA Championship ---------------- 9th
Final Ranking -------------------------- 9th
2007 High Score ---------------- 197.475
Letterwinners Ret./Lost
All-Americans Ret./Lost
Gymnastics Contact --Roots Woodruff
 Phone------------------- 205-348-2088
 Email ----------------- roots@ia.ua.edu 
Web Site --------------------- rolltide.com
Kentucky Wildcats
Feb. 15 at Barnhill Arena
Location ------------------- Lexington, KY
Enrollment --------------------------26,439
Conference --------------- Southeastern
Nickname ------------------------ Wildcats
Colors -------------------- Blue and White
Head Coach -----------------Mo Mitchell
 Alma Mater ----------- Houston, 1995
 School Rec. -------------------42-68 (4)
 Career Rec.------------------------ Same
Assistants -------------- Jackie McCarter
 Chuck Dickerson
2007 Record ---------------------------8-17
Conf. Rec./Finish ------------------0-6/7th
NCAA Regional ------------6th (Central)
NCAA Championship --------------- N/A
Final Ranking ------------------------ 23rd
2007 High Score
Letterwinners Ret./Lost
All-Americans Ret./Lost ------------ N/A
Gymnastics Contact -------Sean Cartell
 Phone------------------- 869-257-6846
 Email ----------------secart3@uky.edu
Web Site ---------------- kyathletics.com
Auburn Tigers
Feb. 22 at Barnhill Arena
Location -----------------------Auburn, AL
Enrollment --------------------------23,547
Conference --------------- Southeastern
Nickname --------------------------- Tigers
Colors --------- Burnt Orange and Navy
Head Coach -------------Jeff Thompson
 Alma Mater ---------- Kentucky, 1985
 School Rec. ----------------- 70-108 (7)
 Career Rec.------------------ 70-108 (7)
Assoc. HC ---------- Rachelle Thompson
Assistant ----------------Krissy Hoeferlin
2007 Record ---------------------------6-13
Conf. Rec./Finish ------------------1-5/6th
NCAA Regional -----------------T4th (SE)
NCAA Championship --------------- N/A
Final Ranking --------------------------- 17
2007 High Score ---------------- 196.475
Letterwinners Ret./Lost ------------- 9/3
All-Americans Ret./Lost ------------- 0/0
Gymnastics Contact -- Megan Murren
 Phone------------------- 334-844-9900
 Email -------murremm@auburn.edu
Web Site ------------- auburntigers.com
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2008 OPPONENTS
Georgia Gym Dogs
March 1 at Stegeman Coliseum (Athens)
Location -----------------------Athens, GA
Enrollment --------------------------33,959
Conference --------------- Southeastern
Nickname --------------------- Gym Dogs
Colors ----------------------Red and Black
Head Coach ----------Suzanne Yoculan
 Alma Mater -------- Penn State, 1975
 School Rec. ----------- 773-114-7 (24)
 Career Rec.------------------------ Same
Assoc. Head ---------------------Jay Clark
Assistant Coach ------- Doug McAvinn
2007 Record ------------------------ 31-2-1
Conf. Rec./Finish -------------- 5-0-1/2nd
NCAA Regional ------------------ 1st (NC)
NCAA Championship -----------------1st
Final Ranking ------- National Champs
2007 High Score ------------------198.00
Letterwinners Ret./Lost ----------- 14/3
All-Americans Ret./Lost ------------- 7/2
Gymnastics Contact - Caroline Domecq
 Phone------------------- 706-583-8256
 Email --- cdomecq@sports.uga.edu
Web Site --------------georgiadogs.com
UCLA Bruins
March 9 at Pauley Pav. (Los Angeles)
Location ------------------ Los Angels, CA
Enrollment --------------------------37,500
Conference -------------------------Pac-10
Nickname --------------------------- Bruins
Colors ----------------------Blue and Gold
Head Coach ----- Valorie Kondos Field
 Alma Mater --------------- UCLA, 1987
 School Rec. -------------337-74-1 (17)
 Career Rec.------------------------ Same
Assistant Head Coach ----Chris Waller
Assistant Coach --------------Jim Foody
2007 Record ---------------------------15-6
Conf. Rec./Finish ------------------------1st
NCAA Regional -------- 1st (Southeast)
NCAA Championship ---------------- 4th
Final Ranking -------------------------- 4th
2007 High Score ------------------197.20
Letterwinners Ret./Lost ------------- 9/3
All-Americans Ret./Lost ------------- 4/1
Gymnastics Contact ---------Liza David
 Phone------------------- 310-206-8140
 Email ---- ldavid@athletics.ucal.edu
Web Site -----------------uclabruins.com
Oklahoma Sooners
March 14 at Barnhill Arena
Location --------------------- Norman, OK
Enrollment --------------------------29,721
Conference ------------------------- Big 12
Nickname -------------------------Sooners
Colors --------------Crimson and Cream
Head Coach ------------------ K.J. Kindler
 Alma Mater ---------Iowa State, 1992
 School Rec. -------------------- 20-8 (1)
 Career Rec.--------------------103-49-1
Assistants ----------Lou Ball, Tom Haley
2007 Record ---------------------------20-8
Conf. Rec./Finish ---------------------- 2nd
NCAA Regional ----------- 2nd (Central)
NCAA Championship ---------------- 8th
Final Ranking -------------------------- 8th
2007 High Score ---------------- 197.175
Letterwinners Ret./Lost ----------- 11/2
All-Americans Ret./Lost ------------- 1/1
Gymnastics Contact ---- Phillip Rogers
 Phone------------------- 405-325-8349
 Email ----------philliprogers@ou.edu
Web Site ------------- soonersports.com
Michigan State Spartans
March 21 at Barnhill Arena
Location ---------------- East Lansing, MI
Enrollment --------------------------45,520
Conference ------------------------Big Ten
Nickname ------------------------Spartans
Colors ------------------ Green and White
Head Coach -------------- Kathie Klages 
 Alma Mater --- Central Michigan ‘77
 School Rec. ----------- 278-144-3 (17)
 Career Rec.------------------------ Same
Assoc. Head Coach --------Randy Lane
Assistant Coach: --------------- Katie Teft
2007 Record ---------------------------12-7
Conf. Rec./Finish ----------------------- 7th
NCAA Regional ------------4th (Central)
NCAA Championship ------- Individual
Final Ranking ------------------------ 17th
2007 High Score ---------------- 196.300
Letterwinners Ret./Lost ------------- 7/2
All-Americans Ret./Lost ------------- 0/0
Gymnastics Contact ----- Jim Donatelli
 Phone------------------- 517-355-2271
 Email -------jdonatelli@ath.msu.edu
Web Site --------------msuspartans.com
SEC Championship
March 29 at Gwinette Center (Duluth)
Location ---------------- Birmingham, AL
 2201 Richard Arrington Jr. Blvd.
 Birmingham, AL 35203-1103
Web Site ----------------- SECSports.com
Gymnastics Contact --- Chuck Dunlap
 Phone------------------- 205-458-3047
 Email --------------- cdunlap@sec.org
2008 SEC Championship
 Location -------------------- Duluth, GA
 Arena ----Gwinette Center (11,000)
 Results ---------------- SECSports.com
This marks the 28th year that the SEC will 
crown a team champion in gymnastics. 
Georgia, the 2005, 2006 and 2007 NCAA 
National Champions, will look to again 
claim the SEC title and take home their sev-
enth SEC crown in the last nine years, while 
Florida will be aiming to defend their 2007 
SEC Championship.   Alabama, who placed 
third in 2007, is looking to claim their sixth 
title and first since 2003. LSU, who finished 
fourth last season, will also vie for the SEC 
Championship, as will Arkansas, Auburn 
and Kentucky. 
NCAA Regional
Championships
April 12 at Campus Sites
Selection --- Monday, March 31, 5 p.m. ET 
Central Regional -------------- April 12 
 Pete Maravich Assembly Center (LSU)
 Baton Rouge, Louisiana
North Central Regional ------ April 12 
 Sports Pavilion (Minnesota)
 Minneapolis, Minnesota
Northeast Regional ----------- April 12 
 Rec Hall (Penn State)
 University Park, Pennsylvania
South Central Regional ------ April 12 
 Lloyd Noble Center (Oklahoma)
 Norman, Oklahoma
Southeast Regional ---------- April 12 
 Stephen C. O’Connell Center (Florida)
 Gainesville, Florida
West Regional ------------------ April 12 
 Gill Coliseum (Oregon State)
 Corvallis, Oregon
NCAA Championship
April 24-26 at Stegeman Col. (Athens)
Championships	-------April	24	to	26	
 Stegeman Coliseum (Georgia)
 Athens, Ga. 
Tickets ----------------Georgiadogs.com
Results ---------------- NCAASports.com
CS-Fullerton @UCLA
March 9 at Pauley Pav. (Los Angeles)
Location -------------------- Fullerton, CA
Enrollment --------------------------35,040
Conference ----------- Western Athletic
Nickname --------------------------- Titans
Colors -------- Navy, Orange and White
Head Coach --------------------- Jill Hicks
 Alma Mater ----- Oregon State, 1982
 School Rec. ---------------------- 8-7 (1)
 Career Rec.------------------------ Same
Assistants -------------- Mace Patterson,
 Casey Dobyns
2007 Record ---------------------------- 8-7
Conf. Rec./Finish ------------------4-1/5th
NCAA Regional ----------------------- N/A
NCAA Championship --------------- N/A
Final Ranking ---------------------------NR
2007 High Score ---------------- 193.625
Letterwinners Ret./Lost ------------- 8/6
All-Americans Ret./Lost ------------- 0/0
Gymnastics Contact --- Jason Spencer
 Phone------------------- 714-278-3970
 Email ------ jspencer@fullterton.edu
Web Site ------------fullertontitans.com
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ARKANSAS TEAM RECORDS
Team Score
	 Opponent	 Date	 Score
1 Gym’Back Inv. 3/5/04 196.625
2 No. 14 Louisiana State 2/6/04 196.450
 No. 3 Alabama 2/27/04 196.450
 Arkansas Quad 2 3/23/07 196.450
5 No. 29 Auburn 1/23/04 196.425
6 No. 18 Kentucky 2/24/06 196.350
 No. 36 Washington 3/12/06 196.350
8 at No. 14 Auburn 3/2/07 196.325
9 Arkansas Quad 1 3/9/07 196.250
10 No. 23 Kentucky 1/16/04 196.225
Vault
	 Opponent	 Date	 Score
1 at NE Regionals 4/14/07 49.300
2 at No. 14 Auburn 3/2/07 49.125
3 No. 10 Missouri 2/13/04 49.075
 No. 4 Florida 2/18/05 49.075
 No. 2 Georgia 1/19/07 49.075
 Arkansas Quad 2 3/23/07 49.075
7 No. 1 Florida 2/9/07 49.050
8 at No. 5 Florida Quad 2/10/06 49.025
9 No. 23 Kentucky 1/16/04 49.000
 No. 18 Kentucky 2/24/06 49.000
 No. 36 Washington 3/12/06 49.000
 at Kentucky 2/1/07 49.000
 at SEC Championship 3/31/07 49.000
Uneven Bars
	 Opponent	 Date	 Score
1 NCAA Regional 4/3/04 49.375
2 Gym’Back Inv. 3/5/04 49.300
3 Missouri 3/14/03 49.200
4 No. 18 Kentucky 2/24/06 49.200
5 Arkansas Quad 1 3/9/07 49.175
6 Arkansas Quad 1/9/04 49.150
7 SEC Championship 3/20/04 49.150
8 No. 5 Florida 2/20/04 49.150
9 at No. 23 Arizona State 3/16/07 49.150
10 at No. 4 LSU 2/4/05 49.125
11 No. 29 Auburn 1/23/04 49.125
12 No. 3 Alabama 2/27/04 49.125
13 No. 36 Washington 3/12/06 49.125
Balance Beam
	 Opponent	 Date	 Score
1 at No. 23 Arizona State 3/16/07 49.400
2 No. 11 Arizona 3/12/04 49.375
3 No. 3 Alabama 2/27/04 49.300
4 Gym’Back Quad 3/19/05 49.275
 at NE Regional 4/14/07 49.275
6 No. 10 Missouri 2/13/04 49.250
7 Arkansas Quad 2 3/23/07 49.225
8 No. 2 Georgia 1/30/04 49.175
 No. 14 Louisiana State 2/6/04 49.175
 at Kentucky 2/23/07 49.175
 at No. 14 Auburn 3/2/07 49.175 
Floor Exercise
	 Opponent	 Date	 Score
1 Gym’Back Inv. 3/5/04 49.525
2 No. 29 Auburn 1/23/04 49.425
3 No. 14 Louisiana State 2/6/04 49.425
4 No. 36 Washington 3/12/06 49.400
5 No. 5 Florida 2/20/04 49.325
 No. 23 Kentucky 1/16/04 49.325
7 Missouri 3/14/03 49.300
 No. 11 Arizona 3/12/04 49.300
9 Arkansas Quad 2 3/23/07 49.275
10 No. 1 Florida 2/9/07 49.200
The 2004 Gym’Backs
Allison Daniels
Michelle Stout
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ARKANSAS INDIVIDUAL RECORDS
Vault
1 9.950 Michelle Stout No. 1 Florida 2/9/07
2 9.900 Kathy Thompson at No. 10 Missouri 2/13/04
 9.900 Kathy Thompson at NCAA Regionals 4/3/04
 9.900 Mallory Machnik vs. No. 4 Florida 2/18/05
 9.900 Samantha Cortez vs. No. 4 Florida 2/18/05
 9.900 Samantha Cortez at No. 3 Georgia 1/20/06
 9.900 Samantha Cortez at No. 5 Gla. Quad 2/10/06
 9.900 Michelle Stout at NCAA NE Reg. 4/14/07
9 9.875 Dana McQuillin No. 29 Auburn 1/23/04
 9.875 Kathy Thompson Arkansas Quad 1/9/04
 9.875 Cassie Drew at No. 5 Fla. Quad 2/10/06
 9.875 Michelle Stout No. 2 Georgia 1/19/07
 9.875 Samantha Cortez No. 5 Alabama 2/16/07
 9.875 Michelle Stout No. 5 Alabama 2/16/07
 9.875 Samantha Cortez at Kentucky 2/23/07
 9.875 Michelle Stout at No. 14 Auburn 3/9/07
 9.875 Michelle Stout Arkansas Quad 2 3/23/07
 9.875 Samantha Cortez at NCAA NE Reg. 4/14/07
    
Uneven Bars
1 9.950 Emily Peacock vs. No. 18 Ky. 2/24/06
2 9.925 Melissa Leigh Missouri 3/14/03
 9.925 Melissa Leigh at NCAA Regionals 3/4/04
 9.925 Emily Peacock at No. 4 LSU 2/4/05
5 9.900 Rachel Barnett No. 14 LSU 2/6/04
 9.900 Katie Hardman No. 14 LSU 2/6/04
 9.900 Melissa Leigh at No. 5 Florida 2/20/04
 9.900 Dana McQuillin Gym’Back Inv. 3/5/04
 9.900 Melissa Leigh Gym’Back Inv. 3/5/04
 9.900 Melissa Leigh at SEC Champ. 3/20/04
 9.900 Dana McQuillin at NCAA Regionals 3/4/04
 9.900 Melissa Leigh vs. No. 18 Ky. 2/24/06
 9.900 Melissa Leigh vs. No. 36 Wash. 3/12/06
 9.900 Emily Peacock Arkansas Quad 1 3/9/07
    
Balance Beam
1 9.950 Katie Hardman at No. 11 Arizona 3/12/04
 9.950 Casey Jo Magee at No. 23 Az State 3/16/07
3 9.925 Dana McQuillin Gym’Back Inv. 3/5/04
4 9.900 Katie Hardman at No. 2 Georgia 1/30/04
 9.900 Katie Hardman No. 14 LSU 2/6/04
 9.900 Cassie Drew at No. 10 Missouri 2/13/04
 9.900 Cassie Drew Gym’Back Inv. 3/5/04
 9.900 Dana McQuillin at No. 11 Arizona 3/12/04
 9.900 Katie Hardman at No. 4 LSU 2/4/05
 9.900 Cassie Drew Arkansas Quad 3/19/05
 9.900 Katie Hardman vs. No. 36 Wash. 3/12/06
 9.900 Casey Jo Magee at No. 15 LSU 1/26/07
 9.900 Cassie Drew at No. 14 Auburn 3/9/07
 9.900 Amy DeFilippo at No. 14 Auburn 3/9/07
 9.900 Emily Peacock at No. 23 Az. State 3/16/07
 9.900 Cassie Drew Arkansas Quad 2 3/23/07
 9.900 Casey Jo Magee at NCAA NE Reg. 4/14/07
    
Floor Exercise
1 9.950 Rachel Barnett No. 29 Auburn 1/23/04
 9.950 Rachel Barnett No. 14 LSU 2/6/04
3 9.925 Kathy Thompson No. 29 Auburn 1/23/04
 9.925 Cassie Drew Gym’Back Inv. 3/5/04
 9.925 Kathy Thompson Gym’Back Inv. 3/5/04
 9.925 Emily Peacock vs. No. 36 Wash. 3/12/06
7 9.900 Tiffany Berry Missouri 3/14/03
 9.900 Dana McQuillin No. 23 Kentucky 1/16/04
 9.900 Kathy Thompson No. 23 Kentucky 1/16/04
 9.900 Kathy Thompson at No. 5 Florida 2/20/04
 9.900 Audra Loveless Gym’Back Inv. 3/5/04
 9.900 Dana McQuillin Gym’Back Inv. 3/5/04
 9.900 Dana McQuillin at SEC Champ. 3/20/04
 9.900 Mallory Machnik vs. No. 4 Florida 2/18/05
 9.900 Mallory Machnik vs. No. 32 Missouri 3/13/05
 9.900 Katie Hardman vs. No. 36 Wash. 3/12/06
 9.900 Emily Peacock No. 2 Georgia 1/19/07
 9.900 Rachel Barnett Arkansas Quad 1 3/9/07
 9.900 Rachel Barnett Arkansas Quad 2 3/23/07
All Around
1 39.500 Dana McQuillin Gym’Back Inv. 3/5/04
2 39.400 Tiffany Berry Missouri 3/14/03
3 39.375 Cassie Drew No. 14 LSU 2/6/04
4 39.350 Dana McQuillin No. 29 Auburn 1/23/04
5 39.325 Dana McQuillin No. 23 Kentucky 1/16/04
 39.325 Dana McQuillin at No. 3 Alabama 2/27/04
 39.325 Michelle Stout No. 1 Florida 2/9/07
8 39.300 Dana McQuillin at No. 11 Arizona 3/12/04
 39.300 Dana McQuillin at SEC Champ. 3/20/04
 39.300 Cassie Drew Arkansas Quad 2 3/23/07
Mark and Rene Cook
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ARKANSAS CLASS RECORDS
Freshman
Vault
Score Gymnast Date Opponent
9.950 Michelle Stout Feb. 9, 2007 No. 1 Florida
Bars
Score Gymnast Date Opponent
9.925 Melissa Leigh March 14, 2003 Missouri
9.925 Emily Peacock Feb. 4, 2005 @LSU
Beam
Score Gymnast Date Opponent
9.950 Casey Jo Magee March 16, 2007 @No. 23 Arizona 
State
Floor
Score Gymnast Date Opponent
9.950 Rachel Barnett Jan. 23, 2004 Auburn
9.950 Rachel Barnett Feb. 6, 2004 LSU
All-Around
Score Gymnast Date Opponent
39.400 Tiffany Berry March 14, 2003 Missouri
Sophomore
Vault
Score Gymnast Date Opponent
9.875 Dana McQuillin Jan. 23, 2004 Kentucky
Bars
Score Gymnast Date Opponent
9.950 Emily Peacock Feb. 24, 2006 Kentucky
Beam
Score Gymnast Date Opponent
9.950 Katie Hardman March 12, 2004 @Arizona
Floor
Score Gymnast Date Opponent
9.925 Emily Peacock March 12, 2006 Washington
All-Around
Score Gymnast Date Opponent
39.500 Dana McQuillin March 5, 2004 Gym’Back Inv.
Junior
Vault
Score Gymnast Date Opponent
9.875 Cassie Drew Feb. 10, 2006 @Florida Quad
9.875 Samantha Cortez Feb. 16, 2007 No. 5 Alabama
9.875 Samantha Cortez Feb. 23, 2007 @Kentucky
9.875 Samantha Cortez April 14, 2007 @NCAA NE Reg.
Bars
Score Gymnast Date Opponent
9.900 Emily Peacock March 9, 2007 Ark. Quad 1
Beam
Score Gymnast Date Opponent
9.900 Katie Hardman Feb. 4, 2005 @LSU
9.900 Emily Peacock March 16, 2007 @No. 23 ASU
Floor
Score Gymnast Date Opponent
9.900 Emily Peacock Jan. 19, 2007 No. 2 Georgia
All-Around
Score Gymnast Date Opponent
39.200 Cassie Drew March 19, 2006 @Nebraska
Senior
Vault
Score Gymnast Date Opponent
9.825 Cassie Drew April 14, 2007 @NCAA NE Reg.
Bars
Score Gymnast Date Opponent
9.900 Melissa Leigh Feb. 24, 2006 Kentucky
9.900 Melissa Leigh March 19, 2006 @Nebraska
Beam
Score Gymnast Date Opponent
9.900 Katie Hardman March 12, 2006 Washington
9.000 Cassie Drew March 9, 2007 Ark. Quad 1
9.900 Cassie Drew March 23, 2007 Ark. Quad 2
Floor
Score Gymnast Date Opponent
9.900 Katie Hardman March 12, 2006 Washington
9.000 Rachel Barnett March 9, 2007 Ark. Quad 1
9.900 Rachel Barnett March 23, 2007 Ark. Quad 2
All-Around
Score Gymnast Date Opponent
39.300 Cassie Drew March 23, 2007 Ark. Quad 2 
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HONORS AND AWARDS
Arkansas Scholar-Athlete of the Year
Annual award given to the team member with the highest grade 
point average for the year
2003 Whitney Cashwell,
  Valerie Conroy,
  Kim Harris,
  Brooke Lawrence,
  Hannah McLeod,
  Dana McQuillin, 
  Kylee Small
2004 Valerie Conroy
2005 Melissa Leigh
2006 Audra Loveless
2007 Rachel Barnett,
  Allison Daniels
Dana McQuillin 
Coaches Award
Annual award given to the team 
member who represents the 
team above and beyond normal 
expectations
2003 Dana McQuillin
2004 Dana McQuillin
2005 Katie Hardman
2006 Dana McQuillin
2007 Alexandra LaChance
Katie Hardman Gym’Back Pride Award
Created in 2006 for gymnast 
who displays great pride in the 
program and the Gym’Back ex-
perience
2006 Katie Hardman
2007 Cassie Drew
Most Consistent Performer (Only awarded in 2005)
2005 Emily Peacock
Most Improved Gymnast
Annual award for most improved 
gymnast for that season
2003 Brooke Lawrence
2004 Cassie Drew
2005 Rachel Barnett
2006 Alexandra LaChance
2007 Casey Jo Magee
Most Outstanding Gymnast
Annual award for most outstanding gymnast of the season
2004 Dana McQuillin
2005 Dana McQuillin
2006 Emily Peacock
2007 Emily Peacock
Spirit Award (Only awarded in 2005)
2005 Mallory Machnik
Valerie Conroy Service  Award
Created in 2006 for gymnast 
who demonstrates service to her 
team and teammates
2006 Valerie Conroy
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All-Southeastern Conference
2004 Melissa Leigh (Bars) 
SEC Gymnast of the Week
Dana McQuillin Jan. 13, 2004
Katie Hardman March 14, 2006
Cassie Drew March 6, 2007
SEC Community 
Service Team
2004 Audra Loveless
2005 Katie Hardman
2006 Audra Loveless
2007 Emily Peacock
South Central
Administrator of the Year
2004 Bev Lewis
2006 Bev Lewis
Team Captains
2003 Brooke Lawrence
 Hannah McLeod
 Dana McQuillin
2004 Kim Harris
 Dana McQuillin
2005 Hannah McLeod
 Dana McQuillin
2006 Cassie Drew
 Mallory Machnik
 Dana McQuillin
2007 N/A
HONORS AND AWARDS
Above left: McQuillin
Above: Hardman
Left: Drew
I’ll bet you didn’t know...
That the Gym’Backs were honored in 
International Gymnast magazine or that 
Mark, Rene and the Gym’Backs were 
honorary Duck Walkers.  The Gym’Backs 
helped the ducks from their rooftop hab-
itat to the fountain at the Peabody Hotel 
in Little Rock at the SEC Championship 
in 2007. 
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All-Time Roster
B
Barnett, Rachel ---------------------- 2004-07
Bartlett, Stacy --------------------- 2008-pres.
Berry, Tiffany ------------------------------2003
Burnette, Jamie ---------------------- 2004-05
C
Cashwell, Whitney -----------------------2003
Conroy, Valerie ----------------------------2003
Cortez, Samantha ---------------- 2005-pres.
D
Daniels, Allison ------------------- 2007-pres.
DeFilippo, Amy ------------------- 2007-pres.
Drew, Cassie -------------------------- 2004-07
G
Guy, Breanne ------------------------- 2006-07
H
Hardman, Katie ---------------------- 2003-06
Harris, Kim ---------------------------- 2003-05
L
LaChance, Alex ------------------- 2006-pres.
Lawrence, Brooke ------------------------2003
Leigh, Melissa ------------------------ 2003-06
Lewis, Molly ----------------------- 2008-pres.
Loveless, Audra ---------------------- 2003-06
M
McLeod, Hannah -------------------- 2003-06
McPherson, Ashly ---------------- 2007-pres.
McQuillin, Dana --------------------- 2003-06
Machnik, Mallory -------------------- 2005-07
Magee, Casey Jo ------------------ 2007-pres.
Maschino, Kathryn --------------- 2008-pres.
N
Nagashima, Sarah---------------- 2007-pres.
O
Owen, Kelley ------------------------------2006
P
Peacock, Emily -------------------- 2005-pres.
S
Schmohl, Allison -------------------------2006
Stout, Michelle -------------------- 2007-pres.
T
Thompson, Kathy ------------------- 2004-05
By Hometown
Arkansas
McPherson, Ashly (Springdale)
Owen, Kelley (Pine Bluff )
California
DeFilippo, Amy (Torrance)
Florida
Berry, Tiffany (Ocoee)
Burnette, Jamie (New Port Richey)
Guy, Breanne (Bradenton)
Leigh, Melissa (Orlando)
McLeod, Hannah (Orlando)
Small, Kylee (Gainesville)
Louisiana
Machnik, Mallory (Monroe)
Maryland
Harris, Kim (Potomac)
New Jersey
Cortez, Samantha (Verona)
McQuillin, Dana (West Orange)
New York
LaChance, Alexandra (New Windsor)
Stout, Michelle (Endwell)
North Carolina
Drew, Cassie (Raleigh)
Oklahoma
Barnett, Rachel (Oklahoma City)
Loveless, Audra (Bridge Creek)
Maschino, Kathryn (Edmond)
Oregon
Bartlett, Stacy (Tualatin)
Texas
Conroy, Valerie (Plano)
Daniels, Allison (Kingwood)
Hardman, Katie (Buda)
Lawrence, Brooke (Odessa)
Lewis, Molly (Plano)
Peacock, Emily (San Antonio)
Schmohl, Allison (Allen)
Thompson, Kathy (Houston)
Virginia
Cashwell, Whitney (Virginia Beach)
Washington
Nagashima, Sarah (Seattle)
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ACADEMIC HONORS
 For the fifth straight year, Arkansas has been in the top 30 in the nation academically, peaking at No. 7 in 2005, according to 
the National Association for Collegiate Gymnastics Coaches for Women.
 Last year, Arkansas posted a 3.36 team grade point average with five Gym’Backs earn-
ing individual academic honors.
 “We are so proud of the work the girls have done in the classroom as well as on the 
competition floor,” said co-head coach René Cook. “Doing well in school and making good 
choices in life translate to success in the gym, and that’s what we’re seeing from this special 
group of athletes.” 
 The Gym’Backs had five team members earn all-scholar honors and were the second-
highest ranked team in the SEC behind No. 17 Alabama who had a 3.40 GPA.
 Senior Rachel Barnett and freshman Allison Daniels paced the team with perfect 4.00 grade point averages. Barnett, who 
graduated in May, was a kinesiology major while Daniels is a psychology major.
 Sophomore Alexandra LaChance added a 3.89 GPA in kinesiology followed by a 3.67 in journalism from junior Emily Peacock. 
Freshman Michelle Stout rounded out the honorees with a 3.53 in marketing.
2007 NACGC/W National Academic Team
 Institution Team GPA # of AA
1 SEMO 3.7408 10
2 Denver 3.7360 13
3 Southern Utah 3.7333 10
4 Winona State 3.7079 12
5 UW-Whitewater 3.6011 12
6 Yale 3.5893 10
7 Texas Women’s 3.5885 12
8 Brown 3.5740 7
9 Eastern Michigan 3.5300 11
10 MIT 3.5183 8
11 UW-Lacrosse 3.5047 9
12 UNC 3.4586 8
13 Western Michigan 3.4420 9
14 Stanford 3.4258 6
15 Iowa State 3.4200 7
16 Alabama 3.4007 8
17 Springfield  3.3907 10
18 Utah State  3.3721 7
19 Northern Illinois 3.3695 8
20 Michigan State 3.3694 10
21	 ARKANSAS	 3.3623	 5
22 West Virginia 3.3550 10
23 Maryland 3.35371 9
24 Penn State 3.3336 8
25 Centenary 3.3155 4
Arkansas All-Time GPA
Year GPA Rank AA
2003 3.43 14th 8
2004 3.48 10th 9
2005 3.51 7th 9
2006 3.30 26th 9
2007 3.36 21st 5
SEC Academic Awards
2004 Melissa Leigh, Audra Loveless, Hannah McLeod, 
 Dana McQuillin
2005 Rachel Barnett, Cassie Drew, Katie Hardman, 
 Melissa Leigh, Audra Loveless, Hannah McLeod, 
 Dana McQuillin,  Kathy Thompson
2006	 Rachel Barnett, Cassie Drew, Melissa Leigh, Audra 
 Loveless, Hannah McLeod, Dana McQuillin, 
 Emily Peacock
2007 Rachel Barnett, Samantha Cortez, Cassie Drew, 
 Alex LaChance, Emily Peacock
SEC Academic All-Freshman Team
2004 Rachel Barnett, Cassie Drew, Kathy Thompson
2005 Samantha Cortez, Emily Peacock
2006 Alex LaChance
2007 Allison Daniels, Casey Jo Magee, Ashly McPherson,
 Sarah Nagashima, Michelle Stout
NACGC/W Academic Scholar Athletes
2003 Whitney Cashwell, Valerie Conroy, Brooke Lawrence, 
 Kim Harris, Audra Loveless, Hannah McLeod, Dana
 McQuillin, Kylee Small
2004 Jamie Burnette, Valerie Conroy, Kim Harris, Brooke 
 Lawrence, Melissa Leigh, Audra  Loveless, Hannah 
 McLeod, Dana McQuillin, Kathy Thompson
2005 Whitney Cashwell, Katie Hardman, Kim Harris, Brooke 
 Lawrence, Melissa Leigh, Audra Loveless, Hannah 
 McLeod, Dana McQuillin, Emily Peacock
2006 Rachel Barnett, Whitney Cashwell, Kim Harris, Alex 
 LaChance, Brooke Lawrence, Audra Loveless, Hannah 
 McLeod, Dana McQuillin, Emily Peacock
2007 Rachel Barnett, Allison Daniels, Alexandra LaChance, 
 Emily Peacock, Michelle Stout
Barnett Daniels
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ACADEMIC HONORS
Academic Champion (4.00 GPA)
Fall	2002
 Whitney Cashwell, Dana McQuillin
Spring	2003
 Valerie Conroy, Kim Harris, Audra Loveless, Hannah McLeod
Fall	2003
 Valerie Conroy, Kim Harris, Audra Loveless, Hannah McLeod
Spring	2004
 Melissa Leigh
Fall	2004
 Katie Hardman, Kim Harris, Audra Loveless, Hannah McLeod
Spring	2005
 Audra Loveless
Fall	2005
 Audra Loveless, Alex LaChance
Spring	2006
 Rachel Barnett, Audra Loveless, Dana McQuillin
Fall	2006
 Rachel Barnett, Allison Daniels, Alex LaChance
Spring	2007
 Rachel Barnett, Allison Daniels
Athletic Director’s List (3.50-3.99 GPA)
Fall	2002
Valerie Conroy, Kim Harris, Brooke Lawrence, Hannah McLeod,
 Kylee Small
Spring	2003
 Brooke Lawrence, Dana McQuillin, Kylee Small
Fall	2003
 Brooke Lawrence, Dana McQuillin, Kylee Small
Spring	2004
 Rachel Barnett, Jamie Burnette, Kim Harris, Audra Loveless, 
 Hannah McLeod, Dana McQuillin
Fall	2004
 Emily Peacock
Spring	2005
 Katie Hardman, Kim Harris, Melissa Leigh, Dana McQuillin,
 Emily Peacock
Fall	2005
 Rachel Barnett, Cassie Drew, Hannah McLeod,
 Dana McQuillin
Spring	2006
 Alex LaChance, Hannah McLeod, Emily Peacock
Fall	2006
 Emily Peacock
Spring	2007
 Alex LaChance, Emily Peacock
Each semester, the University of Arkansas Women’s Athletics Department recognizes its student-athletes 
success in the classroom with selection to a department honor roll.  The Women’s Athletics Department 
honors student-athletes who earn a perfect 4.0 grade point average as Academic Champions.  Student-
athletes with grade points ranging from 3.50-3.99 earn Athletic Directors List honors and those with 
grades in the 3.00-3.49 range are honored on the Honor Roll.  Here’s a look at the Gym’Backs’ all-time 
selections.
Honor Roll (3.00-3.49 GPA)
Fall	2002
 Audra Loveless
Spring	2003
 Whitney Cashwell, Melissa Leigh
Fall	2003
 Whitney Cashwell, Melissa Leigh
Spring	2004
 Cassie Drew, Kim Harris
Fall	2004
 Rachel Barnett, Samantha Cortez, Cassie Drew,
 Dana McQuillin, Kathy Thompson
Spring	2005
 Rachel Barnett, Samantha Cortez, Cassie Drew,
 Kathy Thompson
Fall	2005
 Katie Hardman, Kelley Owen, Allison Schmohl
Spring	2006
 Samantha Cortez, Breanne Guy, Katie Hardman,
 Melissa Leigh
Fall	2006
 Samantha Cortez, Cassie Drew, Sarah Nagashima,
 Michelle Stout
Spring	2007
 Samantha Cortez, Amy DeFilippo, Cassie Drew,
 Ashly McPherson, Casey Jo Magee, Sarah Nagashima,
 Michelle Stout
